Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Manhattan
LES

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

La Mama, all of 4th
St

The Kraine, Under
St. Marks,
University
Settlement

Central Park

10002
Brooklyn
Bed Stuy
11221
The Bronx

Restoration plaza,
Brooklyn (?)
community gardens,
Bailey's cafe, Image
gallery, Bed Vyne
Brew

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Y

Y

Y

Yes, because I want to live full life and Diversity in Manhattan on LES, though it is
help others do that as well
getting less and less

Y

Not Sure

Y

Yes, because I am an artist and a
person who enjoys engaging in
community institutions that exist to
uplift and promote the culture of my
people

Y, but not enough

N

Y

Y

Hamilton Heights
10031
The Bronx
10463

Marble Hill

Brooklyn
Brooklyn Heights

Bronx (?)

Central Park, Highline, Harlem Meer

Harlem Stage,
Aaron Davis Hall,
Harlem School of
the Arts

Lincoln Center,
Carnegie Hall

BAM

Hostos PAC &
Lehman PAC

Hostos PAC &
Lehman PAC

Julia Burgos CC & CSV Center

Brooklyn Bridge
Park &
Wiccoontown
community garden

The streets...so
Wherever Jon Batiste and Stay Human are
many
playing
neighborhoods
close them for block
parties

Y

Y

Y

Yes! I like to see people enjoying their Architectural character, tree-lined streets,
life
happy people and wonderful "lanes"

South Street
Seaport Museum
LES Tenant
Museum

HighLine

Bric, Transit Museum, openhouse NY

Y

Y

Y

yes

Historic buildings and connections to new york
harbor!

Sadly None

Sadly None

Lower east side, La mama

Y

Y

N

I defenitly do! Laughter and creativity
is my outlet

The amazing Ellie Diner! But arts wise nothing
yet

Ugh..none

BAM

Only Theatre

Y

"sort of"

Y

no, I go into fort greene or manhatten. Republicans
I mainly go to the theatre

Needs more!

Museum of moving
images

arts NOVA, BAM

Y

N

Y

Silent Barn

Flux factory

Studio Museum

11201
Manhatten
Seaport
10038
Bronx
10462
Brooklyn
11209
Queens
11104
Queens
11385
Manhattan

10001

Parkchester
Bay Ridge
Sunnyside

N, only Bronx I go to The Point CDC
House, but they
are not free
Y

11226
10462

Queens
11436

Y

Y

Y

Yes, but there could be more

Y

Y

Y

Yes, especially the local library

Y

Y

Y

Yes, but many are in surrounding
neighborhoods such as sunnyside or
jackson heights

Amazing filipino food

Flatbush

I dont have one

BRIC

Music Venues

Y

Y

Y

No, most are religious instititions

Allan's Bakery

Pelham Parkway

The parks and
Museum

Bronx Museum

Brooklyn Museum/MOMA/MET

Y

Y

Y

Yes

Authentic Culture

Jamaica Center,
Queens Museum

El museo de barrior teatro circulo

Y

Y

Y

Yes, as much as I can

Museums of
moving images.
Queens Botanical
Garden

arts NOVA, BAM

Y

N

Ruben Museum

South Ozone Park
Need more!
Sunnyside

11104
Queens
11377

So much to express...

Asian american writers workshop

Queens

Manhatten
(work)

I would love to see more of the creative artists that live in my neighborhood present their work in our
neighborhood.

Location and access

Queens Museum

Woodside
Brooklyn

A diverse, young population of artists

Not really, I go further South or West

Museum of moving
images

Chelsea

11377
The Bronx

Lots of trees and open space- we need
outdoor concerts

Sometimes

Blissson Bliss
Studios

Ridgewood

Queens

Museums need to be more open, transparent and intentional about their engagement strategies.

Sunnyside needs a small cultural center for performance and education. It could respond/reflect all of the
culturse in the area.

QMA

Too many!

Y

N

Y

Not so much, its not easy to find out
if/when there are events

Cemetary belt,queens blvd, NORC and
Filipinos

Whitney

Botanical Gardens

Y

Y

N

Indian Road cafe

Atlantic Theatre

Atlantic Theatre

Y

Y

Y

Sometimes i dont visit places around
the city

A mix of indivituals from all incomes

Y

Y

Y

Yes, Love being with Neighbors

Real Talk

10018

Manhatten
10034
Brooklyn
11217

Inwood
Fort Greene

Queens

Ingersoll Community
Center

Manhatten

Summer music
Carnagie Hall
concerts under the
7 train stop;UGACC
silent disco @
hunters point south

Y

Y

Y

Not often enough! Working in
manhatten can make explorng
queens difficult

Amazing food from so many different cultures!
old city-planned neighborhood w/; secret
gardens by skillman ave.

Central Park

All Parks

All Parks

Y

Y

Y

Yes, manhatten has a larger pool of
spaces and options and
organizations.

options for the larger NYC community

As an educator i feel that large manhatten cultural organizations dont include communities in the outer
boroughs in a significant way. and yet they call themselves the NYC this and that.

Glenwood lake,
queens botanical
garden

Queens botanical
gaden and flushing
meadows park

manhatten! Grand central and the streets

Y

Y

Y

Yes! those places activities bring joy!
expression, pleasure contemplation
and peace.

Great cultural diversity!

Share! There is already so much aviavlable make it visible!. Always include plants. Find ways to make
matches. Those great real estate with emerging energy. techonology pople to people, person to person

Queens Pride
House

Budist Temple

Muesum of Moving Images

Y

N

N

Yes, but i would like them to be at
walking and cycling distance.

Food/community/solidarity

property value is causing the loss of cinemas/theatre/cultural organizations

Queens restaurants & speciality food sources

Y

Y

Y

Occasionally, but most of the places I Incredible access to all areas of arts and
go are in queens, much more diverse culture throughout the city
& more interesting.

I worry NYC is unaffortable especially for arts and arts organizations to pay living wages to employees,
teaching artists, artists,etc.

Lincoln Center

Y

Y

Y

Yes,Jain center of america

Cultural parades

Artwork and non-vioence. As non-violence is the most important virtue to be practiced for healthy
community and to have say and space for all. Art and culture brings great impacts on peoples life & mood,
Non-violence can create miracles!

Diversity, family friendly, ethnically specific,
cultural programs

jackson heights lacks perforance space. gallery space, bookstore/cultural space.

Union Sqaure
10023

10801
Queens
11372

New Rochelle (works in
flushing)
Jackson Heights

Manhatten
Midtown East
10016

Bryant Park,
Eastside Highway
bike paths

Plainview (visits elmhurst)
11803
Queens

Diversity Plaza

Queens Zoo,
New victory, BAM, La MAMA etc.
Queens. County
Farm. Queens
Museum, laguardia
Community college

Y

N

Y

Yes, I love talking my daughter to
family events jacksonheighhts

Aubergina Cafe

The secret theatre

The Kraine Theatre/under st. marks

Y

N

Y

Sometimes, but i havent found theatre
in woodside. Thulea in sunnyside is
quiet often. we need places to create
and perform, theatre in woodside.

Events with many different vendors-arts,food
crafts.

Y

Y

Y

Sometimes price is prohibitive

Presence of institutions-college/university
religious spaces museums.

I would like to see more affortable options and diverse representatives at events.

N

Y

I enjoy going to the theatre,museums
conferances.

A beautiful view

I am interested in promoting latin american art & culture in its different expressions-the latin american art
and cultural center queens lacks its own space and it is very hard to find appropraite presenting spaces for
concerts and other artistic presentations.

Jackson heights
11372
Queens
Woodside
11377

Manhatten

10025

Queens

11357

Upper west
side/morningside heights

Block Fairs-schools, Festivalsblocks or
greenmarkets,craft
neighborhood
fairs.

Beechhurst
Library

Queens Museums/
Thalia Theatre

Broadway

N

Y

Y

Some places are not relatable in terns
of programming that reflects youth
culture. There are no galleries in my
neighborhood no known artists studio
either. We need a place to create art
and showcase art, discuss art, teach
art in a way that engeges black and
caribeean children , teens, adults of
all ages.

Y (limited)

Y (JCAL)

Y

yes.

not enough

not enough

Yes

N

N

Y (limited)

N

Saint Albans Jamaica

Queens

11412

(work) Queens

11432

Roy wilkins park &
Queens Library
JCAL

Jackson heights
Queens

11372

Bronx

10454

Manhatten

10034

Hall of science

Soho

Queens
The schools (PS69)
Renaissance
School. Cafe 77.
Diversity Square.
Travelers parkoutdoor events

Queens-astoria
aprk-outdoor
events-MOMA
Image

MET, Highline, galleries in Village, chelsea

La morada
restuarant

Wavehill

Metropolitan Museum of Arts

Cloisters

Broadway

Subway

I believe that as part of the cultural plan, the city should commit to creating staffing and running facilities. in
every neighborhood of the city that are havens for the art- everything from performance spaces, to
galleries to rehearsal rooms, to painting studies. Like libraries that facilitaties creation. Cultural Community
centers.

I would love to see a collaboration between the new hotel and property deveopers and storefront owners
that permit artists to pop-up shops and host temporary exhibitions and to create performance spaces on
jamaica avenue that are affortable and with a process that allows artists and creatives to easily apply.

Yes, the places usually have fun and
worthwhile events/activities.

Diversity

There are many events that show up once as an email (on computer on phone) and then cannot be found
again because it is only a one way communication and is not shared at a more central place on the
internet.

Y

No, not many available

Mexican Food Options

The impact of gentrification is important to address. Artists need to be aware how their gentrification to
rising rents,both in commerical and residential spaces, pushes people out of their neighrbohoods.
Workshops and policies should be out in place to educate and diminish the role of the artists in
gentrification. Developers need to be held accountable, or at least brought into tthis process, in order to
dimmish the displacement of working class and low-income residents.

Y

No, scheduling conflicts

Natural park

I dont recall the mayor candidates talking about their cultural policies when they ran for office. Are there
any? shouldnt there be?

?

I yearn for community, but its sometimes hard to find one when you dont identity with a specific population.
An ideal space for me would be one easily accessed with public transit. open to all communities/noncommunities, non-political (or not overtly political) and so forth. I would like to see more paid opportunties
to help create these space.
Art and culture are everywhere. Museums,organizations,parks and other traditional nexi are just one start,
the street the train the laudromat, schools,delis,bars,farmer markets,fiends,houses,everywhere everytime
and forever arts and culture will be at all corners.

Mott Haven

Inwood

Flushing

Queens

11367

Queens

11377

I really am only
familar with queens
college &
kupferberg center of
the arts.

Queens

Y

Y

Y

Bohemian Hall

Y

Y

Y

There is no place you cant do this

representing of most parts of the earth

Y

Yes, most are close to me & free
affortable

Its not nowhere, but great caribean food (still a
big part of prospect park).
NYC culture is the diversity of our people. to preserve culture,affortability must be preserved.

Weekender

Lady Pink and
smith murals,
astoria

My old block,lincoln
plaza, central
libraries

east NY farmers
markets,
Streets and street life,food like roosevelt avenue,
community gardens flatbush avenue

Corona

Queens Museums

MOMA PS1

MOMA/MET/NEW Muesums/Guggenheim

Kew Gardens
Cinema

Queens Theatre

Lincoln Center

11238

11415

Brooklyn Museum Rubin Museum of Art

I answered yes, because im sure
there are but i am not in the know
aboout these places. I am new to
queens so it doesnt feel like i
necessarily belong to anyting. Time
and laziness is also a factor in
addition to transportation.

Prospect heights

Woodside

Queens

Kew Gardens

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Yes, mostly cultural organizations

Great resturants and diversity

N (not sure)

Rarely, newly married. so resting alot

A ton of flight attendees and criminal courts

N (not sure)

Could defeinitly do more calander is a Unqiue architectual fabrics and history of
bit overwhelmed and the listing of
working class NYC that is a natural bridge to
events diffuse often find out about
brooklyn and a more urban outlook than much Using public plazas as a place to activate for creatives to use for creative music, performance. stability in
events after the fact.
of sub-urban queens.
rents and space utilization.

Ridgewood
Queens

11385

Creating a cultural plan to include all races and ethnicities is awesome. But, please, remember that income
inequality spans all races, boroughs and cultures.

Stray Vintage
Sunnyside
11104

Brooklyn

We have a rich arab community. I would love to find a way to intersect w/ their culture.

Topos- An amazing used bookstore and
cultural venue

Morgan Library

Woodside

Civil service, non profit, artist job program + more equity in funding. More funding.

A good amount and diversity of black-owned
businesses

Botanical Garden
Pelham Parkway
10461

Manhattan

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Underdonk house

Queens Museums

Museums of the City of New York

Y

Y

Transportation Options

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Queens

11372

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Jackson Heights
Caroll Gardens

Brooklyn

11231
Riverdale

Neighborhood

Borough

Laguardia CC
In queens: LPAC,
THALIA, Library/live
at the gardens
Queens Botanical

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Manhatten

Y

Coney Island

Y

Y

Y

Yes i do, because they are vey
ineteresting informational and fun

Y

Yes, arts in massively important to my Tons of small immigrant art organizations
mental well-being
preserving and promoting diversity.

Neurtal

N

Y

11355

Flushing Main street
(town area)

Laguradia CC

Y

Y

Y

Due to being occupied with college
and other activities, at time attending
these events seems hard.

Queens

11374

New york hall of
science, queens
museums, moma

Jackson Heights,
Indian culture, love
the diversity

Any museums, lincoln center, love the theatre
shows & activities there.

Y

N

Y

Yes, occasionaly feel a sense of
contenement, helpng others makes
me happy.

Queens

11361

Cafe-bean square

LIC (waterfront)

Brooklyn (GPT,WB)

Y

N

N (not sure)

Not many available

a ton of 1st and 2nd gen asian americans

Queens

11373

Diversity Plaza

Queens museums

MOMA, Peridance

Y

Y

N

Its hard to know where they are

The largest diversity of food options...people
come from other boroughs just for food in my
neighborhood

Y

No. many of the places that faciliatte
such activities in my neighborhood or
as a result of gentrification.

The residents of my building are incredible
organizers the mexican community is uniqie,
vibrantly and strong. Many artists live there as
well.
Prospect park and green-wood cemetry. Find
strret art beautiful

Elmhurst

Bushwick
Brooklyn

11221

N/a

11215

Brooklyn bridge
prospect park/Urban park and Brooklyn
Glass and BAM
Art Museum

Lincoln Center, the Public Art, MOMA and small
museums. (el Museo, leslie Lehman)

Queens

11418

Forest park
entrance at myrtle
ave-events and
space outdoors.

Queens museum

Libraries

Quuens

11374

?

Queens Museums

MOMA

Queens

11372

Long island City
museums and
jackson heights
JH's street paradise museums

Queens

11369

Terraza 7, Corona
Plaza, Bangledeshi
institute and
performing arts
Parks, flushing meadows, east river, astoria park,
East elmhurst library BIPA
queens museums.

Queens

11434

Queens

11379

Park Slope
Brooklyn

Richmond Hill

Brooklen Musuem

Guggenheim

Y

Y

the feeling that you are in mini asia

Y

Y

?

New to New York (little over a year)loves everything hopes to do more
soon

N

N

Y

Not really, mostly for kids and families Food and diverse neighborhood

East Elmhurst

Jamaica

JPAC and York

MOMA

We need more space for cultural events-its minial and becoming fewer as developers move in. Also
spaces should be different sizes in the range of 50-500. we should also work with the parks department to
faciliate finding park spaces and apply for permits. there should be a city-wide run database to find spaces
for events.

N

N

Y (theres
diversity plaza
for certain type
activities)

Many different kinds of restaurants

Food for the world...

Another idea-affortable summer camps using long island city orgs/museums. That concentrated on the
arts and make use of these instiutions resources.

Not really, it is highly residentia;. if
there are other spaces we dont really
know about them. There are also alot
of hotels being buit around here due
to the nearby airport.

Laguardia airport, east elmhurst

we need more dedicated spaces w/o limited hours. Size issue-many spaces are too big-not cot effective
we need different sizes.

not enough places. certainly not
enough free places

?

N

N

not sure

Neurtal

Y

Y

We have a park, very beautiful in
spring. there are activities for adults
and kids

Middle Village
Hall of Science

Queens

11421

Brooklyn

11213

Brooklyn

11213

Queens

11368

Crown Heights
Crown Heights

Southeast Queens

Queens

Y

Forest park

Flushing meadow
park

Both

N

N

other activities clash with schedule
and some other activities do not
exsist.

Oldest running tavern: neirs tavern

Brower park

Sweet expressions

farmers market

Y

Y

Y

Goes to the park and loves the ice
cream at sweet expressions

We have a beautiful park to hang out (take
dog walks).

The Park

Brooklyn Museum

Hall of Science

Y

Y

N

Hangs out alot with neighbors

The brooklyn childrens museums

Y (library)

Y (Art
museums)

Y(science
museum)

Sometimes

NYSCI-hands on science activities

Black Spectrum
Theatre

Black Spectrum
Theatre

BAM + Neurican

Y

Y

Woodhaven

Jamiaca
Queens

11433

JCAL, JPAC, QCA

Queens

Y not enough

Y

Y not enough
places

11375

Queens

11412

?

flushing meadows

Central park

south hollis library

NY hall of science

Greenwich village

Queens

11372

Queens

11216

Corona

Queens

Corona
Queens

11368

Y

Food

Elmhurst and corona lack the level of involvement as in manhatten. id like to have places more like union
square. Help to visual artists to perform on the streets. To let people use some sidewals to do their
crafts/arts. Have some volunteers hand out flyers or some information regarding art programs in their
neighborhood.

Y

Y

Y

Mostly work in queens. Holis is kind of Permenant housing with supportive services
remote
for formely homeless veterans and others.

I work at CUNY continuting education department. I can help develop programs in continuing education at
CUNY that met the needs of NYC residents regradind arts and culture. id like input and collaboration in
doing hat . Rapld Dickenson (ralph.dickinson@cuny.edu)

Farmers Market

Laguardia
Community College Metropolitan Museum of Modern Arts

N

N

N

Ethnic Food

Queens Museum

LES gallereries, chelsea galleries, museums and
public gardens

Y

N

Y

I do, I go to public events, free
concerts, volunteer opportunties.

Brooklyn Museum

Prospect Park

MOMA, Met Museum. Whitney

Y

N

N

Carribean Culture

Queens Museum

MOMA PSINoguchi Museum

MET/MOMA/New Museum

Y

Y

Y

The representation of so many cultures in our
neighborhood

Corona Plaza y el
museo

".."

Y

Y

Y

Queens
Queens

11368

Brooklyn

11214

Queens

11109

Bensonhurst
LIC

Jackson heights
Queens

11372

11643

Queens

11105

Manhatten

10009

Astoria

Queens

11368

Brooklyn

11239

Brooklyn

11238

Queens

11357

Queens

11377

Queens

11385

Manhatten

10033

Brooklyn

10463

Corona

Clinton Hill

all the different cultures-so many different
people and traditions, foods- there is no other
borough like it.

thinks arts and culture is very important. It good for child development and understanding. Wants more
spansih oriented activities for her children

Corona plaza: its a beautiful place
where people can spend time with
friend and families

Its quiet place, with seats and tables so you
can be comfterbale and actully spend some
time there.

Arts and culture is very important for my childrens development. It helps them stay connected and less
likely to loose themselves in negatve distractions.

Everything queens

Y

Y

Casars Bay, Belt
parkway blvd.

Botonical garden

Times Square/ roosevelt island

Y

N

N

Not that many activities around.

PS 1

Queens Museum

Museums

Y

Y

Y

PS1, scultpure center, socrates
sculpture park.

Y

No, not many things going on and my Multi-lingual, mixed economics statuses,
work schedule varies
families and networks.

The beach, surfing-beach concessions.

Water park, PS1, manhatten view, outdoor
cinema and outdoor performanes.

Louis Armstrong
house, Noguchi
Museum

Diversity Plaza

The boardwalk

Queens Museum,
MOMA PS1, Local
project

Y

Y

Y

Yes, the boardwalk and concessions
brings physical activity, music and
multi seperation togetherness.

Noguchi Musseummuseums of the
moving image, Hall
of Science

MET, AMNH, bronx
zoo, brooklyn
museum
Highline

Y

Y

Y

Yes, accessible-many opportunities

Noguchi, socrates sculpture garden

Whitney museum

Y

N

Y

pricing- too expensive

East river park

Usally the kids activities stop for a
certain age (under 4).

Flushing meadows park-Pool and park

High Line

Mayday, Interference avenue

MOMA, MET, AMNH

Queens Musem

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

BAM, BM, BPL, St.
Annes Warehouse,

Brooklyn historical
society, Made
Morris, Tomato
House

Carnigie Hall, MET, MOMA, Whitney,
metrograph, the street

Y

Y

Y

Yes

QM, Flushing MP

Socrates Sculp.
Park. MOMA, Local
music venues
all the above

Y

Y

Y

Yes, goes to all the spaces mentioned There is alot of socioeconomic diversity
often
(authenticity)

MOMA, Library

MET, MOMA, Queens Museuem

Y

N

N

Filipino Food

More needs to be done on public engagement. The arts community can be very exclusive. how can we
have artists if people don know what art is?

Theres not too
much here

QED astoria

MET

Y

Y

Y

they are see as underwhelming

Taste of taco (chinese-mexican cultural
institutions)

#makechinesefoodgreatagain. www.greatagain.gov.

Cloisters

PS 122

Turrel Room @ PS1

Y

Y

Y

yes

Jousting-in fortryon park

allocate money via demographic/population of the city-state island. Ensure more $ is going to culturally
explicit art organizations. & populations reflective of the city. Small grants for the immigrant cultural groups.
begin to recognize, legitimitize and increase access to work and culture for all new yorkers and also small
businesses. have every boro president require arts committee on every community board

??

Wavehill, bronx
botanical garden

Public Theatre, BAM, MOMA

Y

N

N

Hang out-Bar/restaurant, orhard
beach-latin music in the summer

Houses and riverdale

I feel strongly that all new yorkers should have affortable access to arts and cultural activities that are
relevant and complelling to them-including especially community specific art. The mainstream cultural
organizations do not serve 80% of all new yorkers. especially in this particular moment.

Yes, to enjoy my community-to not
feel like i have to go elsewhere.

Diversity of languages spoken

Clean streets would be a nice addition

Kingsbridge

11421

LIC
Queens
Brooklyn

11204

Bensonhurst

More activites also geared to families with small children. some museums are not kid friendly at all!. one
should not fear or feel that we have traveled for a long time only to leave right away. and more grants!

N
Hall of science

Spring creek park

Washington Heights

Queens

More exsisting flex. art hubs, Network builder for cultural celebration. Space and accessibility/affortabilitymainstain space and sustainability ( need more of this)

Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens

Woodside

Woodhaven

The culture, art, food and celebrations draw all NYers but the burden of developing, organizaing and
training. communication is left to the indivituals,families and networks of people who are sharing their
talents energy. There needs to be signifcantly more investment pn all stages of arts and culture
presentation and creation in queens.

Spring Creek Park

Flushing

Greendale

Yes, always goes with her daughters

Queens

Gramercy Area/styvesant Public theatre

East New York

Great diversity, great food, great people. great We need more space, a cultural center-a place teenagers can hang, make movies, draw cortoons. more
sense of community. it small-feels like I know coffea places- more crafts and arts for kids. More space on 37th avenue so people can rent and open
everyone.
stores.

Flushing park

Rockaway Beach
Queens

affortability to live through art work and presentation space is hindering me from being able to remain in a
creative state and devoting my time to my artwork. request more assistance in grant writing.

not too familar with various cultural
activities in my neighborhood.
Although different cultures are
In her old neighborhood: astoria, there were
celebrated, there is a language barrier many europeon markets so i felt at home.
since its a predominatly hispanic
Jackson heights has an amazing farmers
neighborhood.
market.

Jackson heights
Crown heights

Yes, visiting these places provides a
space to network art and interact with
other artists of all ages.
not aure

N

Jackson Heights
11372

Culture is more than art and music

Yes

Y not enough

Hollis

Queens

There are a lack of locations. access-underserved neighborhoods/low income.

Id like to have more artistic activities,
most of the current ones are most
business-related private places.

Elmhurst
Queens

Wants the plan to address the older population and connect them to children. The issue of affordability is
fundamental importance. New york w/o artists is not NYC. So equity and access-we need to see public art
in all boroughs and neighborhoods.

My home

Rego park

Jackson Heights

Favorite organizations: laundromat project, socartes park, ayazamara, space works, flux factory- unique
spaces for arts, residencies of artsists, more large spaces for artists needs. Push fpr SBJSA-affortable
commerical spaces would greatly help arts orgs to artists-having longer leases & arbitration rights

Wavehill for sure theres no other place like it i
the city.

10471

Bayside

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

They are different uniqueness in the way
peole like. Food, music and dance.

Bronx

Rego Park

MET Museum & Cloisters

Y

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Queens

Flushing

Wavehill

Bronz-Zoo NYBG.
BX Museums

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

All of NYC

Forest park
Bandshell

Restaurants

Network of activites
in queensbridge
area. Like murals,
socrates park,
noguchi

neighborhoodbushwich activities
and unique identity
for each
neighborhood

Coney island
(fireworks)

Brooklyn bot.
garden

Music venues

AMNH

Y

not sure

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Sometimes, when i have free time

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Queens

11373

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?
The historic neighborhood of jackson heights
with lively diverse cultures-the greatest
farmers market

Jackson heights

Brooklyn

11223

Diversity Plaza
Bensonhurst

Coney island

Washington Square park
Brooklyn musuem

Y

N

Y

MET

rarely stays in her neighborhood,
except to sleep.

Quiet, peaceful and serene

Lincoln Center

Im sure astoria has places to
sing/dance/make art but its difficult to
track down where they are. its all a
little expensive, word of outh and by
the time you find out about a place, its
defunded.

The combination of people from all walks of
life, backrounds, family oriented, elderly. I feel
like many gentrified neighborhodds lack that
diversity and character, also the food!

Astoria
Queens

11106

Queens

11377

Queens

11367

Queens

11427

Socrates SP

Flushing MP

filipino restuarants

??

NONE

Queens museum
and hall of science

Museum mile

Queens Village

HBQVB

Citifield

LIC arts open

Queens
international night
market

Flushing Meadows
Corona park

Socartes

Dutch kills
Queens

11106

Queens

11375

Forest Hills

Elmhurst & LIC (jobs and
studio)
Queens

11375

Queens

11368

Corona
Edgemere

Queens

Bronx

11691

N

Y

N

N

N (kind of)

not really, its difficult to find out whats
happening if you are not in "the
know".
The boulevard of death and cemetary belt

more arts intiatives that support creative place making in queens. particulary in queens boulevard. Arts
and design incubators in queens. amplify our diverse culture

Y

N

Y

yes

Late night kosher restuarants

more public art that the public will actually enjoy

Blue Note

Y

Y

Y

not really, low enagagement

not sure

I feel not enough emphasis is put into intra-cultural relations in queens and or cultural community building
activities

Queens riverfront

Y

Y

Y

Not so much places to be creative

The best view of the city

Queens night market

Y

Y

Y

if there is a specific event that i am
interested in i will attend. Sometimes
events drive you to neighborhoods
you wouldnt normally venture out in

Best food

A place to highlight diversity in queens. Incorporate pices of the community that instil pride.

there arent many in elmhurst. Many
churches though

Tai Chi masters-practice in the park. dance
groups and basketball games can be found in
the park too

organizations with affortable studios and rehearsal space. performance and exhibition venues along with
arts education. It would be great if queens cultural centers could suppport residencies for artists who work
deeply to engage communities and encourge intercultural communication. i would like to plug the small
business jobs survical art.-commerical rents regulated- makes it a greater possiblity for artists space to be
more affortale and long term. also helps small busines not be pushed out due to sky-rocket rents.

Yes

Diversity in the arts

The park on
broadway in
elmhurst local
project LIC

Queens museum,
IMI corona plaza.

New museum, museo del barrio, brooklen
mususem

Queens Museum,
FMP

QM,FMP

Bryant park, cadman plaza and flushing park

Y

Y

Y

Edgemere Farm,
Beeach 45th

Riis Park, Fort
Tilden

Prospect Park

N

N

N (kind of)

Bronx Museum of
Art, Crotona Park,
St. Mary's Park

10456

Church

N

N

Some

Edgemere Farm. The open space (the bay,
community park, beach)

Central Park Zoo, American Museum of Natural
History, Childrens Museum

Y

Y

10463

We don't have one

I don't have one

Michael's arts & crafts store

Y

Y

Y

Y

I've been to a body art party in Soho
this summer which was excellent!
There were different artists
showcasing their styles in a
comfortable lounge setting.

10463

Bronx

10467

Bronx

10469

Williamsbridge

Bronx
Bronx

10452
10452

Manhattan
10002
Bronx
10452

Don't have one

The Bronx Museum
of Art

Artist & Craftsman
Arts Shop

New York Botanical
Garden
Met Breuer

Harlem

Harlem

Concourse

Bronx Museum of
the Arts

Bronx Documentary
Center
Brooklyn Academy of Music

Concourse/Yankee
Stadium

Bronx Museum of
the Arts

Bronx Compass
High School

Lower East Side
Concourse/Yankee
Stadium

Suffolk Street
Culture Center

Brooklyn Museum

N

N

N

N

N

a local library for Gun
Hill/Williamsbridge, a coffee
shop/bookstore, a community center

Diversity, Caribbean food, soulful people

N
Y

Y

Y

I enjoy them!

Everything is special!

Y

Y

Y

Love to interact across generations
through art

Wonderful peopel of all backgrounds

Y

Should be more. Community spaces
to create with professional equipment the people!

All Museums

Bronx Museum

Y

Y

10475

Met Museum, Harlem

Y

N

somewhat

N

N

Sweetwaters Dance & Yoga Center,
Bronx Museum, Yankee Stadium.
Unhealthy food choices.

Y

Y

Y

Coop City is geared toward the
elderly. In the area of arts and
activities, there are not many
available for teens or young adults.

The sense of community and the respect
neighbors have for one another.

The numerous eateries and diverse culture.

Sunset Park

Dumbo

Farmer's Market

Y

Y

Y

The activities such as "Shape Up"
program promotes people to be more
active and participate in many
community interactions. I think our
neighborhood should improve on the
cultural identity through the different
arts that brings out more knowledge
to the different cultures that embody
our city.

Sunset Park

Bedford Ave,
Williamsburg

Farmer's Market

N

Y

Y

Bring more fitness classes/places to
The emerging hang out spots/cafes that have
be creative, museums for families and opened in the past five years
people of all ages

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

local events

cultural foods, experiences

Bensonhurst

Brooklyn
11219
Sunset Park
Brooklyn

11220

Bronx

10454

Bronx

10473

Bronx

10467

South Bronx

Bronx Art Space,
SBX Haven, Bronx
Documentary
Center

Bronx

10467

Pelham Parkway

Both friendly and creative neighbors.

Bronx Zoo, New
York Botanical
Gardens

The Parkway

Bronx Museum of
Art

The Met

Y

Y

Y

Not many. The schools host events
that bring many together.

The Parkway during the summer for events.

Lehman College
Student Theatre

El Museo del Barrio

Y

Y

Y

It's under construction.

The child friendly art and education programs.

Wakefield

Morrisania

Le Poisson Rouge, National Sawdust

Not available

Soundview

The High Line, The Met

For the most part, yes. But I wish
additional free programs were
available.

Bronx River Art
Center

Bronx Writers
Center

El Museo del Barrio

Y

Y

Y

10454

Wall Works NY

Port Morris

New York Public Library Main Branch

N

Y

Y

I enjoy
visiting the new businesses around
Port Morris/Mott Haven.

The new people who moved in are starting
businesses owned by minorities.

Bronx

10456

Bronx Museum

Wave Hill, Met Museum, High Line

N

Y

Y

Yes

There should be more cafes, places for people
to gather, poetry readings, theatre...

Bronx

10458

Museum of the City of New York, NY Historical
Society

Y

Y

Y

Beford Park is gorgeous, but doesn't
really have a place for people to sit
and enjoy culture or art outside of
Lehman or NY Botanical Garden. A
casual place.

I enjoy the architecture and nature.

Bronx

10466

Y

Y

Y

Yes, I go to art and culture programs
so I can learn something new and be
inspired.

It's my home.

Bronx

10460

Bronx

Mott Haven

The diversity.

Bronx Museum

Bedford Park

NY Botanical
Garden
Bronx Museum

Wakefield

I [heart] The Bronx

I visit parks, culture centers, too many
bars!
The diversity!

Coop City
Bronx

Would love to have more free classes to teach artistic freedom.

My neighborhood is convenient and child
friendly, but we have no artistic outlets,
museums or activities whatsoever.

Marble Hill is a tiny but wonderful
neighborhood. Riverfront access is
impossible because occupied by
neighborhood unfriendly groups
(MTA, real estate developers,
Kennedy High School). Help us
restore access somehow and to solve Close to Harlem River (to see frm afar only),
a lack of park/community space.
diversity

Marble Hill

Bronx

Land for people to grow their own gardens!
Used to go places. Too many
programs cut from our neighborhood.
We need more places for our children
to express themselve freely without
worry.
The togetherness.

Marble Hill
Bronx

goverment level support would be great to see. To enage their local commuities, especially the less
privalged immigrant and low-income groups who dont have much access.

Y

Woodside queens
Kew gardens Hills

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Bronx Documentary Bronx Documentary
Center
Center

Bronx

Please, ask more artists on the local level to showcase their work to increase exposure. Also I would like
to see more involvement with police and community.

More poetry and arts/shows, places to
hang out.

Met Museum, Parks, Cafes
N

Bronx

Met Museum, Museums, Parks

N

N

More poetry, art, books and shows.

Y

Well, I don't go to these places really
because I guess there's no real
attraction to these places and
activities, but nevertheless I do see
how the programs create a way for
people to express themselves through
art.

Bushwick

Brooklyn

11221

Y

Y

11222

Brooklyn

11238

Brooklyn

11221

Clinton Bill

Bushwick
Bushwick

Brooklyn

11221

If I would have a request, would be having more music programs and when I say music I don't mean
introduction to hip hop and rap. I actually would like if people in my community could learn the different
types of music, to tell the difference between mambo and salsa and that will be common knowledge in the
whole neighborhood. Instead of going to neighborhood events and having a dj, I would love if there could
be a live band.

How will the increase of art and culture venues affect the cost of housing? Will we be having galleries and
selling expensive art as in Chinatown and the LES where these spots go from renting at $3K/month to
$20-30K, elevating rental prices in the neighborhood? Have to prevent the increase of cultural spots from
The involvement of the community for a better making it impossible for artists to live and work in their neighborhoods. How to connect youth/Latinos in
neighborhood. These include activities,
South Williamsburg to particpate in cultural events. Intergenerational connections. Have someone walking
community groups fighting for social justice.
around the neighborhood notifying people of what's going on around them.

Greenpoint

Brooklyn

I can say what makes my neighborhood
special is the sense of family that's in the air,
which is sadly leaving through the great power
of gentrification.

BAM, Jack,
Roulette, Kimble

Brooklyn Museum,
Same as above

Bogart St

BAM, Brooklyn
Museum

The Apollo Smokes, Smalls, Zinc Bar

Dance Africa,
International African Dance Africa, International African Arts Festival,
Arts Festival
Dancing in the Panic Events

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Because it satisfies my itch to be
engaged

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Yes

There is a cafe that recently opened
that has events. I do not go there
often.

Yes

Our Culture is unique

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Borough

Zipcode

Brooklyn

11225

Brooklyn

11216

Brooklyn

11201

Brooklyn

11216

Bed-Stuy

Brooklyn

11238

Bed-Stuy

Prospect/ Lefferts Crown
Heights, Garden

BAM, MoCADA,
Greenlight
Bookstore

Brooklyn

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, because I feel safe

Caribbeean Food and People

PrattInst, BAM,
South Oxford
Space, MoCADA,
Tribell Truths

BAM, BRIC, LIU,
Medgar Evers
College

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Privately owned bistros with great food, drinks
and service

BAM Rose Cinema

Prospect Park
Summer Concerts

MET Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes,it is where I live, and I love the
infromality and friendliness of
Brooklyn.

I am a member of the ART Students League and find it invaluable for learning, working along side of other
artists, grant opportunities and exhibit opporunities. And yes, it is been around for a long time and well
established. I would love to see Brooklyn have it's own arts students league, open to all age groups.

Library

BAM

Community Gardens

Yes

No

No

Cloistores (MET
Museum)

Whitney

MET

Yes

No

Yes

Yes, they are limited but inwood park
has native american pow wow which
is very fun. Very limited events and art
spaces.
Calm Natural Parks

More workshops locally/ maybe through parks and rec on art making/ understanding. Space open to public
to work independently.

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Inwood
10034
East Flatbush

Brooklyn
The Bronx

10457

Brooklyn

11238

East Tremont
Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn Bridge
Park

Brooklyn
Restaurants

Highline Park

Skatepark

Botanical GardenBrooklyn

Natural History

Farrock
Queens
Brooklyn

11691
11215

Brooklyn

11201

Staten Island

10310

Staten Island

10304

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10304

Park Slope

West Brighton
Park Hill
St. George

Puppet Works

BAM

The MET

Yes

No

No

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10305

Staten Island

10303

10303

Staten Island

10310

Staten Island

10301

No

10303

Staten Island

10304

Staten Island

10305

No

I don't really know where the artsy
places are, so I can't go.

Snowflake lights on Forest Avenue, the Staten
Island Zoo, that one vape shop that keeps
There should be an expo for small Staten island based businesses like GG Candle or Beans & Leaves. A
changing between a vape shop and a coffee
live art event where you get to watch sketchbook artists, painteres, and maybe even comedians go
shop, beans & leaves. The Impractical Jokers through their artistic process.

Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, not reallly interested in joining.

Nothing.

Staten Island
Museum

Times Square, Central Park

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
A smelly train station. A gym and pool.
Yes

Goodhue Center

Yes

Yes

Yes

When I was younger, I used to go a
lot and had lots of fun enjoying the
activities.

landscape

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, I love doing seasonal activities. I
wish their was more pumpkin picking
for fall, or show boarding for winter.

The Met

Yes

Yes

Yes

I like all parts of NYC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Battery Park, MoMA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Alice Austen House

Sea New Hospital
(abandoned)

Staten Island

20314

Staten Island

10314

Staten Island

10310

Staten Island

10302

Staten Island

10305

Staten Island

10312

Yes

Sometimes because it's fun.

Bryant Park

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

yes, because it gives me something to
do with my friends.
nothing

The YMCA

Snug Harbor

DUMBO, Brooklyn

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, for I find it interesting and
exciting.

Basketball courts

Yes

No

No

I go to enjoy my outing or if there are
any problems I face in that moment in
life.
A live theater.

My middle and high
school
42nd Street

Yes

Yes

Yes

I've never attended these activities in
my neighborhood.

Staten Island
Makerspace

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, usually free and I enjoy those.

MoMA

Yes

Yes

Yes

MoMA

Yes

No

No

Metropolitan Museum of Art

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes, there's nothing else to do.

No

No

No, [takes] two years to [reach] South
Shore. YMCA most active. Yes, Great
Kills walks, beach. Look forward to
Fresh Kills.
Good Italian food.

Happy to see North Shore being developed and arts embrased. Hope to see more coming down south.

No

No

Not much in Westerleigh, but there
are places throughout the rest of
Staten Island.

The people care about supporting each other
and keeping the neighborhood beautiful.

1. It would be nice to have a place where you can gather with creatives at any time without spending a lot
of money. 2. This program should fund more than just muralists who want to spread their art in NYC. 3. I
don't know the legality of it, but a BYOB and food spot to gather would be awesome. 4. Outdoor movies!

Yes

More when [my] kids were younger.

Families come back to live where they grew
up.

No

1. Yes, love the boardwalk by the
ferry. 2. Miss the running path by
there. 3. No, would love more
engaging activities like cooking,
painting, etc.. I searched for a
neighborhood association when I
moved to the neighborhood to plug in, Diverse, progressive, relatively friendly and
but couldn't find anything.
easy to access.

50/50 Skatepark

Staten Island
Children's Museum
none

Snug Harbor

Snug Harbor

10302

Faber Center, parks Curtis High School

10310

restaurants

do not know any

Livingston

St. George

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10305

Brooklyn

11221

The Met in Manhattan
shopping

Snug Harbor,
Maker Space,
Staten Island Arts

Chelsea galleies, UES museums

Flagship Brewery

The Met

Staten Island Arts,
St. George Theater The Cloisters, The Met

Brooklyn

11215

Brooklyn

11225

Park Slope

Diverse food:
Enoteca, Thai
Place, Flagship
Brewery, Aztec
blues

Paint & wine, live
music, Gerardi's
Market

restaurants

Staten Island Ballet,
Harbor Lights
Broadway

Parks (Bryant Park), Shakespeare in the Park

Bushwick Collective Bushwick Collective Bushwick Collective

Prospect Park

Prospect Lefferts Gardens Prospect Park

Greenpoint
11222

No

Yes

Yes

No

11201

1) Church Co-op
(Russell St.) 2)
Brooklyn Public
Library 3) St. Nicks
Alliance 4) Verb
Cafe (Nassau Ave)

10003
Clinton Hill

Brooklyn

11205

11215

1. If clubs or organizations with art and painting etc. opened in my neighborhood, I would love to go. 2. I
feel as though we should have a festival for art for anyone to come and participate in paiting or drawing
and a chance to meet others.

Artistic type of people.

1. Would love it to be easier to know what engaging activities are going on. Connect with other young
people through clubs and activities, music/shows in the parks, etc.. 2. Love this [St George Holiday]
market as a start and having it in the ferry building definitely makes it easy to access despite how busy I
am. Easy to be aware. Would love activities in this space.

No. Movie theater is needed. Coffee
houses are needed...multi-use and
multi-purpose gathering spaces.
No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The architecture, landscaping and restaurants.
Public street art, artist studios,diversity, etc.

Community

Brooklyn Museum

The Public Theater

Yes

Yes

Yes

Brooklyn Museum

Libraries

Park Slope is well-funded. Lets focus
on East NY/South Brooklyn
I feel at home there

Advocacy in potentially more challenging political climates.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Celebrate Brooklyn Downtown Theatre

Yes

Yes

Yes

Union Docks

Yes

Yes

Yes

See places listed in #2

Distinct Polish enclave; beautiful McGolrick
Park

Quiet and beautiful. The water is nearby. The Our society has moved from manufacturing to creative/knowledge economics. Only certain parts of that
buildings are low. Some horizon line is
new economy are respected and rewarded. The economic disparities are the number one issue that
visible. The architecture is fantastic.
makes the arts seem inferior. Art needs to be thought of as innovative and problem solving. Big issues
such as the health of the planet human rights can use the arts as solution finders. Too, of the arts are a
niche thing.

Community Gardens

NYPL at 42nd/Bryant Park

Yes

Yes

Yes

I work a lot so I don't hangout much
but I appreciate knowing that there
are cultural/social places and events
as they help and support eveyrone
and make the communityh stronger.

St. Antonio
Warehouse

Loisida

Elizabeth
Foundation for the
Arts Projects Space Met Museum

Platt Theater for the
new Aadia Bar
St. Anns; Brooklyn
(Food)
Bridge Park

Museums in Manhattan

Yes

Need

Yes

We need more spaces for collective
arts groups to make art (rentals are
too expensive)

Music, food, museums, theatre

Yes

Yes

Yes

Clinton Hill/Ft Greene has a lot - it
would be great if other neighborhoods
had as much.
Diversity, people

Gowanus
Brooklyn

The Park on School Road.

Yes, initiatives to help you explore
those off the "beaten path"or more
centralized areas

Churches that have
music
East Village

Manhattan

The Armory

No, no time for it.

Yes

Brooklyn Heights
Brooklyn

Alice Austen House.

Ralph's ices.
No not really because I'm more of a
sporty person. I enjoy athletics more.

Yes

The Grange

JerseyCity work
in Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Yes

No
Snug Harbor,
Lumen

Shore Acres
Bushwick

Interesting people.

No
Alice Austen House Staten Island Mall

Annadale

Westerleigh
Staten Island

Rock climbing and movie nights.

No, because I'm not into art that
much.

Staten Island
Children's Museum
none

Eltingville

Staten Island

More places for kids to hang out indoors. Go Skate Day for Staten Island.

No

Rosebank

10312

A bunch of places to get tacos! Skatepark

I do enjoy it because it's sometihing I
am interested in doing with my life
and having fun.

Clove Lakes

Westerleigh

Staten Island

Teen bond fire or rock climbing wall!

none

Westerleigh

West Brighton

Snug Harbor has a lot of sculptures and
musicals, plays, etc..

Yes because it gives me a way to
meet new people and exchange ideas

PS22 building

Circle Loop
Rosebank

THe people who have opted to be and remain in the arts are primarily at odds with the real world and the
way it seems to be going. Even with affordable housing, the rents are very high for incomes they vary from
month to month. The incomes derived from theater to most performers are vastly disproportinate to those
provided to the various stars and production people, often this does not seem to have much to do with
talent as much as luck, connections and happen stance. Most of us keep at it anyhow and rents listed as
1,000-5,000 per month are not actually affordable.

Park

Mariners Harbor
Staten Island

Lots of green space and elegant, landmark
buildings a well-monitored area and such is
rare.

No

Faber Park Center

Sunnyside

Many of these places are oriented
around local and tourirst nuclear
families and their kids. There are no
open arts groups or networks of arts
people in my area for adults.
No

Mariners Harbor
West Brighton

Theve Shald Centers for a teaching and of all cultures in every neighborhood. WIth education, we can
learn a great deal, together and then solve community issues more effectively. Relations are what bond us
together and a space to nurture those bond, especially creatively and very modivately and inspiring. We a
people need to connect and build on solutiuons and advancement. It can start with food.

The tea lounge/ now called sometimes is on
Union street between 6th and 7th ave

Yes

Port Richmond

Staten Island

The Beach
There is not enough for dance and
moues. It is hard to afford it currently.

Yes

Silver Lake

10302

We need space for footwear industry/professionals to live and teach (people like me who teach about the
industry)

There's this one building that has a ton of giant
birds on it that's kinda cool, but I don't know the
address

Probably all of
Snug Harbor

Park Hill

Rosebank

Brooklyn Musuem 1st Saturdays

Jazz clubs, Theater
There's a mural on
Fab Cup with cows
that I think is pretty
funny

New Brighton

Staten Island

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Borough

Downtown BK

Manhattan

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...
Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Neighborhood

Bedstuy/ Clintonhills

All of NYC

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Neighborhood

Interference Archive BAM

Yes

Yes

Yes

My neighborhood is safe but quite unafforable
for many people which has sadly made it less
diverse (culturally, economically, ethnicly,
etc.) I value its conveniences, safety and wish
I could afford buying a home here as opposed
to renting for 15+ years.

I love NYC's free cultural programming. I can't imagine a life without it.

Comprehension first, equity, affordability,community - these need to be clear to all policy makers,
government personnel and consider what are urban fundamentals in relation to culture. How can we have
sincere culture if New Yorkers can't afford rent?

We need more palces (physical) for artist and cultural works; can ge help with jobs an grants in the cultural
industry like "cultural workers centers" and staffing centers" and "pop-up clinics".

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Neighborhood

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Brooklyn

11220
Clinton Hill

Brooklyn

11238

Brooklyn

11215

Brooklyn

11218

Brooklyn

11215

Bronx

10452

Park Slope
Ditmas Park
Park Slope
Morrisania

11201

Sunset Park, the
streets

The Point, FABNYC

Yes

Yes

BAM, BRIC, Ft.
Green Park

Bk Museum, Bot.
Gardens

Bronx Museum, Highline, Subway

Yes

Yes

I do got, but wish I went more. It
would be nice if public spaces were
allocated more often for culture and
community gatherings

The fact that it is residential that it have
neighbors I know and see and who ae the life
bread of the neighborhood.

I would like to see cultural spaces, theaters, museums, galleries, rehearsal spaces and artist studios be
acknowledged and recognized by local government. Religious spaces have a special allocation (i.e. no
parking in front); cultural spaces are also sacred and should be treated as such.

Yes I do. It is one ofthe reason I live
there

The overall character

NYC' arts and cultural community is an ecology with individual artists to large internationally-recognized
institutions. All should be supported.

Yes

Prospect Park

BAM

BAM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Bar Chorel

BAM

The Rubin

Yes

Yes

Yes

11216

Brooklyn

11205

Brooklyn

11217

Brooklyn

11237

Clinton Hill

Brooklyn

11205

Bed-Stuy

Brooklyn Bride Park The Lower East Side Culture Hub

Yes

Yes

Yes

There are none

Bronx Art Space

Studio/Mocada

Yes

Yes

Yes

I don't go to places becaue they are
not targeted for me.

Our centralization of love and community

Music, play park, studios, jobs, trees, mural, great streets, small business, dance, affordable housing.

Invisible Dog

Brooklyn Museum;
BAM

New Museum, Cloisters, Neve Gulene, Public
Theater, Met Opera

Yes

Yes, because I value them and
believe that they are important for my
kids.

Very family friendly with a strong sense of
community; rich in resources.

There doesn't seem to be much of an effort to engage low income community members in the life of the
neighborhood. Its gentrification has made access unequitable. You need money, transport, etc. to fully
participate.

Yes

yes

Yes

yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

I love going to the Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens because I often meet friends
and neighbors as well as made new
friends.
A sense of community;a community garden

We need more nature in the city, another 1,000,000 trees

There is a small park

No

No

More community events funding on a
neighborhood level.

Give me something to value

Fair and equitable labor in cultural institutions that reeived city funding. Set of rules and measures tied to
funding. I work with an organization that has created a Bill of Rights for the rights of workers within the
arts. www.artshandleralliance.org; Arts & Labor; A&L Internship Labor Rights; A&L Alternative
Economiest; Artist Studio Affordabilty Project.

Voelker Orth Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

AMNH, New Museum, Inwood Hill Park, Met
Brewer

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, but I need more places to share
as huge buildings of $$$ go up.

I love Mediterranean food and brownstones of
Boerum Hill.

Yes, I go to those and would like
places to be creative. There is no
performing art and I would like it
added and would frequent.

The diversity and access to green space and
programs.

Prospect Park Zoo

Brooklyn Bride Park Second Stage Theater

BAM, Ft. Greene
Park

Botanical Gardens

BAM

Bk Botanical
Gardens

There are
none. There are
only private spaces. BAM/Trans Pecos
YMCA, Target Park

Prospect Park,
BAM

Metropolitan Museum

PS1 Silent Barn

11201

Brooklyn

11225

BAM, Brooklyn
Brooklyn Museum, Bridge Park, NYFA,
Brooklyn Botanical Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens, Brooklyn Gardens and
Randall's Island and Queens Botanical Gardens,
Public Library (GAP) Prospect Park
Central Park

Brooklyn

11230

Brooklyn

Crown Heights

Midwood

Flatbush/Ditmas Park
Booklyn

11226

Brooklyn

11222

Brooklyn

11226

Brooklyn

11233

Brooklyn

11238

Brooklyn

11226

Brooklyn

11205

Brooklyn

11217

Ditmas Park
Bed-Stuy
Prospect Heights
Flatbush
Fort Greene
Downtown/Ft. Greene

My studio at home

The Invisible Dog
Art Center

Neve Gallerie New York

Yes

?

?

Beautiful park across the street
(McGorick)

Family lives on block

Prospect Park

BRIC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, I'm an arttist. What else would I
do?

Diversity

BAM

BAM, Weeksvile
Community Center

CCCADI Caribbean Cultural Center African
Diaspora Institute

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

Parks (Prospect)

Prospect Park

BAM

the Met

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Diversity of people, cultural resources broadly
defined, etc.

caribBEING House

Brooklyn Museum

Brooklyn Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lafayette Ave. Pres.
Church
BAM

Yes

Yes

Yes

BAM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, and bring back affordability.

Celebrate Brooklyn Make Music Day

Since I work in the
arts, I am often
engaging in arts and
culture elsewhere.

Artists live here - Prospects Heights and work
here - Gowanus and industrial

Caribeing

El Museo del Barrio

Yes

Yes

Yes

Contributions of Latino community for shaping
Williamsburg

Bensonhurst

Cropsey Park

Groundswell

Poetry

Yes

Yes

Yes

Williamsburg

I'allimentaria
settepani

Beaches, Parks,
indoor parks

Lincoln Center, Loft Opera, MFTA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Printing

Groundswell

Art (Mural)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Togetherness

No

No
Diversity, the music for different languages,
the families

11214
11211

Brooklyn

7302

New Jersey City

Brooklyn

11231

Carroll Gardens

Brooklyn

11226

Brooklyn

11238

Prospect Park South
Prospect Heights
Metuchen, NJ
Clinton Hill

Park Slope
11215

ART/NY

That there is art everywhere. The subway gets
me all over the City.

Prospect Heights
11238

11213

Bed-Stuy

11225

Brooklyn

11222

Brooklyn

11238

11238

Togetherness
Innovation and ditigal spaces

Cross disciplinary exchange, dialogue, spaces

I don't know

Yes

Yes

Yes

Brooklyn Museum

BAM/St. Ann's
Warehouse

NYTW/ARS Nova/Lincoln Center

Yes

Yes

Yes

BAM

BAM

BAM
Yes

Yes

Yes

However, gentrification is making
these place overwhelmingly white.

Yes

Yes

Yes

To add: Community resource center;
place to hang out with friends and
neighbors; place to organize around
important issues

Yes

In my neighborhood there is no
community center accessible to all.
Public has no general use of the
The diversity that it is very livable and green,
chools off hours, libraries, or even the not overcrowded; currently diverse, but
Brooklyn Museum. People need
starting to tip too much to wealth and the
community space for all.
monoculture that it produces.

Yes, Prospect Heights has a range of I value the stories and experiences of longtime DCP should implement cultural impact studiesin addition to EIS, to consider impacts ofdevelopment on
these institutions affordable and
residents, but am concerned that they are
local studies. Neighborhood groups are cultural institutions. Need to support as such spaces like
accessible.
threatened with displacement.
community gardens; local businesses.

MOCADA
Brooklyn Museum;
Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens

Brooklyn Museum

Prospect Park, Caribbean Culture Center

Public Plaza in front Five Myles Art
of Brooklyn Museum Gallery

Brooklyn Public Library Central Branch

Brooklyn Publc
Library

Community
Gardens

Neighborhood cultural orgs like Indonesian
mosque in Queens that runs food festival

Bed-Stuy
Restoration Plaza

Prospect Park;
drum circle,
bandshell; Grand
Army Plaza

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

I don't know

We can have more variety and better
funded space.

Yes

Prospect Park is an amazing resource
and I try to spend as much time there
as possible. There are also several
great bars, restaurants, cafes and
stores. Unfortunately gentrification is
threatening existing
businesses. What we really need are
more local venues for performing and
usual arts.

I love that my neighborhood has a strong and
vibrant Afro-Caribbean community and lots of
families. Unfortunately, gentrification is
threatening that community. Developers are
building high-price towers but not providing
cultural space on the ground floors or
sufficient affordable units for displaced
residents.

History, diversity

Prospect Park

Bushwick Starr

Soho Rep (which just lost its space in Tribeca

Yes

Brooklyn Publc
Library; Greenpoint
Korier Plus,
Starbucks,
Awakening.

Brooklyn Museum,
Parks, _______,
BAM

PSI, sculptured centers, LIC. Queens museum,
New Museum

Yes

No

No

More free spaces for community

Clinton Hill

Clinton Hill Historic
Architecture

BAM and Celebrate
Brooklyn
Met Opera

Yes

Yes

Yes

Not all that often; hard to keep track
about what's going on.

Brooklyn Museum,
Prospect Park,
Botanical Gardens

BRIC, BAM, Mark
Morris Dance
Center

Yes

Yes, these places provide
simultanaeously social and cultural
opportunities at various levels of
engagement.

BRIC, BAM, Brooklyn Museum

Food; parks; farmers' markets; botanica; local
floral shops

Yes

Greenpoint

;Prospect Heights
Brooklyn

Need new policy tools; tax incentives; cultural - mandatory inclusion, cultural space; money for small orgs.;
capacity building and OD and overhead and general operating support. Cultural zones w/focus on art
making - studios and affordable artist residing.

Irondale

Prospect Lefferts Gardens

Brooklyn

Dynamic, creative, diverse

I don't know

Crown Heights
11238

Brooklyn

Diversity

El Puente

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

It's a "small town"

Yes

Williamsburg

Validating the culture that arleady exists in various communities of Brooklyn by financially supporting and
advertising them.

Little Caribbean, Caribbean Culture & Heritage

Yes

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Cultural diversity to somewhat cost effection.

No

11249

Brooklyn

Yes

Pop-ups and neighborhood festivals

Brooklyn

8840

I tend to not do.
I feel emoved
from my
community.

Yes

Gowanus Artists
Studios

11217

11238

Yes

We have not talked about professional development of arts and culture professionals. It is a must for
these organizations to be well run and support the initiative of the cultural plan. I worked in four different
organizations where I was going insane from the terrible management of these organizationswith amazing
missions. In my networks of professionals this is something we talk about ALL THE TIME It needs to be
addressed.

Recess Art
Fort Tilden/plazas
to be refluxed in a
large world.

BRIC House, BAM,
Central Library

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Yes

Prosoect Park,
Brooklyn Botanical
Garden

Bushwick
Prospect Heights

Brooklyn

Yes

Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn Library

11201

Brooklyn

Yes

Brooklyn
Anchorage,
Brooklyn Bridge
Park

Borough Hall
Brooklyn

Brooklyn Center for
the Performing Arts

Prospect Park

I don't take advantage of the
programs available as much as I
should because my artistic community
is mostly based elsewhere so I go
where they are often. I would love to
see theatre groups that do workshops
with the community, letting people
It is very diverse and near the resources of
who aren't professional artists join.
Prospect Park and the Brooklyn Museum

Brooklyn Public
Libary, Botanical
Gardens, Prospect
Sahadi's Bookcourt, Park, Unnamable
Brooklyn Bride Park Books

Boerum Hill

The diversity

The Band Shelter

Park Slope

Bushwick Ridgewood

Could use more cultural spaces that
bridge populations, ages. Would love
more spaces that engage people in
creation and creativity. Most of our
Diversity, great food, beautiful park, industrial
cultural life is informal and
district, ary studios (being lost) street life,
impromptu.
sennior dance groups in Sunset Park.

More free and affordable spaces to
make and experience art.

Crown Heights

Brooklyn

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

BRIC, Brooklyn
Museum, Prospect
Park, Coney Island

Boerum Hill/Cobble Hill
Brooklyn

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...
Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Borough

Sunset Park

All of NYC

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Neighborhood

Yes

Yes

Yes

Easy accss to cultural richness, low costs to
participate.

Everything costs money now and as private companies and institutions take over schools, public spaces,
public institutions, disused buildings like armories,then local people without a lot of money lose the only
remaining community spaces they have.

Networking communication - information for the people

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Flatbush

Brooklyn

11226

Neighborhood

Borough

Bay Ridge
communitiues; 5th
Ave shops,
Flatbush Ave Street restaurants,
Art
community center.

All of NYC

Prospect Park

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Yes

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Yes

Yes

I'm not always plugged into Flatbush
activities (just moved there this
summer). So go elsewhere in
Brooklyn for events and activities. I
would add a way for newcomers in a
neighborhood to find info on arts and
culture there list serve? msg board?
community bulletin board?

Brooklyn

11237
South Slope

Brooklyn

11215

Williamsburg
Brooklyn

11237

Latino Restaurants;
Make the Road New Brooklyn Museum;
York
Botanical Gardens

Everywhere in the City; Museums, parks,
neighborhoods, galleries

Yes

Yes

Yes

Greenwood
Cemetery; History
archives

BAM, Navy Yard

The Public Theater; Museum of Reclaims Urban
Space

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, I would like for there to be more My neighborhood actually feels like a
spaces for diverse groups of
neighborhood. I know my neighbors, the guy
people. Many of the spaces feel very behind the deli counter, the bar keeper, the
straight and white.
pizza shop owner.

Various music
venues, multiple art
spaces

BAM, Brooklyn
Museum, Brooklyn
Botanicals
Gardens, Brooklyn
Bridge Park

Met, Whitney, Chelsea

Yes

Yes

Yes

There is a lack of completely free
spaces for the arts in the
neighborhood.

Still a lot of working artists of all types

Hullabaloo books,
Five Myles

BAM, Greenlight
Books, BRIC,
Pioneer Works,
Center for
Performance
Research

Yes

There seem to be plenty of places to
hang, gather, etc., but not enough
spaces to seek out to learn a new
creative medium and gather with
others in that context.

I value the culture that is evident in my
neighborhood -- people in the streets, on their
stoops, in the parts, etc. It is visible and
should be celebrated and supported always.

Two major NFP art orgs. right next door,

Crown Heights
Brooklyn

11213
Prospect Heights

Brooklyn

11238

Brooklyn

11222

Movement Research, New York Live Arts, The
Kitchen, FABnyc, Dance NYC

Yes

Yes

BBG and Brooklyn
Museum

BAN

Morgan Stanley Museumm MoMA, The Public
Natural History Museum, Symphony Space

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, but I wish there was more
engagement/organizefd opportunities
with neighbors and folks I don't
aready know.

Transmitter Parl

BAM

New Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, I (we with family and friends) go Family friendly, lots of trees and
to lots of them. I have to leave 7 year restaurants. There is a texture to street life
apartment.
that mixes old and new.

How do we create the political will to make this happen? Everyone is going to say "more money"....what is
this process by which people are willing to make it happen? We will all (probably) have to give something
up if this is what we want! Don't forget about excellence. New York is important because it it great art.

Greenpoint

Queens

The Chocolate
Factory

11101
Upper East Side

Clinton Hill
Brooklyn

11205

Museum of Moving
Image

Figment

Community gardens
and libraries
Forte Green Park,
BRIC, BAM, Library; Brooklyn Museum,
arts and
Brooklyn Bridge
culture_______
Park, Greenlight
school (public)
Bookstore, Pratt

Eyebeam, Whitney, Brooklyn Navy Yard, Armory

Yes

No

Yes

We have mostly small businesses and other
artists live there but this is changing.

1) We need a sustainable funding model for culture which includes increased government funding. 2) We
need a pipeline so people who graduate from our 1st class art schools can find jobs that pay a living
wage. 3) More public art that is performative and/or interactive, not just visual. 4) Arts and cultural
workers need more competitive salaries. 5) We need more women in top level artistic roles, i.e. curators,
producers, writers, directors, etc. across all disciplines. 6) We need to stop calling mental differences a
disability and embrace new language such as neurodiversity.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Diversity and experiencing other
peoples culture and learning about
them.

Diversity

Educating the youth in school, appoint-youth embassadors and get them to talk to their communities about
the opportunities available. Additionally, get them to engage their working parents in the dialogue of using
available space, etc.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, bring back cheap rates! Bring
back cheap collective housing. And
yes, we go all the time.

Still hanging on to neighborhood
legacy. Working towards justice; love the park
that is the heart of our neighborhood.

Ailey

BAM

Yes

No

Yes

Yes, would like to see more spaces in
Harlem for dance, studio rentals for
rehearsal, informal performance
space.
Diversity; neighbors; people

BRIC

Afropunk, West Indian Parade

Yes

Yes

Yes

These places don't really exist in the
local neighborhood.

The people

Too many to name

Too Many to Name

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Surrounded by culture and artists

Harlem
Manhattan

10030

Brooklyn

11208

Brooklyn

11221

Apollo
East NY
Bed-Stuy

Williamsburg
Brooklyn

11211

Brooklyn

11203

East Flatbush

My Home

The comic/book/art
store on
Metropolitan Ave.

Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens, Brooklyn
Museum.

Museum of the City of New York

Kent Theater

BAM

Rockefeller Center

10654

The Bronx

10450

Brooklyn

11220

Clay Ave
Sunset Park
Bushwick

Brooklyn

11237

Bronx
Manhattan

10029

East Harlem

10034

Manhattan

BXMA/Studio Museum/Brookln Botanical Garden

Yes

Yes

The Met

No

No

No

No, need communal spaces, art
spaces, co-working spaces.

My school

Groundswell

Yes

Yes

No

Mayday Space,
Molasses Books

Open studios

Galleries or free artists talks in general

Yes

Yes

Yes and no.

Museums.

East Harlem

No

Need Them

10029

Manhattan

10014

El Museo del Barrio Williamsburg

El Museo del Barrio
East Village

Yes
Yes

Yes

The Met, Intrepid.

El Museo del Barrio FIT Museum

American Museum of Natural History

The Met

Lincoln Center

High Line
University Heights

Bronx

Bronx

10463

Manhattan

10035

Manhattan

10035

East Harlem
East Harlem

10029

Bronx

Kingsbridge Library,
Starbucks, Van
Cortland Park, 24hour Fitness

The diversity of income and activities and built
environment. Even though it's changing, I feel
like if it just "stopped" right now, it would be a
good neighborhoood.

Access to museums. More art
galleries and dance/music.

The waterfront.

Yes

Yes

More workshops of indigenous
people.

Yes

Met Museum, Bronx Museum, Brooklyn Botanic
Garden

Need Them

Have Them

Yes

Yes

Yes, I do!

Music, drama, dance, Three Kings Day
parade, everything in the preceding question.

Yes

Yes

Yes

They no longer exist.

History, culture, people.

No

No

No

We need more spaces other than
bars and over-priced restaurants.
More places for adults to practice the
arts.

Yes

Not as much
as there was

No

I do, but a lot of what used to go to is
gone or it costs too much.

We used to be a neighborhood and we would
know and go to stores and cultural events that is changing so much.

No, we need a great movie theater,
activities for people up to 64 years of
age, dancing.

New York Botanical
Garden, Little Italy,
parks and Orchart
Beach, the
Rockaway Beach, trails at Jacob Riis, Cenral
waterfront.
Park, NYPL, Emmons Ave in Sheepshead Bay

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

El Museo del Barrio Museums

American Museu of Natural History

Yes

Yes

El Museo del Barrio Manhattan

South Bronx

Yes

El Museo del Barrio,
Julia de Burgos,
Museum of the City
of New York,
Murals.
The Met/MoMA
Music and Art

Workshops and more events of indigenous people and culture, rights and water protectors.
History.

I would love for the area to facilitate
more locations where individuals are
able to partake (learn) in music, art,
dance, etc..

Yes

Longwood Art
Museum of Arts and Gallery at Hostos
Design
Community College
Pelham Bay Park, Central Park

East Harlem
Manhattan

Met Museum, New
York Historical
Society

10453

Kingsbridge

My house.

Yes, but I feel like there's definite
social segregation.

Yes

Have Them

West Village

Culture, food.

Land
Wave Hill

East Harlem
Manhattan

Yes

Yes

I believe in arts and culture in the community. In where people can have the opportunity to test their talents
and grow.

Yes and no, need bookstore and
coffee shops.

The offod and people. Most dominantly Irish.

Don't exist.

History and culture.

Yes, because I work there (at El
Museo).

The history.

Teenagers need a place to socialize
and perform.

Music and arts.

Queens

11372
11208

Brooklyn

11201

Have them
Pelham Park

Need them

Have them
Need them

Need them

We need affordability; most important
thing.
Diversity; affordability
East New York
Downtown Brooklyn

Brownsville
Brooklyn

11212

Williamsburg

SI

Brooklyn Historical
Society

Weeksville Heritage
Centr

My Old School
(Brownsville
Academy H.S.)

Groundswell

MoMA

Yes

Yes

Yes

For the People

Yes

Yes

Yes

Long lines and extremely popular

Yes

Yes

Yes

The perseverance of the people who live
there, the history that is not well know, the
people and organizations struggling to better
the areas.

Yes

I live in a community filled with artists, culture,
and history; even when we are ignored, we
continue to create as a way of life.

Bed-Stuy
Brooklyn

11221

My Community

651 Arts

1. We need more bookstores and green places to sit and chill. Maybe more public spaces. 2. Putting up
ads/posters about organizing and helping would be great, this way I'll know where I can go and pitch in
and start something.

Have them
and need
them.

Jackson Heights

Brooklyn

1. We value public transport. Thank you for bike lanes. 2. Housing, HOUSING is a right for all. Humans
and animals. 3. Music in schools. 4. Thank you for keeping museums available to all.

Corner store/bodega cats.

Bronx Museum of
Art

Julia de Burgos's
Theater
10035

I would like to add [more of] all of
these programs.

Industry City

The Cloisters

Manhattan

Yes

The Murals in PO,
Botanical Gardens

Inwood
Manhattan

Yes

Yes

Heaven Bound
Skate Shop

Bronx Zoo, Public
library.

10466

Yes

Yes

Bronx Museum

Not much, art
galleries.

Brooklyn

Yes

We're not as young as we used to be,
so we don't go out a lot. We're
homebodies. But we appreciate very
much places for people of all ages to
go and learn and enjoy themselves.
Gee...dt's home. A nice bakery. And ti's near
Culture is crucial, of course.
the train. Public transportation is the best.

Yes, community theater, street
performances. No, more activities like
Boogie in the Bronx.
The people, community.

South Bronx
The Bronx

More funding, more orgs. for the Prospect Park Alliance is a cultural gem; could be used/organized more
fully for community events.

Yes, I enjoy the cultural spaces in my
community but many are at risk due
to the posh-ification of
the neighborhood . We need more
indoor public space for winter!

Long Island City

Manhattan

The old time residents like my landlady.

I think that the concept of art and culture could
be difficul to describe, but thinking as a
community organizer at Make The Road New
York in Bushwick, I can only say that the
increase of new residences/tenants has
Yes, I do because Bushwick has
brought a lot of changes in terms of art and
represented historically the
culture movements. For me its's like the
LatinAmerian culture. However,
introduction of contemporary art (murals,
Bushwick has been impacted
visual art, etc.) has been killing the character
drastically by gentrification and a lot of of Bushwick. Traditions from the Latino
its character has disappeared.
community have been ridden away.

Bushwick

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Places that value African Diasporan Art.

Yes

Yes

Yes

A place for young people to express their talent.
I feel the Cultural Plan needsto strongly address the multiple issues faces by working artists in NYC. We
are being priced out of our living working spaces, and I hope the Plan makes some very bold
recommendations to the NYC administration to address these issues. The rent crisis affects workspaces
in manufacturing zones and apartments in poor and working class neighborhoods. We, artists, live and
work in these communities. We are also facing a crisis of employment. The adjunct teaching payscale,
and free labor flowing from us to the non-not-for-profit sectors are threatening our existence in NYC.

Intergratoin; community

There really wasn't anywhere in the community to "hangout" except for fast food places. Very few
organizations in the community pertaining to art and culture especially for youth. Also the few that are
there like The Heritage House, Made in Brownsville, are struggling.

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Borough

Zipcode

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

Brooklyn

11207

East New York

East New York

Brooklyn

Union Square

Brooklyn

11210

The Brooklyn
Museum

The Botanical
Gardens

Times Square; Broadway (all the theaters)

Flatbush

Park Slope
Brooklyn

11215

11213

Brooklyn

11231

Brooklyn

10011

Carroll Gardens

Chelsea

Astoria
Queens

11105

No

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?
No

No

Yes, we create them

I grew up there

Since I live close Prospect Park. I value the
Park, the events, the space, the people and
nature.

Smogasborg,
Brooklyn Bridge
Park, 5th Ave.

Prospect Park,
Street Fairs

High Line, Lower East Side, Bryant Park, Union
Square

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, When I find out about activities
that interest me, I make an effort to
attend. I usually enjoy the event and
am satisfied with the overall
experience.

Brower Park

Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens, Brooklyn
Museum

MET

Yes

Yes

Yes

Costs/Crowds

History and people (community) Richness

Book Court
(bookstore)

BAM

MET Museum/Prospect Park

Yes

Yes

Yes

Dancing, all ages, all level in parks
(Salsa, Samba, African, Square
Dancing

Access to Pier 6, Book Court, BAM, Cobble
Hill Cinemas

Yes

Yes

Yes

1) Outdoor movies with open
captions 2) Food tours with sign
language interpreters

1) Historical sites of Chlesea 2) Creative
culture include architecture (building design)
3) Events

Crown Heights
Brooklyn

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Arts, music, dance
and outdoor movies Manhattan

11372

Yes

Yes

Yes

Travers Park

yes

yes

yes

We have a cinema on 82nd Street
that closed and is for sale as well as
empty store fronts. It would be great
to see them activated as pop
culture/art/social spaces.

The amazing food, Colombian culture, friendly Is there a way to start small to try out key aspects of the plan with a a few
families, library, proximiy to public school
communities/stakeholders. Take what is learnedl, iterate and grow it out.

Yes (but
decreasing)

Through gentrification a majority of
local venues have been priced out of
my neighborhood. Small accessible
music, arts, venues.

Really ensuring that art and design (in all their forms) are included in ATEM-SteAM. Integrated not Silo
Local businesses; street culture, access to
Based Learning. Arts education is essential in schools, Gov't also in all cultural funding. Lifelong Learning
waterways, pools; community garden; farmers Science Industry Parks. Arts residences in ALL sectors. Ensuring that Culture is inclusie of all cultures not
markets.
just high art. Practice Based Learning = participatory programs.

Flushing Town Hall BAM

Williamsburg
Brooklyn

11249

Brooklyn

11201

Brooklyn

11385

Yes

Yes

11215

Brooklyn

11225

Cobble Hill

Cobble Hill Park;
Brooklyn Bridge
Park

Brooklyn Musuem

Whitney Museum; ASL Slam

Yes

Yes

No

Yes/no - I'd go where they provide
ASC interrogation; no-they don't
povide any access at some events

Divesity

Small Network of
Artists

Queens

I like to go to events in various places in the ccity.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Outdoor arts in diverse communities

Diversity

Displacement. Can't have culture when people are displaced from their homes/Rental for arts spaces are
very expensive.

Accessibility; art studios, open tours: houses,
studios, public spaces

Art and culture for all ages.

Diversity but its changing more to
gentrification

Crown Heights/Prospect
Lefferts

Library

BAM

Metropolitan Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Prospect Park, Main Branch Library:
Literature art; art galleries, etc. lots of
opportunties

Brooklyn Botanic
Garden

Brooklyn Museum
of Art

Museum of American Indian, Moma, Whitney,
HIghline, New York Botanical Garden, NY
Aquarium, WCS/Bronx Zoo, NYSCI, AMNH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lots of different people

Yes

?

?

Coffee Shops, arts
Cinema

Flushing meadow,
Corona Park,
Queens Museum of Brooklyn Museum, Wave Hill, NYPL, The Met,
Art, Cultural Center Rubin, NYC MER

West Iship

The Muse
Exchange

Queens Lit Fest,
Nature of the Muse Bowery Poetry, Nayorikan

No

No

Yes

Yes, fulfills a social need. A single,
large hub for artists mid-island.

Diversity. Long Isalnd towards vary, but rarely
interact.

Kensington

Brooklyn Botanic
Garden

Aquarium and
Ocean

New Victory Theater

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes. Expose my kids and enrich
myself

Cultural Diversity

Studio Museum

Museum of the
American Indian

American Indian Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Queens Botancial
Gardens

Museum of Moving
Image, Queens
Museum, New York
Hall of Science
Museum of Performing Arts

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, they are a greet place to meet
neighbors, engage in laughter and
learn about other people cultures.

Cultures bring together food, _______, access
to open space

Dwyer Cultural
Center; The Apollo
Theater

The MET

Not sure at this time

No

Yes

Yes

N/A

BAM

Metropolitan Museum

Need

Need

Need

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hattie Cultural
Community Garden

Colombia StreetFulton Waterfront,
The Botanical
Gardens

Yes

Need

Arts East New York

Billie Holiday
Theater

NYC Planetarium

No

Yes

No

Brooklyn Library
Macon Branch

Brooklyn Library
Macon Branch

Queens Museum

Brooklyn Museum,
BAM, Brooklyn
Library

Brooklyn Museum,
BAM, Brooklyn
Library

Brooklyn Museum, BAM, Brooklyn Library, Fourth
Arts Block

Yes

Yes

Yes

Some times; free lectures and movies Park and Library

Joyce Theater

Manhattan

Music and cultural events in parks

Forest Hills
Queens

11375

Long Island

11795

Brookyln

11218

Manhattan

10031

Harlem

Astoria
Queens

11105

Manhattan
Harlem
10031
Brooklyn

11218

Queens

11103

Kensington
Astoria

Bed-Stuy
Brooklyn

11216

Brooklyn

11207

Brooklyn

11221

Brooklyn

11238

Manhattan

10016

Queens

11377

Manhattan

10021

East New York
Bed-Stuy
Prospect Heights
Murray Hill
Astoria/Woodside
Upper East Side
Fort Greene

Brooklyn

11217

Brooklyn

Park Slope

Cuny Graduate Center, Met Museum, Lincoln
Center

Far Rockaway

Queens

11691

11226

Flatbush

11211

Brooklyn

11222

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

Yes

The Met and Other
Museum

No

I don't know

Yes

No

No

Thers is not much place to go or I
don't know have the money.

So many Museums.

BAM, Habana
Outpost Brooklyn
Museum

Brooklyn

N/A

Yes

Maybe

Yes

Yes, because I have community
events

Easily accessible from anywhere in the city.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Places to Hang Out: Celebrate
Brooklyn is great for this. I traveled
areas like the Hernandez Park Melilla
this year. I love live performances in
all parks. Also would be great to have
more communal arts cltures with
cafes and bars that also have social
spaces. Places to be Creative: I
think so but not sure how many are
open/participatory for the public and
to be uses for artists within the artist
space is also important. Activities
and Events: Again I believe so but
don't spend much time in multigenerational spaces. Would be good!

I feel as though my neighborhood does
support the arts but as a gentrified
neighbohood. We also have that tension as
part of that we contain some of the Brooklyn's
larger cultural orgs. and institutions (see
#2). With this comes a burden of
responsibility to ensure Equity within these
orgs and access to them.

1) transportation is a huge issue in Brooklyn 2) communal/shared/multi-use arts space is important 3)
please no more glass temples UNLESS they have cafe/bars that are open from dawn to dusk, have more
theater performance spaces of varying size, and are open to public and community run classes as well as
the "Chosen art". 4) more multi=year arts fmding for mid-scale orgs. to allow strategies planning for
sustainability. 5) More easily accessible first-time grants for grous and individuals who perhaps do not
have the moneyto self-generate funding for their work ntil recognized by "the experts" (i.e.more important
trust-based funding to get people started

Yes

Yes

Yes

Spaces like this are few and far
between in my neighborhood and
unfortunately the development of new
spaces are not doing enough to make
sure that the existing community is
defining what that space is andhow it
serves them.

Amazing beach front African American
community, their legacy includes supporting a
successful tourism economy in the
past, advocatingfor adequate housing in NYC
is in the 1940s. The history is rich from
the Great Migration to now.

Thank you for creating the opportunity to share our voices. I would like to stay informed about funding
opportunities to create a cultural space in my neighborhoodt that reflects the rich history of people there
and helps to keep them firmly in place and in peace.

No

No

No

Littlefield celebrate
Brooklyn/Prospect
Park; The Bell
House Brooklyn
Museum and
Brooklyn Botanical
Gardens, Rooftop
Film, Brooklyn
Public Library

BAM, BRIC,
Nyla, ARS Nova, New Ohio, Signature Theatre,
Bushwick Starr,
Sixon Place, Abrons Arts Centre, PS 122, New
_____Park, and
York Theatre Workshop
movies, St. Anne's,
Jack, South Oxford
Space

No museums, need The Brooklyn
one; I've got an idea Museum"First
about where but in Saturdays"
the interim, open
gardens and other
green spaces are
where you can find
me!

The Schomburg (great talks) CCCADI (Caribbean
Cultural Center African Diaspora Institute).

Museum of Natural History; Metropolitan Museum
of Art

BAM

Triskellion
Brooklyn Museum
(performing arts
(esp on free first
space on Calyer St. Saturdays)

MOC's

Prospect
Park/Brooklyn
Museum

Brooklyn

11226

Prospect Park

Ditmas Park

BAM Corridor

Invest in low -income coimmunities

Expand art programs for children with special needs

Central Park

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figmaent NYC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Go deep on tech and mapping info and showing App, Web, Bat signal, etc.
Old culture, Italian, Orthodox Jewish, Polish
I do go and enjoy these places and
(Greenpoint). All rich and deep heritage that I
spaces
love.
Small scale, close-knit, quirky (Polish hipster)
character; historic streets, delicious (cheap,
sometimes) food; many friends have been
We need more! Greenpoint has some able to keep affording to live there and have
____, community gardens, and a few started families; also close to waterfront; bike
music venues (mostly in
lanes; amazing coffee options and bakeries;
restaurant/bar spaces); we could use rooftop garden. My neighborhood is rapidly
even more performance art venues,
gentrifying and succumbing to development
public spaces, cultural centers,
pressure, however. Also, not super diverse
education spaes, etc.
(mostly white)

Waterfronts

No

No

No

There are a small amount of all of
these things but there are not enough Not as much as I would like. The
of them and there is not access.
neighborhood doesn't really feel like mine.

Have publi (indoor) even spaces purposed exclusively for local/neighborhood events/performances. A
number of studios. theaters and event spaces for the arts.
1) I would love to see more transparency and equity in regards to where public funds go and to whom
they support. Is our current system of public funding implicating systemic inequities we see across the
country/world 2) supporting the general operating support of organizations and institutions will support
individual artists in theory 3) Individual artists are the lifeblood of cultural work. We are the muscles. We
are the oxygen. And we need to not just survive but thrive.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, As much as possible, but as a
The cultural specification of our West Indian
theater maker. I am somewhat limited community; the identity of my neighbor as a
in my accessibility in my
family neighborhood; the access to green
neighborhood.
spaces.

Yes

Yes

Yes

The elderly immigrant neighbors give the
No, it's hard to get around in
Brookklyn. Most of my friends meet in place soul.
Manhattan or Bushwick (which is easy
to reach through Manhattan from
Ditmas Park.)

Prospect Lefferts Gardens
11225

Socio-Economic and cultural diversity

Very few and limited space for art and The many Caribbean cultures.
activities

Brooklyn Botanical
Garden; Brooklyn
Museum; Kings
Theater

Fort Greene

Brooklyn

Mix of different lands of people; good park
space

MOCADA

Perogi

11205

I have been very involved in advocating for the arts (over 28 years) and I formed my own arts organization
to help make exhibition, performing and developing for artists in Harlem. However, without enough
funding it has been difficult to continue to grow our organization and advoate for the arts. I am hopeful that
with this plan smaller groups can get more help and resources to maintain the work that we started.

Museum of the
Moving Image, local Museum of The
library
Moving Image

Greenpoint

Brooklyn

Not on a frequent basis; lack of
It's history
disposable funding limits my
participation/attending a lot of cultural
institutions. However, we desperately
need a place specifically for artists to
gather, talk and create.

It's history. I wish I could go the senior
centers in Bed-Stuy and listen to oral history.

Williamsburg
Brooklyn

I enjoy public spaces to meet my
neighbors + discuss new ideas+ learn Diversity of Residents proximity to Forest
new about new culture perspectives
Park.

Gallery or performance space or
rehearsal space. All ages activities
are driven by block associations
rather than anything on a
neighborhood-wide level

11215

Brooklyn

It's not gentrifying so rapidly and every person Wish every child, esp. in elementary, had arts and music in school. Wish housing and space was more
walking down the street of a different
affordable. Gentrification is cultural poison and the city had drank a lot of it and still is. Wish big
nationality and we live together peacefully
institutions had better standards in marketing and programs for "diversity and inclusion"; cultural equity.

Ridgewood
Park Slope

Brooklyn

1. Sign language on screen in the museums and performing arts. The hire the deaf performers. 2) Tour
with sign language interpreters or deaf donents. 3) All movies in the theaters and festivals are
closed/opened captions.

Food and different
people from all over
Crescent and _____ the world
Village Vanguard and my ____

Jackson Heights
Queens

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Fourth Arts Block (NYTW; La Mamma
Downstown Arts, etc.)

The architecture
I like craftsmen
itself is beautiful and workshops in Red
Shakespeare in the Park, House of Yes, Coney
historical
Hook and Gowanus Island

I have a friend who is a dancer and rollerblader from Paris. She gets a yearly artist stipend from her
government, with the requirement that she performs in a few show/year and shows artistic activity in
France. That stipend allows her live as an artist and travel the world - NYC, South American countries,
dancing in companies, teaching, skate dance and spreading culture.

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Clinton Hill MOCADA
Brooklyn

Jersey CityBergen Hill

Jersey City-Bergen Hill
7304

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

Brooklyn Arts East
NY

Caribbean Cultural
Center

African Diaspora Institute

NYBG, Wave hill,
WCS, Bx Museum

Harlem Stage, Joes Pub, Carnigie Hall, History
MET, Museum

Have Them

Need Them

Bronx

Time Square

Have them

Need them

Moma,
Whitney/Lincoln
center & Wash. Sq.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Need them

Need them

Have them

Later hours would make it moe
accessible; more events related to my Transportation,access, restaurants, parks,
culture like Dance Africa; International boutiques, events, concerts, loca cultural
African Arts Festival
institutions.

diverse voices old and new
diversity of population

Bronx

10462

Bronx

10461

Bronx

Cretona Park

10471

Kingsbridge
Bronx
Queens

11102

LIC/Astoria

Queens
Queens

Longwood art
gallery @ hostos

11377

Woodside

11101

Queens

11106

Queens

11377

Astoria

Queens

11225

Brooklyn

11226

Ditmars Park

11215

Brooklyn

11237

Bushwick

Need them

Need them

socrates sculpture
park Garden

Museum of Moving
Images

Hispanic Society

Y

Y

Y

Chocolate Factory

Museum of moving
images

Figment

Have them

Need them

Have them

Public art that is performance and or
interactive

Cultural orgs & small biz

Museum of Moving
Images

74th st jackson
heights

Manhattan chinatown

Have them

Need them

Need them

Green space, theatre

Our diversity, our loyalty to each other

-The parks
-The comedy venues

Need them

MOMA PS1

Musem of moving
images

92Y, Lincoln Center, Arts on site

Have them

Need them

Have them

-more performing arts venues and
events, more use of public places for
performing arts as well as community
events.

socrates sculpture
park Garden

Museum of moving
images

Lincoln center

Have them

Need them

Need them

The diversity, luckily, gentrification hsnt
General-use, open spaces, especially affected the flavor of the neighborhood too
artist studio spaces
much

Chelsea/ East Village

Have them

Have but need
them as well

Need them

-freelance artists-lectures in how to
survive as an artist

BK museum, BK
central library,
prospect park

Prospect park, bk
museum, BRIC
libraries

All above, central park immigrant movement,
atrium at lincoln center

Need more

Need them

community bar & spaces for all family

Cortelyou library

Bam

Terazza 7, queens

Have Them

Need them

Have & Need
them

Brooklyn Museum

BAM,Prospect
Park, Concert
series, murals art
studiio towers

High line, central park

Have & Need them

Need them

Have them

Bushwick Starr

Jack, BAM,
Nighthawk

Have them

Have them

Have them

BAM

So many

Need them

Need them

Parades, park festivals

Need them

Need them

prospect park

Have them

Have them

11213

Brooklyn

11230

There is none

Brooklyn

11205

Brooklyn moon,
BAM

El puente

11216

Brooklyn

11238

Brooklyn

11207

East New York

Brooklyn

11207

Cypress Hills/East New
York

Brooklyn

11207

Brooklyn

11207

Brooklyn

11207

Queens

11379

Bronx

10453

Queens

11421

East New York

East New York
East New York

Community-it truley is a neighborhood

Need them

elder center needs more support
-free concerts in bower park

west indian + Hasrdiz culture
-how friendly most people are on the streets

Need them

reduce street fair for street events

quiet and solitude

Have them

want more local programming on the
neighborhood level

knowing the business owners, bodegasinclusiveness. many organic cultural spaces &
production.

Diversity of my neightborhood-sadly its
disapearring

Five miles, Mr.
Rogers

BAM, MOCADA,
prospect park

Highline, Whitney

Have them

Need them

Need them

Jack, BAM

Brooklyn Museum,
Brooklyn Historical
society

MET museum, Public Theatre, Studio Museum

Need them

Have them

Need them

outdoor festivals, cultural block
parties, public art

Mom + Pops shops

Need them

Need them

Need them

Brownsville
Heritage House

Brownsville Neighbohood House

Need them

Need them

Need them

Places for young people to meet,
create and share resources

It isn't gentrified yet.

ARTs East New
York

BRIC

The Met

Need them

Need them

Need them

Brooklyn College,
CARIBBeing

BAM, BRIC,
Brooklyn Botanic
Garden

Finding public art: like Coney Walls in Coney
Island or Groundswell murals on supermarket
walls.

Have them. Libraries,
rec centers, gardens,
block parties.

Have them

Have them

Intergenerational activities.

Need them

Event for seniors, old timers. Crochet,
knitting or sewing.
Transportation buses and trains.

Brooklyn

11225

Manhattan

10018

Manhattan

10026

Manhattan

10027

Manhattan

10025

Manhattan

10027

Woodhaven
Leffers Gardens
Harlem
Central Harlem
Harlem
East Harlem

Need them
ART, Crochet

Need them

Manhattan

10003

Manhattan

10030

Manhattan

10039

Manhattan

10003

Harlem
Harlem
East Village
Hamilton Heights
Manhattan

10031

Manhattan

10027

Manhattan

10033

Harlem

Queens Museum

MoMA Museum

Yes

Yes

No

The main hangout ois the mall but
eventually seeing the sam thing
everyday loses interest.

Juniper Park.

I feel like there should be move artistic and cultural events in my neighbohood because malls and parks
aren't much interactive to everyone. I believe those who enjoy art and culture, like me, should have the
opportunity to see more of that.

Bronx

Bronx Museum for Art/MONA

Yes

Yes

No

Yes, because its entertaining to see
other people express themselves.

Well a proper event place, I think the places
we attend are a bit rundown.

?Well I'm ready to learn more and get deeper into culture affairs.

None that I know of

Museum of Natural
History

MoMA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, I go to these places in order to
experience them and to have fun.

Forest Park

I feel as though we need more public institutions such as museumsor places to express ourselves in our
neighborhoods. For example, a museum for modern art of pop culture in Queens.

The people and the park and the things that I
value most.

65 percent arts N/P in Manhattan

Prospect Park,
Food, Block Parties

Harlem

BAM, Food

LincolnCenter

My House

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

10024
West Harlem

Manhattan
Manhattan

10003

Lower East Side

Love+ Sharing worshiping God through
forgiveness

Central Park

The battery

Yes

Yes

No

Shrine

Dixon Place

New Museum

No

No

No

Programs + places that celebrate
disability artistry

Cultural Heritage

El Museo, Museum
of City

High line, Met
Museum

NY Botanical Garden, Snug Harbor Court

No

No

No

Theaters, Small Galleries, Artists's
studio spaces

Ethnic diversity, creativity, small-town feeling

Neighborhood arts alliance

Jazz Clubs

Concert Spaces

Yes

No

No

Cultural Center

Diversity

Cultural center inclusive of all styles and people

intergenerational celebrations on
history opportunities

Higher learning institutions, e.g. St John's
University

Affordable yoga, meditation

Arts (music, architecture, dance, theater) that
is very current, but rooted in an amazing
history and tradition

CBGB's

The people, proximity to friends, arts and
culture

We need affordable spaces to live, work, create, organize and socialize. There is no arts and cultrue
without the people who create it. People are what makes each place unique.

Yes

Historic places and spaces

It is not yet, overdeveloped with chain stores
etc. Has a local feel- like home

I think about when cultural projects actually appear on the streets, like the bird murals paintings on closed
streetfronts in Hamilton Heights. I like the idea of space memory. People more on established tracks being
very busy and it's so hard to communicate arts and culture options.

Cultural history diversity

Tons of creative people live uptown

Central Park,
Washington Square
Public Parks,
Park, Madison
Tomkin square park Square Park
Museums
The Laundromat
Project

Lincoln CenterRubestein Atrium

Lincoln Center- Rubenstein Astrium

Jackie Robinson
Center

Central Park

Prospect Park

Tompkin's Square
Park

Streets

Secret project robot

Morris Jumel
Mansion

Parks, public art,
historic sites

Parks and historic sites

Marcus Garvey Park MOMA
Bugar Hill
Children's Museum
for art and
storytelling
BAM and Highlines and LES

125th street
vendors/ National
Black Theater studio Sugarhill children's
Museum in Harlem Museum

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

The incredible diversity

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Need more dedicated arts spaces.
Place to create places to present

No, not many public,
indoor spaces, only
parks

NYC Arts
2 esp Smaller organization

Brings more programs to the mount
morris park community center

No, definitely
need more
affordable
spaces to
No new choices
creatve,
need to be
Artist creative spaces. Places for
antique, art
included in
organizing, spreading, sharing ideas

The people !!! Without the people who have
created the cultures how do we retain the
culture.

LIncoln Center

The Cloister

Birorside Park

Yes

No

No

Spaces where people can create that
are easily accessible. It's all not just
That it still feels like a neighborhood and
for constituencies that are tied to the simply walking through it and being in it is and
entities that funded these spaces.
cultural experiences itself.

Summer Jazz
Festival, Charlie
Parker

Summer Jazz
Festival

Summer Festivals

Yes

No

Yes

Winter festival, Cafe with education,
classes, discussions for everyone

Harlem Art Park

ManhattanBrooklyn

Various Museums

No

No

No

Art History in Public schools

Upper West Side
Manhattan

Homeless Museum-Public Spaces 4
homeless Art

Children Museum
of Art/ MOMA

FT. Tryon Park

10026

Authenticity, people from different
backgrounds.

Grand Concourse

Washington Heights

Manhattan

It's changing for the better

Queens Center

Harlem
East Village

-you guys need more spanish speakers
-task force a department on "cultural engagement"/participatory culture in the depart. of cultural affairs
-engaging citizens in particpartory art expands creativity, empathy and empowers indivituals

Arts and music programs within
schools and the broader community.

Middle Village
Grand Concourse
(Tremont)

Diversity of people + langauage +
culture

There is a real potential for public art
spaces in this gentrified
neighborhood. Stricter zoming laws
could help to regime developers to
bring somethng for all of us.

Clinton Hill

-working with pediatricians who can provide info on art/steam education to patients (regardless of age)
-DOE to provide packet of the same opp to teachers to provide parents in school and head start programs.
-logistical and operative support for local artists to use large institution space.
-more encouraging ads for children and families to attend cultural events outside of their immediate
enviorment.

Diversity-multicultural

Arts programming for young children
& Free exhibits

Crown Heights
Brooklyn

-the people!

El museo del barrio
-museum of the american indian
-studio museum of harlem
-parks
-las casitas of LES

Brooklyn

Fort Greene

-local investment in local orgs.
-needs to be a sho to arts and
development
-investment CIGs need to play their
part in stopping displacement

-the point
-CDC
-Vc Park
-Bx music center
-kindsbridge armory -Bx museum of Art
-poe park
-Wavehill

Brooklyn Botanical
Garden + Brooklyn
Main Branch

Crown Heights

-Van cort. park-great space for engagement &
activity in open space.
-great space for sports
-use this space for more arts and cultural
activities.

Need them

Park Slope
Brooklyn

I am able to live, play, shop in the same place

-activities in parks and public libraries
-increase activites to promore arts,
dance and cinema within the
neighborhood to engage community
newborns, esp youth.

Need them

Woodside/Sunnyside
Crown Heights

Access to art culture

Theatre and museums

Hunters Point
Queens

Hands on activities for youth and
family-oriented. Youth space along a
busy BID of white plains Rol &
Fordham Rd.
Have them

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

History

Thank you so much for providing food and providing childcare! (I intended to bring my kids but they wer
esick but it was so important to feel welcomed and wanted as a parent)

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Upper West Side
Manhattan

10024

Manhattan

10031

Manhattan

Hamilton Heights

Neighborhood

Borough

Carnegie Hall, NY
City Center, Alvin
Jazz at LC, Museum Ailey, Joyce
of Natural History,
Theater, MOMA,
NYC ballet
Jazz Clubs
Harlem Stale

Jazz at Lincoln
Center

Laundromat Project,
Pleasentville
community Garden Many

10035

All of NYC

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

BAM, Transit Museum, Brooklyn Botanical
Garden

Yes

Yes

No

Domencies on arthur ave

Yes

Yes

Yes

Art + creative programs in all NYC
schools

The diversity and neighborhood spirit friendly

Utilize Dept of Education facilities and DOE partnerships with arts and culture NFPs + community
organizations + small businesses to provide arts + Culture to city schools

Yes

Literary arts, reading culture, art and
humanities collaborations because I
feel like humanity is fading. We need
to cultivate empathy.

It reminds me my childhoow. There is a street
life. I also fancy the community gardens.

Creative aging, specifically for low income people. Thrive nobody mentioned that before. Also, as a recent
immigrant, I think diversity here is a hollow phrase, like a modern mantra. Everybody talks about this and
hardly anybody knows what is it in reality.

The unique character of the area. The
diversity of ethnicity, economist, small
business is key to sustain.

Sustainability for Artist first. Organizations second. To have this work create an environment for
gentrification to create a culture that artists can afford to live in, not to price themselves out of what they
create. Not segregating artists to the bad neighborhoods- let art be made where artists live. Spaces to
perform/present/ gather in all neighborhoods, washington heights and inwood. Exposure of arts valued as
a daily element of our lives- starting in schools/children and immigrant communities. Creating a habit of
expectation of arts engagement.

Too many

Yes

Yes

It's family oriented neighborhood

Washington Heights/
Inwood
Manhattan

10040

No

Upper West Side

No

No

Manhattan

10024

none

Off Broadway
Theater, art
museums, Jazz
clubs, parks

Impossible, there are too many to choose

Yes

No

No

Small theaters and music venue that
are affordable (that is not Lincoln
Center Prices)

Manhattan

10027

The Shrine/ Studio
Art Museum

John the divine art
exhibtion and
residency program

Shoenberg Cultural Center, Park Ave Armory

Yes

No

No

Studio spaces for artists chashima
Harlem

Manhattan

10003

East Village/
Chelsea Gallery

Museums

Museums/Botanical Gardens

No

No

No

Community based at programs

Manhattan

10027

Apollo Theater,
Studio Museum

Still exploring

Still Exploring

Manhattan

10031

HHarlem Stage,
NYTW, Signature
Schomburg national Theater, Lincoln
black theater
Center outing doors

Manhattan

10031

Harlem
Union Square
Harlem

Harlem

Harlem

Schomburg Center,
Studio Museum

Manhattan

Sugarhill Children's Museum, The MET

Sundae Sermon damce parties.
Brought together people from all
walks of life. Young/old/family
beautiful vibe.

Beautiful parks, architectural

Change the funding formula

History of Harlem, Duke Ellington, Hughes

Partner with the Harlem Y and Salvation Army. Boys and Girls club of Harlem, Harlem school for the arts,
The schomburg Center, Studio Museum to bring arts to students in our public schools. Every borough
should have an museum mile. P.S. Less time for the Artistic presentation and mood discussion on the arts.

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Arts in the schools, in all borough of
New York City

highline, dance/film/ Museums and art
theaters
galleries

The rockaway beach

Yes

No

Yes

Word up community
bookshop
Museo del Barrios

Brooklyn Museum

Yes

Yes

Yes

Movie screenings, more book events

10019

Carnegie Hall

NY Botanixal Garden

Yes

Yes

Yes

10034

Bread + Yoga,
Noma, The
Too many to
cloisters, Pied Piper mention Harlem
Theater
Stage

Bronx Museum, Queens Museum

Yes

No

No

Neighborhood scaled activites

Yes

Cross cultural e.g. the program "Jews
and Latinos talk arts together," a
program I was developing at the
Opportunities not taken advantage of for such
celemente sots velez cultural city
cross cultural opportunities

Chelsea
10011

Manhattan

10034

Manhattan

Inwood

Inwood

Village
Manhattan

10009

Tenement Museum

Met Museum

Canid Morris
Gallery

Brooklyn Botanical Garden

East Village
Manhattan

10003

Downtown Art
Morningside Heights

Manhattan

10025

Downtown Art

Downtown Art

Yes

Yes

No, do not have
enough affordable
places in the East
Village anymore

No, need
more
affordable
space for
artists

No, there are
but they need to
be inclusive of I would like to bring back more black
all and
and garden parties that help locals
affordable to all show themselves and their culture.

Lincoln Center,
Playwright

10025

MET

No

No

No

Harlem Stage

Off Broadway Theaters

No

No

No

Ellis IS, Manhattan,
Statue of Liberty
MET, Natural History, South Street Seaport

No, at risk of loosing
culltural historical
places to self
interested
commericalism

No

Breweries, BRIC

Subway Musicians, Subway Station art

No, need community
space open late not
focused around
alcohol/ Spending
money

Grand Army Plaza,
Library

New Court Food Court,

Harlem Stage

South St Seaport
Manhattan

South Street
Seaport

10271

Bed-Stuy
Brooklyn

11216

Brooklyn

11238

Murals
Crown Heights

No
Yes, need to
better spread
the word about
free-low- cost
events

10025

Schomberg

Manhattan

10037

Schomberg, Harlem
Art Museum, Apollo
Theater,
Washington Heights Theater

Queens

11433

Harlem

Jamaica
Fresh Meadows

The diversity, esp of Polk + Porman language It's hard to get a sense from this workshop and where this process leads + what the cultural plan will look
(Spanish + Others) this is changing us and the like. Report from sector specific made me think that the general take. wondering further with field and lose
neighborhood is becomes more white.
focus. Not a bad thing just less focused.

Let's work on preserving what we
have.

The rien cultural, history of our part- the entry
of all into our city + nation.

New what happened here throughout
the city- bring in the reminder of all of Figure out how to support diversity of food,
NYC's history. Opportunities for taste culture of NYC (immigrant, "traditional,"
of different cultural activities i.e. try sri apprenticeships). Diversity, history, carribbean
lankan dance or painting, music
food

No

No

Get more free that are more than
vendors, Local school bands
perhaps?

Connecting to other neighborhoods

Parks for Events

No

No

No

Doodle to dabeat decrease stress for
all ages ms b the doodle queen

diversity need to share more. Art points of
view that represent

Cherry Lane Theater

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

There aren't frequent dates for some
events.

Jamaica Avenue

11365

Dance Studio

N/A

Museums

Yes

Yes

No

Yes because it helps me escape

There are many different activities.

Bronx

10463

My Temple

Nowhere

Lincoln Center,West Village

Yes

Yes

No

I don't; I just don't feel like I can go
and be myself/express myself
artistically.

The amount of trust/the strong Israeli culture

Queens

11368

Corona Heritage
Park and Museum

Queens Botanical
Garden

Queens

11432

Cunningham Park

Queens

11101

The Paintball
Stadium

Corona

Jamaica Estates

Long Island City

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, because I have no time. I'm busy
with school
Citi Field

Queens Museum of
Art
Museum of Natural History

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, I don't have much spare time

There is a sense of familiarity and
sentimentality I am able to find in mu
neighborhood and nowhere else. It feels like
home.

More programs in the arts in areas with high concentration of students. They may rely on these programs
for relief from the stresses of school and everyday life.

Diversity

No

No

No

Because they don't exist

Quietness

I love magic and there should be more institutions related to magic (in Queens). I also like food; there
should be more food _________ and institutions in Queens.

Brookville Park

I want more dogs and cats in my neighborhood.

four different churches near each other

I enjoy renting dance studios for practicing and recreation. I would love to see one open up in my
neighborhood.

Museum of Modern Art

The Unity and open _________

a dance studio

The Park

Museum of Natural History

Yes

Yes

Yes

I do go to these places because
spending time withe neighborhood
kids is a good pasttime.

Peking Chinese
Restaurant

Theo's Dance
Studio

Pearl Dance Studio

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, because I personally don't enjoy
those types of activities.

Street fairs

Galleries

Museums

Yes

Yes

Yes because there will be a lot of
people

Rosedale
Queens

11422

Queens

11428

Brooklyn

11218

Queens

11355

Brooklyn

Queens Village
Kensington

I don't know

Museum of Natural History

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes because it's a fun
experience with your friends

I don't know

Jamaica Food

Coney Island

Frances Lewis High School

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, my mom doesn't let me have fun

Hypebeast

None

None

Koreatown

No

No

No

No because there are none

Not much

Qdoba

N/A

N/A

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes because why not?

N/A

Yes

Yes, I enjoy going to the places
around my neighborhood because I
see a lot of creativity and happiness
whenever I attend certain places.

I think the most creative thing in my
neighborhood is the random art studios,
however, I think that you can find this at any
unique place.

Queens

11364

Bayside

Queens

11365

Fresh Meadows
Poughkeepsie

Poughkeepsie

12590

Bronx

10467

Bronx

10463

Bronx

10462

Bronx

10463

Manhattan

10023

Queens

11373

Williambridge

Bronx Museum

Yes

Yes

Boy's & Girls Club

Bronx Museum

Yes

Yes

Boy's & Girls Club
Boy's & Girls Club

Lincoln Square

either the MoMA or
my school,
LaGuardia

Elmhurst

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10305

Yes

Restaurants

Burnside

New Brighton

Yes

Bronx Museum

I want more cutlural stuff.

Bars, Restaurants
Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

The best pizza shop

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

The __________ Store

The Whitney

the Met or LaGuardia

Yes

Yes

Yes

I do go to these places and like them; My school LaGuardia isthe most special and
1) There should be intensive art schools everywhere 2) public art=something to congregate around=good
they are free and accessible to me
important and amazing place for the arts in the
right after school.
whole wide world.

Flushing Meadows
Park

Th Highline

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Not that you can't find it anywhere else,
however my neighborhood has super
authentic Spanish food
Snug Harbor- many different institutions in one
area
More funds, more visibility, more access
Urban/ Train station in my neighborhood,
accessibility from the ferry to my neighborhood

Snug Harbor

Snug Harbor

Yoga Studio

Art Lab/ Snug
harbor

Dongan Hills

There should be more places to hang with friends and neighbors that have no fee or a small fee.

It's been said before but I think we should have a lot of competition on art/steam in public, street fairs,
neighborhoods.

I don't know

Flatbush

Flushing

Artist/ Teaching artist/ Curator. Need corporate sponsors to get behind public art project. Projects mental
health techniques by exercising in art activities. Pay artists for their contributions instead asking for
volunteer assignments. Thank you for this opportunity to set know all of our concerns!

I have been presenting a program the bring 2 of NYC's biggest establishments together. Health and
Theater/ Dance

Queens

Riverdale

There are lots of creative people, actions, musicians, etc. In my neighborhood (inwood) but everyone is
active in other parts of city. Good to have occasions to perform. congregate in our own neighborhood.

I love how many community gardens we have
and how many small businesses (often run by
immigrant communities) we have

Yes

Upper West Side
Manhattan

The parks + riverfront areas, lots of
opportunity for recreation. Inwood really feels
like a neighborhood.

New performance spaces in old
buildings that could be developed and
generate jobs, small music, and
Vitality of students, parks and small
neighborhood pedestrian traffic
businesses

Morningside Heights
Manhattan

More films that have spend capturing anywhere. Treat more theater performances for families with art
interpreters. To provide the deaf and hard of hearing job as perofrmers in the city theaters.

The people's power to fight gentrification
Rich in cultural resources serving load
community, city, metro and NYC 60 + Million
visitors

Columbus Circle

Manhattan

Vibrant diverse friendly accessible

The diversity, the history +ugacy. Like that the
arts have always been an important part of
Harlems' identity.

No

No

Other than a few major institutions. The UWS
is almost devoid of arts/culture. I most value
the physical environment-the parks, the lowrise buildings- but for arts + culture I generally
have to travel to other NYC neighborhoods,
especially for contemporary visual art, music,
dance, theater.

More performances with the
performers with disabilites. More films
are shown at outdoor sites with opene The artistic character of Chelsea in traditional
captioning
and modern version

Manhattan

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

City Center Alvin Ailey

No

No

No

Painting classes/outdoor dance
classes

No

No

No

Oil/Acrylic Painting

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Staten Island

10301

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

St.George

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

SI Museum:
Flagship

Greenbelt/ High
Park

Lincoln Center

Randall Manor
Staten Island

10301

Staten Island
10301
Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10314

Queens

11104

Manhattan

10027

Staten Island

10312

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10301

West Brighton

Snug Harbor

St George Theatre, Lincoln Center,Carneige hall, Moma
all libraries

Snug Harbor

Snug Harbor

The Met

Tomlensville

Universal Temple of Snug Harbor
the Arts
Cultural Center

The Apollo Theater

Wasterleigh

There isn't one but
the staten island
diner cames a lot of
culture and heritage/
Mother pugs that is
a little ways away

Snug Harbor,
USSLA Center,
House Park, Alice
Austin,

Queens Museum, Highline, Summer Stage

SunnySIde

Jazz Concerts
under the 7 train
46th st stop

Hunter's point south
park
Carneige Hall

Dream Center

High Line

Gateway Park

All

Harlem
EltingVille
Zandra Ave

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Yes

No, snug harbor
needs to bring back
and real outdoor
restaurant
Yes

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

No

Yes

Staten Island

10314

Staten Island

10308

Willowbrook
Graniteville
Castleton Corners

Staten Island

10314

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10302

Staten Island

10301

Staten Island

10302

New Brighton
Westerleigh

West Brighton
Staten Island

10310

Amadele
Staten Island
10312
Gowanus
Brooklyn

11215

Manhattan

10024

Upper West Side

Central Bank

10309

Staten Island

No

No

No

No

No

Maybe community theater, music
space with affordable, collaborative
performances

Strong chracter, so many cultures represented
by people and food

No

No

No

Affordable arts ed, painting, dance
studio

Diversity. History. Harlem needs more places
to appreciate the past history

Staten Island

NYC

Yes

Lumen

Zoos

No

Yes

Snug Harbor

SI Museum,
Richmund Town

Met Mueum

Yes

Yes

Snug Harbor

S.I Museum

Museum of Natural History

Yes

10301

Staten Island

10301

Manhattan

10030

No, accessible
lots of
grandfather's
spaces

Manhattan

10030

Harlem

Harlem
Manhattan

10039

Manhattan

10023

Upper West Side

Queens
Far Rockaway

The diversity

No

Artists renting out spaces for cheap
rent tot use as teaching + show space

No

More diverse activities

The will of trying to change the community

No

Port richmond neighborhood as the
next cultural arts go-to

My neighborhood is near the beautiful
greenbelt

opportunities and spaces for youngish (20-35) people

Lots of trees and green spaces

Thank you

Richmond

Human Seale City

Fund the reformed church on Staten Island, site in continuous since entity since 1680, in process of
creating "friends of..."

Music education in the public schools

It's historical landmark status

More art spaces, artist run space

Diversity

Diversity of people many local artists

No
the greenbell

ETG book cafe

I work with adults that are disabled would love more opportunity for collaboration with disabled population

Highline, Noho

No

Moma/ The Met/ Steven Kasher Gallery

No

No
Alice Austen House
There aren't any
spots, really

Snug
Harbor/Freshbills
Park

The highline

Snug Harbor

Reformed Church

MET

Westerleigh park,
outdooer concerts

Snug Harbor

Avery Fisher Hall, Lincoln Center, Symphony
space- Upper west side

ETG Cafe

Tibetan Museum,
Richmond Town

Westerleigh park,
outdooer concerts

Staten Island
Museum, Snug
Harbor

Yes
No

No
Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Met Museum
No

No

No

American Museum of Natural History

Westerleigh is a residential
neighborhood. It is quiet and safe.
The schools are good.

Adoble Blues, Snug Snug Harbor
Harbor

Moma, Broadway, Madison Square, History

Diversity, random through to do someone

More venues, more artistic opportunities, more for-profit places need to take a risk on the artist, it won't
make you money right away. More artist spaces for the south shore. More places for artists to congregate
teen art soaces. Make arts education part of school's fabric, not something to have to fight for.

Atrium, Piece a
cake cafe, new
DORP, Lane music
new Dorp

Sand Street studio
in stoupleton

It's lovely tons of space, parks. Greeney,
beautiful homes. Idyllic. How to reconcile the
suburban vibe with the creative one? why
can't there be a better co-existence

South shore is beautiful and it's home but it is frustrating that there's no place south of new DORP (and
barely there) to sit with a laptop and a cup of coffee and try to have an idea. I am a wrtie and this is my
livelihood. No reason on Earth one should commute 90 mins to Manhattan as 20-40 min by SIRR to create
or have someplace to meet other creatives. And and sure. I can work at home, but... Jeez, that's a lousy
takeaway from a communial arts meeting - "we can always work at home and facebook each other." It just
won't do

Bell House, Staten
Island Arts, Culture
Lounge
Lincoln Center

No

No

No

18th venues, place, for all cafes,
venues, place fohang, more room for
place, for and by artists

Film Forum, IFC, Landmark, sunshine- speciality
movie theater

No, my specific
neighborhood does
not, but there are
good north shore
spots

No, Non in my
zip code

No, big swatch
of the island
that does not
serve creative
people

Cafe, bar, places that are not diner
restaurants or pubs. Laptop cafes,
privately owned movie houses. Place
for music

Atlantic Ave from
end to end

The cloisters

No, More spaces to
collaborate (like
makerspace or
coffeeshops)

coffeehouse
at unitaum
church

Art studios in
senior centers +
Schools

The morgan library

Riverside Park

Yes

No

Yes

Conference house

Snug Harbor,
Richmond Choral
society

Carneige Hall, St. George Theaters

No, Need more

No

No

Bring back the music festival at great
kills park/ Marina. Bring a music
Excellent schools and fantastic arts/music
festival to the boardwalk
programs offered. Community events

Snug Harbor

Richond town

Central Park

No

Art Lab

Art Lab

The Met

Snug harbor

Arts education

Broadway

Carribean Culture
Center, African
Diaspura, NST

Manhattan

No

No

All of it

Venue + housing culture

We carve

Yes

Need more gallery + studio spaces

Old Homes

Support Arts/music education! Make it legally impossible to cut any programs/funding. Thank you

Yes
Yes

New Brighton

Harlem

Event's and services and to give back
to the commards
Every really and get back programs

No
No

New Brighton
Staten Island

It still feels like Home

No, only food places
available to hang out
in

St George Theater

Rossville
Staten Island

We need an exemplary CEO for snug Harbor fran Huber was... uh... a crook. Lynn kelly pretty much only
promoted herself. Snug harbor could be the wave hill of Staten Island, if it was run well. Hasn't happened
yet. SH should pander more to local residents than to tourists. After tourists ride the "wheel" and go to the
mall, not many will go to SH. The wheel and Mall are a bad idea, by the way. The wheel will see a huge
crowd at first, then flounder, the mall will attract hordes of cars from the south shore, but there is no way to
miti gate the traffic tie-ups. For those of us who commute by SI ferry, that is going to be hell.

Yes
Yes

Snug Harbor

St.George

Westerleigh

Accessible to events and city

Yes
No

No

New Brighton

NYC parks kids on stage puppetry
workshops and fabrication black box
theater, accessible to everyone

Yes, I would like
to see more
activities for
Yes, I do, but I seniors (real life Snug harbor needs to repair veterans
instigate many long learning
hall, so they have 2 active theater
of them
activites)
venues
the trees

St.George

West Brighton

No

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Schomberg, shine

Manhattan

Schomburg, Harlem
school of the arts
Ailey
Columbus Branch
Library

Natural History
Museum

Rockaway Artist
Alliance; Rockaway
Boardwalk

Queens Museum;
Socrates Sculpture
Park; Rockaway
Beach

Lehman Center

Bronx

No

No

Yes

a comprehensive cultural center for
staten island

Community knitted

No

No

No

A theater, a home for new federal
theater

The people, the history

Arts, culture in the schools as a mandatory component through which core subjects would be taught.
Music, Theater, Visual arts in our public schools

No

Dance classes, art exhibition, art
salon

Harlem arts capitalizing on tourism

Smalls arts organization (underlook per year) and their activities for artists and the general public

intergenerational activities + venues
where families can create art
together. Corn hole league in Harlem
@ Jackie Robinson

Our Cultural history, Our neighbors

Visual arts, dance, music, theater instruction for all students in NYC. Start with schools in our most low
income areas, bronx district 8 + east Ny in BK. Our kinds lose there series when test sures need to go.

Yes

No

Queens for food

Met Museum
Brooklyn Museum; The Schomburg

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Need them

Need them

Need them

A sing a long weekly activity at local library
1. Places for arts program: pottery,
painting, perfromances 2. Movies
indoor and outdoor opportunities 3)
Yoga 4) Spaces that reflect the
history of diverse people.

The coastal landscape, beach, fresh air

yes

Film and Music Festival

People

No

Local cafes with books and
performance opportunity

The green spaces

11691

I want to work wth DCLA and EDC to lead a project tht recognized the Women's Inustrial Service league
house in Rockaway, giving it land mark status and reopen it for public arts programs

No
Bronx

10458

Yes

BAAD
Bronx
Bronx

Botanical Gardnes
10458

Belmont

10463

Mt Eden/Claremont
Bronx

10452

Bronx

10462

Bronx

10462

Bronx

10461

Bronx

10454

NYBG

AMNH

Vancortlandt HSE
Museum, Wave

NYBG, BX
documentary,
longwood art
gallery, BX
museum

Snug harbor, Off Broadway

Claremont Park,
Yankee Stadium,
New Settlement
Community Center

Bronx River
Coney Island, Brooklyn, Heights/Promenade,
Walkway, Arthur
Hudson River Walkway, Riverside Park, Inwood
Ave, Williamsbridge HIll Park/Fort Myer Park

No

NYBG

Bronx museum of
the arts

Pelham Bay Park

No

Pelham Parkway
Bikepath

Bronx music
heritage center

City Love

No

Bronx- The points
Pel Bay Park

Parks

yes

Bronx Art Space

Bronx Museum ,
Point BMHC

Taller Borima

No

No

Bronx

10471

Wave Hall

NYBG

Met, NYPL, Wave Hall

No

No

Places to meet, gather and general
festival

No

More neighborhood block parties,
random pop-ups of arts and culture

Westchester Square
Mott Haven
Riverdale

Yes

Yes, Just need few
more

10030
10459

Bronx

10471

Bronx

10461

Manhattan

10037

Manhattan

10003

Riverdale

Harlem
Union Square

All ave welcome Public art, bookstone cafes, fountains
not enough
in the park/lake
model of diversity, support and friendliness

No

Kid Friendly carts, activities, musicspecifically indoor ones, co-working
spaces to bronx, expansion of trolley,
maybe consistent like San Fran, Citi
bike/expansion of lanes

Transportation is great, Parks are beautiful
and well-maintained, access to neccessities:
I have a toddler and always go to manhattan for activites. Would love to have more options in the bronx,
schools, churches, supermarkets, pharmacies, museums with kids-friendly areas or activities. I look forward to new community center maybe like YMCAs
etc
opening to meet my neighbors and interact with others.

No

No

OPen space for gallery, readings,
groupd meetings. A central place of
collaboration

An evening walk or pelham parkway

No

No

Music Venues
Nature, Music, Theater

No
Somewhat

The Shrine

Morris Park

No

The Cloisters

It is important that public funding goes to support living wages and union jobs

Bike Path/good food available +restaurants

Brooklyn Flea Market

Yes

Longwood
Bronx

Yes

Yes

Hamilton Heights
Manhattan

No

NYBG

Pelham Parkway
Morns Park

No

Yes

Kingsbridge Heights
Bronx

Schonburg

Good transportation public, to get to events
within the borough
Diversity

No

Nature (River + Parks)

Bronx needs setter

Good mix of commericail + mom and pop
stores

Yes
The PointCDC

Bronx

NYPL-Bronx

Wave Hill

Bronx Art Space

Clement Soto Velez

Bronx Museum,

ANMH, MOMA, MET, NYTW, PS 122

Met-Lincoln Center

Riverside Park

No

No

More art shows

I value our people

Local concerts with local musicians

the people and local pride

Yes
Yes

Yes

Bronx House
Not enough, No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes
Library

Yes

Yes

Theater performances, acting classes safe - Diverse

More funding for smaller new organizations/ Help with friendly ciy buildings for small organizations

1. A museum in Rockaway 2. Flexible arts
space 3. public art space 4. Arts programs
in schools an community centers for
intergenerational exchange

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Manhattan

10031

Bronx

10463

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Harlem
Kingsbridge

Neighborhood

Studio Museum +
Cloisters/ Fort Tyron
Park
Whitney
Mott Haven

10465

Manhattan

10024

Bronx

10460

West Farms
City

Bronx

10464

Bronx

10469

Bronx

10460

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Art Displays

Yes
The Morgan Library Riverside Park

BRAC- Bronx River
Art Center

Botanic Garden

MET museum

yes
No

No

Bronx Academy of
arts + Dance,
Botanical Garden

Bronx River Art
Center

MET museum, Whitney museum, Copper
Hewlett, Smithsonian, Bard Gallery

No

No

NYBG

Greenburg Nature
Center and
Westchester county
Center
NYBG

Yes

Yes

Bronx River art center reoppening

NYBG

NYBG, Bronx Zoo

10463

Zoo, NYBG,
Wavehill,

Bronx Trolly
Activities

No

No

No

no

Yes

No

11105

Museum of the
moving motions, NY
Hall of Science,
Queens Botanic
Queens Museum,
Garden, Rukus
Socrates Sculpture King Park, Flushing Whitney, Brooklyn Museum, Moma, Bronx zoo,
park
Townhall
Wavehill, Carneige Hall, BAM, BRIC, SI

Yes

Yes

Yes

Manhattan

10023

Lincoln Center/
Central Park

Bronx Zoo

Yes

Yes

Yes

Queens

10550

Schomburg Center

Yes

No

Yes

West Farms

Astoria

10562

Queens

11105

Bronx

10470

Queens

11369

Mt. Vernon
Westchester
Astoria
Woodlawn

Yonkers

10454/
Home,
10474/
Work

Mott Have, Hunts Point

Bronx
Bronx

10451

Bronx

10451

Manhattan

10029

Grand Concourse
Grand Concourse

E harlem

Bedford Park

Bronx

10458

Historic Theaters,
Lincoln Center, MET Public Parks

Summer Festivals, Subway + Sidewalk Perks

Socrates Sculpture
Garden

Bronx Zoo

Museum of the
moving Image

Manhattan

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Van Cortlandt Park,
Woodlawn library
Community Garden Green Space, Natural Area

Brook Park, Bronx
Art Space, Mott
Haven, Public
Library, La morada

The point, BXma,
Wave Hill
Bronx Zoo

Yes

Joyce Kilmer park

Bronx Zoo
, High Bridge
Pedestrian Bridge

Grafitti Hall of Fame
by Tats Cru 106th
Museum of El
and Park
Barrrio
Pots, the Jolly
Tinker, Mosholu
PKWY, Zoo,
Botanical Garden,
Doe Park, St James
Park, Armory

Sense of community

Urban park rangers- Van Cortlandt

Public Library, Van Cortlandt Park, Botanical
Garden, Pelham Park

NYBG

NYBG

I am so proud to live in the bronx. Contrary to stereotypes, people have been kind and respectful towrds
me, during the 8 years I have lived here

No

No

no

Yes

Yes

no

NYBG

Museums, Libraries

No

No

Flushing Meadows Park

No

No

Riverdale
Bronx

10471

Yoka- Music,
Riverdale Y,
Wavehill

Bronx Zoo, NYBG,
Cloisters
Museum of Art and Design

Bronx

10457

SE Bronx

Andrew Freedman
Home

Bronx

10469
Far Rockaway
11691

Brooklyn
Bed-Stuy

Brooklyn

History

A good coffee shop, fresh/healthy
prepared hot food, arts in schools,
cultural center, protected bike path

The vdiversity, the street life, the parks + open
spaces, the bars
I love the bronx

Artist in Residence/ Grand Concourse 1125

Yes

Grassroots

Diversity of people, restaurants , garden,
sexual identity, age

I see inequality in across the boroughs. I live in a art rich borough (Manhattan) and work in a borough
(Bronx) which is in the midst of gentrification, change + growth. This has to be done carefully + with care
aor bronx will lose its identity + feel. Bronx needs more public art as city + parks. Subway stations need art
+they need to be refurbrished +include art

No

Book fairs, activities that encourage
reading

Cultural diversity

The arts belong in every one. We are all artist

To schools/lining spaces/
transportation/access, meeting wanted to
meet a friend, all over regardless of
neighborhood -people together

Arts is a path to peace, developing voices for strenth making art, playing instruments, hands on activites.
Interaction with professionals as mentors gardens/food on the roof of every building access

No

Spaces where people of all ages can
come together and make music, art,
learn some creative reuse, listen,
sing, and perform.. hands on voice
development. creative voice. Taking
arts education/experience

No

Creative technology, music
production, career development
support and activities for people with
mental conditions more space for
creative activites and public art "bike
Lanes"

The bronx river art center, the bronx river

This was an awesome workshop and I would love to participate and see more organized efforts
henceforth. It is important that we continue collaborating, researching, and forward our plan to seize these
opportunities and make measurable impacts in our community. I am very passionate about the bronx. Let's
make some change.

No, more puerto
rican +events
that connect to
African Diapora

Sanctuaries for undocumented folks.
Parents mere involved with art
projects +art education, Stop display
communities through luxury
apartment development

Mix of cultures- African disapora - Puerto
Rican - Dominican - Other latin communities Protect public housing

There are many community arts organizations that need more funding - Casita maria, points, laundromat
project, kelly garden, public schools need more funding for arts calsses. It is very importnat to connect to
community organizers that know what the neighborhoods need

Move bandit orchestras in schools

Diversity of my building

No

No

no

Yes

Yes

Yes

Cultural Arts +Education of the African Public art exhibitions continuous throughout
Diaspora
the year
You're cultural centers with programs
for adults. I often feel that I have to
tavel to other boroughs for exposure

Public (safe) spaces to hang out, creative
spaces

Wavehill, NYBG

Museo Del Barrio, Brooklyn Museum

No

No

No

RAA, Rockaway
Theatre Co.,
Boardwalk\

Hall of Science

MoMA, Battery Park, Lincoln Center

Need more

Need More

Need Them

Bed-Stuy
Restoration

BAM, 651

Broadway Theatre, Lincoln Center (esp. Jazz),
City Center, Alvin Ailey

Yes

Yes

Yes

Boardwalk

Queens

MET Museum

Need them

Need them

Need them

Movie theaters, pop-up shops, drive in How you can walk and bump into neighbors
and friends.

Libraries, museum,
gym, theater

Libraries, museum, Libraries, museum, gym, theater
gym, theater

Need them

Need them

Need them

Theater and virtual art space for
entrepreneurs to work

the creative arts

1. Artist virtual business space to enable
artists to handle business meetings
transactions as well as podcast and
YouTube video creation. 2. Would love to
discuss Brandon Jeffries
bjeffries@queenslibrary.org.

Need them

Arts & Culture Building

Seniors and young people access to arts and
culture

Arts and Culture Building

11221
Far Rockaway

Entreprenurial empowerment,
musical recordings (teaching/use),
open studios (photos/video, dance,
yoga, health and wellness)

Small green spaces with public art
(sound, visual, etc)

Yes
No

Yes

Queens

Independent entreprenurial spaces, cafes, restaurants, bars. need to be cultural spaces as well. Cool,
My neighbors they are so diverse and dynamic meaningful, inclusive science programming is missing in cultural programming. I love Bronx

High line

Bronx Museum

11691

More cultural spaces for
performances

Why are arts and culture separate concepts/ words. Why not a new word Culartestura, Cultaratsure, It's
better in spanish

No

Health food store

Queens

Advocate for year and use abd programming of cultural locations not just focus on summer and spring

My family, bodegas, parks, diversity

Morris Park

11691
work in
Far
Rockawa
y; 11206

The culture

More art makring for nonprofessionals choirs, dance, etc.

It's diversity, the fact that it is not a rich
neighborhood, it's history

No

10462

11691

Sewing, dance, etc

More opportunities to share information about exciting cultural programs, a greater emphasis on science
education institutions and the value of child's first visit/ cultural experience, expand cool culture to older
students

Theater for children (puppets, dance,
music)

Any Bridge

undecided

Queens

Mix of cultures youth vibrant

Small Bookstores, small movie
houses

No

Andrew Freeman
Home, BMA

Bronx

A public outdoor theater space

No

No

Bronx River Art
Center

Bronx

Can walk to north within an hour,
Transportation needed, Value free darp

No

cross bronx Exp
10460

Community sites in parks, Indoor
activity centers, consistant activities
across, equity

Ideas, facilitate an intellectual institution plan creating a six degrees of seperate website interlinking
exhibtion, interest. Facilitate a quartely art submission for ranging grade levels where they work on what
would a collaboration between x and y look like, submission must be made at the cultural institution by
visiting. Ther should be a winning submission and realted publicity. Create a connection with a famous
artist of the past with contemprary artist with smiliar styles. Same for scientist (Botanist, Biologists)

No

NYBG

BX Museum,
Yankee stadium,
Van Cortlandt park,
hunts point market,
many mitchell
center, Garden of
Happiness
Coomunity gardens, Mapes Garden

Green Spaces
Belmont

10128

Bronx

Located close to greenspace i.e. pelham
parkway, NYBG, Bronx Zoo

No
Met

Public Library

10036
10458

Family friendly, activities available for children
affordable programs for kids
Sporting facility or complex - i.e.- ice
skaing and non- popular/ traditional
sports. Place like the liberty science
for bronx. An actual bookstore

BX Museum
MyCrachet Hook

Hells Kitchen
Manhattan

Sea views, bronx has most greenspace than
any other borough

No

10704

Bronx

Central Park
zoo/AMNH

Free Events- Outdoor

Mostly quiet, safe area
Art center/ Ferry/ Touring sail boat
around CI

Yes

No

Manhattan

NYBG, AMNH, Aquarium, Libery Science Center

No

No

Queens

Diversity-Culture
Its unique culture-the people, trees, buildings,
etc

Yes

No

Bronx

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Yes
All Museums

Lincoln Center

Westchester
10607

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

West Village, Resaurants shops

Bronx

Pelham Bay Park
Upper West side

All of NYC

Bronx Zoo/NYBG/
Wave Hill

Country Club
Bronx

Borough

More music programs, drawing,
waterdowns, theater

Boardwalk, open spaces, bay

More free/NYC exercise discontinued because community
center is being renovated, Von King
Park

Food and music

In Germany, a portion of the former Berlin Wall was reproposed as art space, more public art space
shouldbe mae available actually wall space for artist to use.

Programming for children and adults

Affordable and available for everyone

Arts in schools

Bed-Stuy primarily

Need them

Need them

Schomburg Library

Need them

Need more
besides
Summertime

Far Rockaway

Queens

None - we need
Arverne
11692

Queens

The library

Queens Museum

Planetarium, MoMA, Museum of Natural History

Need them

Need them

Need them

Museums, cultural centers, places for The beach; boardwalk
family and children entertainment.

The skating park

Jamaica Movie
Theater

Museums

Need them

Have them,
need them 1.
Zumba 2.
Rockaway
adult
Library/Queen
s library

Need them

Movie theater; coffee shop

When I was young every borough had places for trips to experience some form of the arts; every
neighborhood should have an arts center that is accessible.

11691
Queens

Far Rockaway

11691
Averne
Queens

11692
Far Rockaway

Queens

11691

The park on beach 19th & 9th Street

A movie theater

RISE and
Rockaway
Boardway

Socrates Sculpture
Garden

The Met

Need them

Need them

Need them

Movie theater, more art programs for The people are amazing, talented and unique
youth and seniors esp. ones that help here. They need a platform.
deal with mental health issues.

Allow for unofficial grassroots, DIY under the radar spaces to apply for funding and try to help preserve
them - places like Silent Barn, Death by Audio, Market Hotel and Zabulan are having a really hard time
staying open with real estate pressure what it is. These are vital spaces for musicians in NYC.

NYRP Community
Garden

Flushing Meadows

Prospect Park, Bronx Zoo & Conservatory

Need them

Need them

Need them

Arcade

Talent shows - no cost nominal

Boardwalk and fresh air

Children and family cultural centers; places
where children and family can do interactive
projects while learing about the arts.

More programs in Rockaway esp. music
programs; bike lanes
I would provide more money to
drawestablished artists in all disciplines; to
give back and share knowledgein our
schools and communities.

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Queens

11426

New Jersey

7055

Queens

11361

Queens

11374

Queens

11354

Manhattan

10019

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

Bellrose

Nothing, just eat
Indian Food

Queens Flushing

AMNH, Met Museum

Need them

Need them

Need them

Broadway, Yankee Stadium

Need them

Need them

Have them but
need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Passaic, NJ

Museum

Bayside

Have them
Have them (gardens) (Arts centers)

Rego Park
Flushing

11422

Queens

11370

Queens

11368

Queens

11377

Queens

11367

Bronx

10459

Bronx

10710

NYC

Have them

Have them

Have them

Central Park

The culture

Graffiti

Murals

Brooklyn

Yes

No

Yes

I go to neighborhood parties and
enjoy them because I get to hang out
with people in your neighborhood

The family like atmosphere. We take care of
each other.

Kickboxing

Afghan Restaurant

different cultural restaurants

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes because they are entertaining
and is for all ages to participate.

The way we all know and help each other. It's
like we have a family bond without even being
related.

Corona Park

Queens Museum of
Art
Manhatten

Yes

No

Yes

Nope, I have a very busy schedule.

The variety of food in Jackson Heights

None

Hall of Science
Museum

Fifth Ave & 42nd St.

No

No

Yes

Yes, I normally go a pool and practice
since there is lot of people that can
actually be on a team.
Family owned coffee shops

Cultural events, museums, art classes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, because it is a good way to
spend my free time.

none

Local movie theater MoMA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, it gives me a chance to get out of
the house
"A really good 24 hours donut shop"

None

None

Central Park/Henry Hudson Bike trail

Yes

Yes

Yes

No because I don't really have time
and you have to drive to all those
places.

MoMA

No

No

No

More cultural/art activities near the
Harlem community, besides those
held by the School of Arts.

Yes

No

No

I would like to see outdoor park
activities, like movies at night, that
come to our parks during the summer. Community. Still have "neighborhoods" where
Activities for children.
people know and care about eachother.

Yes

Yes

Yes

I would like to add places that have
activities to do...arcade or create
murals.

I value that the Brooklyn Academy of Music
provides art and performers to come educate
the youth.

Yes

More places guided towards teen
activities that give teens a chance to
sit and learn, but also to have fun.

How diverse it is.

Yes

Activities involving interacting with
your peers.

Freedom to programs and after school
opportunities.

Flushing

Yonkers

Columbia University
Manhattan

10027

Manhattan

10032

Brooklyn

11221

School of Arts at
Columbia University Metropolitan
Museum of Art

Washington Heights

Bedford-Stuyvesant

Sugar Hill Museum

Children's Museum
of Manhattan

Brooklyn Public
Library

Brooklyn
Museum/BAM

Bushwick
Brooklyn

11206

Bronx
10468

Fordham

Bronx

10451

South Bronx

11372

Jackson Heights

Queens

11106

Brooklyn

11215

Gowanus

Brooklyn

11228

Dyker
Heights/Bensonhurst

Brooklyn

11215

Astoria

Queens

11379

Queens

11365

Manhattan

10021

Fresh Meadows
Lenox Hill

Long Island City

Whitney Museum
Reaction Center

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Live music and public art.

N/A

Yes

No

No

Yes, the food and parks are good

The church whee scrabble was made

Socrates Sculpture
Garden

Museum of the
Moving Image

The Frick, the High Line, Central Park, Wave Hill

Yes

No

Yes

I tend to go into Manhattan more for
cultural activities

Well, there's a lot of good Greek food and a
sense of community

I don't know

I don't know

Guggenheim

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes because it's fun!

The Green people

LaGuardia

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, very much. I enjoy hanging out
with friends in my free time.

Unique people that are kind to each other.

Yes

Yes

Yes! Park Slope is ery family-oriented
so activities are always fun an
organized.
Wind-powered whole foods

Acting out

Celebrate Brooklyn

The Botanical
Garden

The theater district

Yes

Juniper Valley Park

Museum of the
Moving Image

Lincoln Center

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

A very large mall

N/A

N/A

New Museum

Yes

Yes

No

No, I don't have time.

Lots of Asian communities

The MeT

NoBu

Roosevelt Island Training

Yes

Yes

Yes

I do. They'e just nice things you can
expose yourself to.

The old people

Sculpture Center,
PS 1, Gantry State,
park cencerts and
events, noguchi,
socrates

All outdoor spaces,
MoMI, libraries
Met Museum, NYPL, Film Society, Lincoln Center

Yes

Yes

Yes

I can walk out my door, run into a
neighbor or friend. That is the beauty
of NYC and other urban areas.

Density of cultural arts in neighrborhood.
abundance of parks with seating and fields
with views of Manhattan

Brooklyn Museum,
BRIC, BAM,
Brooklyn Botanical

Yes

Yes

Yes

Prospect Park! Gowanus Artists Alliance.
Amazing Pie at Four Twenty Black Boros.
Yes, because that's what makes living Morbid Anatomy Museum's Flea Markte at
in NYC so great
Bell House

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, because arts, culture, creativity
are things that bring meaning and
fulfillment to my life.

The best soul food. My neighbors.

Yes

Carl Schurz Park

At Carl Schurz park - missed [opportunity] fo
rmore art and family art activities

Yes

I rearely engage in cultural activites in
my neighborhood. It offers these
activities but I definitely need to travel
to other boroughs to see art, dance,
hangout with friends. My
neighborhood is very quiet.

11215

Prospect Park, Bell
House, Morbid
Anatomy Museum

10026

Museum of Chinese
in America,
National Musem of
the American
Indian, CCADI,
Community
Gardens, Museum
in the City of New
Studio museum,
York, Asian
Apollo, Schamburg, American Writers
The Laundromat
Workshop, New
Project
Museum

Manhattan

10075

Brooklyn

11211

Met
Williamsburg

Jazz Standard

Met Museum, MoMA, Whitney Museum, New
Museum, Guggenheim, High Line, Queens
Museum, NY Botanical

High Line

Yes

No

10471

I feel isolated at times, but when I go to a place where people share the same interests.

I would love to see more green spaces in my neighborhood where I could walk my dog and socialize. It's
quite a walk to the nearest park.

For outreach, consider working with neighborhood/regional-based arts coalitions, also business
development organizations who are themsevels working on comprehensive neighborhood plans. Engage
school kids. Hvae them participate and collet information. NYC has so many world class arts presenters
(live performance) - help support a path for youth + lower income audience members to attend
performances.

If I was in charge of the cultural budget I would givie it to community centers, organizations, archives,
spaces made for people of color by people of color. In today's world, it's important for diverse communities
to have spaces and resources so diverse voices can thrive and be visible and appreciated. We must make
sure poeple aren't forgotten and pushed out.

Brooklyn Museum

Riverdale
Bronx

We like The Met a lot.

Museums and libraries

Brooklyn

Manhattan

It's pretty generic so I don't know.

N/A

11101

Harlem

Yes

My neighborhood is very diverse so there are
hundreds of cultural restaurants.

N/A

Queens

Park Slope

Yes

community center

Park Slope
Middle Village

Westside YMCA

Brooklyn Museum
The Silent Barn

Queens

Theatre, arts, media photopgraphy and video

Clean water

MOMA

Woodside

Gun Hill

Resturants, pizza spots, spanish history all
history of NYC

AMNH

Woodside
Corona

it is quiet, sometimes too quiet
Dance, shows and street fairs

Need them

Rosedale
Queens

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Studio Museum, BAM, Cool Culture, Met
Cloisters

Wave Hill

Yes

Yes

Breaking down barriers at access - changing the way in which people think about museums and spaces
often aligned with a certain race, or socioeconomic status
I would be grateful to be connected to smaller cultural gourps/organizations. CIG institutions are not
always culturally/socially/philosophically/ideologically accessible to lower income/non white/immigrant
communities
I would also like to see the city intergrate inter-cultural spaces in homogenized communities (ex. Pelham
Bay is very traditionally Italian-Irish). Our neighborhood should be exposed to cultural diversity, as well as
ways to explor Irish/Italian culture without resorting to crass stereotypes.

Pelham Bay

Bronx

City Island Theater
Group

10461
Forest Hills

Queens

11375

Queens

11377

11217
Bed-Stuy

Brooklyn

The 7-train

Queens Museum,
PS 1, Socrates park Whitney Museum, all concert venues

Sunnyside
Park Slope

Brooklyn

Bronx
Museum/Wave Hill

11221

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Brooklyn Flea, BAM, Archestratus
Bam Cinematek,
Books, Berl's
Unnamable Books, Poetry Shop,
Book Court
Academy Records

MoMA, New Museum, Drawing Center, BAM,
Printed Matter, Film Forum, Anthology Film
Archive

Bar Lunatico amazing
BAM, Brooklyn
performance space, Museum, Theater
Anthology Film Archives, WNYC/WQXR, Film
ODB Mural
for a New Audience Forum, Whitney Museum

No, not public spaces

Yes

Yes

Yes. There are many opportunities for
community gatherings but none/very
few that are creative/cultural in nature. Pelham Bay Park/Orchard Beach

Yes

Yes, especially with a little one in the
picture. While I love that the borough
has a lot of cultural spots, I wish our
immediate neighborhood did.

10014

Brooklyn

11216

Bedford Stuyvesant

Yes, but not
for free

Not sure

Not sure

10025

Brooklyn

11249

Williamsburg

Greenpoint
Brooklyn

11222

Manhattan

10023

Upper West Side

Love dance classes at Mark Morris,
which are very affordable. Wish I had
time to see everything at BAM (I'm a
member).

Wants: funding for school programs in museums (tours!), more public gathering spaces for possible art
activation (sculpture, film, music, theater)

Yes

Amazing people + food from all over the world
Not really! My time is so limited - long especially West Indies / the islands and Africa!
commute and I don't always know
Also - Weeksville Heritage Center! Lena
where things are happening!
Horne's birthplace!

Whitney, White
Columns, The
Kitchen

Met Museum,
Central Park,
Abrons Art Center

Issue Project Room, BAM, Prospect Park, PS 1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes but also no - it is always really
crowded, same with other museums
and galleries - they are hoarded by
tourists

Jack

Brooklyn Museum

Studio Museum/ Recess

Yes

No

No

I love BKM first Saturday, but I wish it
was possible to walk to an arts center The best dollar pizza in NYC

Galleries

BAM

The coffee shop
with free wifi and
plenty of working
space

There's usually
some cool
temporary public art
somewhere

green + art, only public multimedia program

We need:
-Ways to connect with our community who do not utilize the High Line, see it as a gentrifying part of the
neighborhood, we do not feel welcomed or interested in its missions/design/vibe
-One on one is best in my experience - digital engagement is difficult across communities and personal
connex is what will help
-Another challenge is rigidity with the press, who a lot of times do not consider free events at the High Line
as an arts event - they will only list galleries and museums events.
-Publicity is hard!
creative coworking locations, more [notes] physical accessibilty, an "access checklist", lists of free/open
locations for reading or meetings

Met, MoMA, Whitney Museum

Yes

No

No

No activities are geared for night life
scene (bars/lounges) - for young
people

The Met

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes - not too often because I
have little kids!

The artists and arts admin folks have to live further and further from the "best" cultural activities.
Subsidize student discounts please! Broke but love the arts (or more free options). I think the city assumes
that we who live in anhattan can afford a lot --> but my circle of friends is all students, and we're broke. We
need the arts too! #rememberus

Upper West Side
Manhattan

"small town" feeling

Yes

Meatpacking/ Chelsea

Manhattan

There are a lot of multiservice organizations city-wide that nurture/practice arts and culture, but do not get
recognized for their contributions. They shoul be recognized and documented, so their communities can
find them and support them. How do we support social media access/awareness/connectivity to non-tech
literate populations

Lincoln Square,
Bryant Park, Strand
Joe's Coffee on 85th Bookstore, The Met Queens Botanical Garden, Bronx Zoo

Really interesting mixed use art space (e.g.
gallery/ music/ restaurant spaces)

Yes

No

Yes

NYC is so big, I usually go
somewhere other than my
neighborhood

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes - I live right across the street from Perfect combination of big city life and
Lincoln Square (no excuses for me!) welcoming environment

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Bushwick
Brooklyn

11237

Manhattan

10001

Queens

11103

Chelsea

Neighborhood

10003

All of NYC

Yes

Yes

No

Broadway

Yes

Yes

Yes

YES!

Creek and the Cave
Comedy Club
The Streets!

Yes

Yes

Yes

No, lots of them are weather
dependent or require spending
money.

Museums and
galleries

Yes

MoMA, Whitney,
NYCB

Astoria Park
Grey Art Gallery

Museum of
Reclaimed Urban
Space

10009

East River

Park Slope
Brooklyn

11215

Brooklyn

11234

Brooklyn

11219

Flatlands
Boro Park/ Sunset Park

Brooklyn

11208

Manhattan

10009

Manhattan

10018

Manhattan

10001

Brooklyn

11215

Manhattan

10002

East New York

Grand Army PlazaBrooklyn College
Boro Line, Industry
City

Museums, galleries, non profits

Need Them,
desperately. No
spaces to create
unions and bonds

Senior Artists Performing in central park's Harlem
Meer and on the steps of central library

Yes

yes

No

Chelsea
S. Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Carneige Hall + Lincoln Center

Yes

Yes

Yes

The High Bridge

Park

None

BAM

BAM

Confucius Inst.
Pace

Chinese Opera, Cultural events

Galleries Manhattan Lincoln Center,
Plaza
Museums
Chelsea Gallery

No

Brooklyn Museum

MOMA, MET, Many
Museums
P.S.1

BAX

BK Museum
Lincoln Center

No

No
Yes

FIT

No

No

Bronx

Fordham

Instant + dance Classes for children 4 and
up

Theater, Dance Studios

Theatre/ Music Workshops and shows

Proximity to theaters and galleries

No

Direct artist funding

No

Overnight arts convening

Art out of doors

Everyday cultures of Chinatown

Street level public exhibits to share local oral histories

Provide indoor public spaces (not pops, they
don't count), to house community based
programming, exchange

Strong Culture, immigrant community

Discount tickets for recent grads @ culture spaces/ galleries/ museums. More relaxed regulations on
performances on the street. More free museum days, overs right line are crazy

Film Programming

No, elders/
senior
community
has them, but
not as much
for 20-30 year
olds

Mercury Lounge
No

No

Film Programmers

BAAD

It is the birthplace of hiphop

Manhattan

DANY

Culture

Chinatown

Manhattan

Talent shows for seniors/ artists. I see
performers at columbus park. The
seniors should have a platform to
perform
The food

NY Historical
Society need more
of

Jewish Museum,
9/11 Museum, New
Museum

Museum of Moving
Image

Noguchi

Met Museum

Queens library

TRC

Urban word NYC

Flushingtown Hall

Queen

Brookylyn Museum

No

No

No

No

No

Make arts culture more accessible to the
public for free in venues line, union square
ph north, the street adjacent to madison
square park.
So many, please contact be tairan.rajagopalan@gmail.com

No
Manhattan

Brooklyn Museum
10011

Chelsea

My live arts

China Town
Manhattan

10013

Manhattan

10025

Queens

11106

Upper West Side

Astoria

Queens

11368

Corona

11373

Affordable performance spaces

Have more Asian art events like film, opera, language etc

Queens

11101
10002

No

More Presenting spaces

Yes, Can always
more especially inter
generational

No

No, can always
do more
outreach

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

socially progressive history

Diversity

More access for seniors

Film, Environmental, Technology
Diversity

Mini SXSW of film festival

Manhattan

10009

Queens

11354

Indigenous music and art that represents
the 130 ethnic cultures in gaclesontts,
elmhurst, rego park

the artists

Presentation of performance space.
Payment (grants, commission) for artists

Flushing TownHall

Too Many

Yes

No

No

Community
Gardens

Whitney

Our Parks

Need Them

Need Them

Need Them

community spaces for the arts and
lectures

progressive mindset, diversity, the immigrant
history and future

Lower East Side

St. Marks Poetry
and Dance

Gardens

Film programs

Need Them

Need Them

Need Them

Children, middle school, high school
programs, theater, film, dance, art

the people, the gardens, the old buildings

Flushing

Queens Museum

Queens Museum

MET Opera

No

Yes

No
Restauirats
-more space needed for cinema
-performances in sunnyside

DIVERSITY

Sunnyside
Queens

11104

Wall Murals

Shelter

Spcrates Park

Upwright Citizen Brigade

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

MOMA, MET, Brooklyn Art

Yes

No

No

BAM

-I have no money, I am on public
assistance-cannot get a late pass.

11201
Rego Park
Queens

11374

Queens

11419

Queens

11415

Manhattan

10029

The Bronx

10466

The Bronx

10463

Queens Museum /
Theatre in the park

Richmond Hill

Religiuos
Community Centers PS:1

Whitney

Yes

Yes

Yes

Kew Gardens

Kew Gardens
Cinema

PS1

Brooklyn museum

Yes

No

No

125th street

Cooper Hewitt
Manhattan

East Harlem

CMOMA

Wavehill
Midtown

Manhattan

10001

Library

Walking in the village
Street festivals,
Lincoln center +
Museums

SI ferry, BX Trolley, BK museum

10460
7666

Brooklyn

11212

Manhattan

10128

Bronx Zoo,
Botanical Garden

Brownsville
Upper east side

Staten island ferry, statue of llady liberty

Library

The bronx

The local
community center

brooklyn kids
museum

Bikery

Manhattan

The metropolitan museum of art

-Extend finanical aid
-students need
-housing
-food
-I have no money or job, they dont want to hire
-clothes
people
-proper advisement
-transportation money
-book money on time
-snow clothes etc

They're available but not widely
accessible.

-The diversity and generations

The Diversity
Community involvement
-political assertiveness we stand strong on
communities and beautifucation.

-arts and culure are significant to socities as a way of staying in touch with self, family, beliefs and identity
without these assets, populations become lost-loss of where they came from-lose identity.

family friendly open space would help the communities come together.

No

Yes

Yes

If it is free or low cost for family
activities

Yes

Yes

Yes

yes

No

No

No

Safe, peaceful, green

-lacking ethnicity-free gathering places
-lacking after-school location for art
-empty storefronts can be used for this purpose-talk to landlords

No

Public transportation
asian grocery stores
Macy's windows

-I like to go where my metrocard takes me safetly.
-I also have a walker now so handicapped accesibility is important.

No

Yes

Bronx Zoo & East 180th
The Bronx
New Jersey

a giant children's garden with a concert stage, cooking classes from the garden food then provide for for
homeless and elderly

-I feel that my neighborhood and queens in
general lacks afffortable cultural arts events
compared to brooklyn and manhattan. I do
value queens library-free cultural events.

Co-op City

Yes

Yes

Y&N

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Y

Yes

No

yes

Goes to the library, the bronz zoo, the
2 parks as well as the botanical
garden
-Values the parks and the zoo
-I dont go to the bronx river art center -the zoo holds alot of attractions and is the
because it is really expensive and a
biggesr one in the city. Loves tthe parks-warm
closed space
open space.
yes, family

Diversity
The people and their resilience

no, i think we dont have that in my
neighborhood

Tech, art programs for youth

130 Ethnic cultures in the community
Perfromance space, sustainable
gardens programs that bring diversity

Wills Bridge/ PSI
Lower East Side

Provide art grants + Physical space for
artists

No
No

LIC

Manhattan

Living expense grants/ stipends for artists
between gigs
Mkaing arts more accessible - expand +
more boroughs

Elmhurst/ Rego Park
Queens

Artist-spaces, participating spaces

Skyline

No

Public art, community centers with
arts classes

Brooklyn

Theater
Cultural events based on different ethnic
groups

Provide spaces for opportunities to show worker not just large commerical galleries. LCT3 and signature
theater and exchanges
Artist studio for all generation art exhibtion space for all generation

Manhattan
Bronx Museum

Community perfromances, opera, musical, jazz, Gardening lessons and singing competitions

Ethnic cultural diversity/ Variety
Artist studio spaces

I belong to a non profit called coalition
of Asian pacific american (CAPA) we
used to have an Asian Pacific
American Heritage festival at union
square N til we could not afford to pay
the park fee (it was 20,500 K, about
six years ago). We used to have
music, dance stage performances
plus had about co nonrpofits
participants. I wish the city charge so
much. It was a great venue. It
exposed APA culture to the greater
community. Right now we are using
Mott st for one sunday in May.

10016
10458

Internet cafes

Good food

No

Kips Bay

Manhattan

Performances by senior artists for seniro
audiences

Busy, culture, metropolitan

No

No

The cloisters

We need a space for people to share, learn
and activate

No

China Town
SARA Roosevelt
Park

Art workshops, studio spaces, CLASSES

The friendships and neighborhood of carroll st
in park slope
I will do so on line

Parks

Yes

Columbus Park

10002

Free music and dance events in
coney island

More kids + CUltural Program

Yes

No
Rubin

Diversity and welcoming atmosphere

rehearsal spaces, studio (art) spaces,
meetings for AA/NA etc.
The flavor. The truth telling.

No

Penn South

Rubin

China Town

Manhattan

Need Them

No
Lincoln Center- Met Opera

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

-more free access to museums and art institutions
-more sense of diverse populations welcomed to arts activities and institutions
Need Them,
we need
spaces to
activate
emotional
power and
enlighten

No

East Village
Clinton

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

NYC Ballet, [?] lives

Highline, UCB

East Village

Manhattan

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

I feel like I have a good understanding
of the visual arts in my neighborhood
and that's what I'm most involved in,
but I wish I knew more about different
cultural activities that I might be
missing

Troll Hole, Pulic Art,
neighborhood
murals
BAM

Astoria

Manhattan

Borough

Safety

I do believe we need to get aquainted with other cultures. It would be something nice to have in my
neighborhood

I would like to see how we can put our
community into a land trust for future
generations

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Neighborhood

Lower East Side
Manhattan

10009

Manhattan

10009

Manhattan

10009

East Village
East Village
East Village

Manhattan

10009

Manhattan

10024

Upper West Side

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

CHARAS (was)
theater for the new
city. 6th Street and
Ave B community
garden

Children's museum
of the arts, MoMA
Same (CHARAS! Bring it back!)

Need Them, currently Need Them,
using our gardens,
have theater
loss of not for profit
for the new
space
city 6B garden

PS 122

Dixon Place

Need Them, just bars

Need Them

Need Them, art
studio

Need Them,
art studio

Have them

9th Street Espresso The Met

Same
The Strand

Theater for New
City, Nuyorican
Poets Cafe

Met, Rockwood
Music Hall

Have Them

Symphony Space

Theater for the new
city
theater for the new city

Need Them

Need them,
need more

-birthplace of most/all/many social and cultural
movements
-was first place for most all immigrants coming
to America
CHARAS el Bohio cultural cummunity -diverse socially, economically, and culturally
center

Need Them

community center

Need Them,
poetry readings community center

Need them

family and kids options

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

cultural diversity which is fast disappearing
9th street community garden, tompkins square
library
-less commercialized, feels like a village
-commmunity gardens

Upper West Side

Manhattan

10024

Manhattan

10009

Lower East Side

East Village

Manhattan

10009

Symphony Space

Theater for the new
city
theater for the new city

Need them

need them

need them

Charas

symphony space

All arts

manhattan

need them

need them

need them

Films, painting

traditional arts [neighborhood]

have them, but need
charas!

need them

need them

after school programming for children it is still a community where neighbors know
and teens; art studios, gallery spaces, and care for each other, and is a vibrand
rehearsal spaces
creative neighborhood

East Village
Manhattan

10009

Manhattan

10009

East Village

Manhattan

10011

West Village
East Village

Manhattan

10003

Manhattan

10009

Manhattan

10009

Film forum,
sunshine cinema

broadway theaters,
joe's pub, public
theater
brooklyn academy of music

Loisaida Center,
MoRus community
garden

community garden

Chelsea Galleries

LES galleries,
Dixon place

all community
gardens

10009

Manhattan

10009

Brooklyn

11236

East Village

Lower East Side

New York Rican
Poet Cafe

11226

Brooklyn

11221

Brooklyn

11236

same as above

met museum

Bedford-Stuyvesant

Manhattan

I have to walk out of
the neighborhood to
enjoy any of the
arts
Henry St. Settlement, Poets Cafe

Theater of new york
city
harlem

Canarsie
Flatbush

Brooklyn

community garden

Tompkins Square, FDR, I'm Local

East Village
Manhattan

LES

museums, [?], met,
whitney, Moma,
broadway, off
broadway, The
NYTW, TFNC, FAB, Joyce, 92nd st y,
La Mama, Public
historical society,
theater
MCNY
BAM, same as question before

queens museum

need them,
goo dplaces
have them, too many
for kids but
bars. I like the coffee not enough for
shops
adults

need them

need them

11225

Brooklyn

11203

-more local theater
-more comedy

skills share, jobs training

diversity in character, socioeconomic mix

free theater arts, not just performances but behind the scenes jobs

safety, variety

public art
-art education programs for art and activism (poc. focus) and social justice
-art [lending] programs

11203
11207

Brooklyn

11234

Bk Arts Museum,
MOFAD, BAD

need them

have them

need them, more
community art center

need them,
need space
for visual arts

have them

more educational cultural spaces

community gardens

need them

need them

need them

-arts for seniors
-music training for our young
-job training for our adolescents

we still have a melting pot of poeple - although
it has gotten smaller
cultural music for all ages. our schools lack this.

need them

need them

need them

culture, museum, senior centers,
children centers

community gardens

children centers, senior centers, and drug and rehabilitation centers

culture art center for the area

all of the arts - dance, poetry,
painting, music, crafts, etc

the diversity and transit access to most
arteries

arts for all - right now we have programs for seniors at senior centers, boys club for boys, girls club for
girls, but other than that going out of the neighborhood. church is the only family venue left. we need a
family oriented cultural center for all ages.

if you sought out retired people/seniors who
would volunteer their time in what ever arts
they love or can share. that would be the
first step to programming
courses/workshops etc. one network will link
to another network

our cultural immigrant experience.
hispanic parades and dances

many activist need more spaces and
apartments for young people and family to go
home. special [activities] as well

-family services
-activities
-program
-a place like charas

do it in all languages

need them

need them

need them

need them, garden
need moreinside

need them,
community
center

need them,
need for
community
involvement

Y

Y

N

N

Dance studio, music classes, more
affordable cost.

Bed-Stuy is alive. All the activities involved.

N

PAL

Diverse group of Caribbean people.

N

N

N

Cultural and performing activities.
Medgar Evers College was once a
I value the diversity of the community.
cultural hub. That hub no longer exists However, the culture that once existed seems
in the same way.
to be lost.

Y

Y

Y

Performances in various
neighborhoods to celebrate labor day
activities.

Community Centers are needed in our
community to serve as central
location for ALL people to join
together to dance, sing, make art,
learn, commune, celebrate and spend I value the way that everyone partnersor the
time in positive discussion.
betterment of our community and spaces.

MoMA

ARTs East New
York
Brooklyn Museum

MoMA

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Cultural Centers
Intergenerational programs seniors/elders have wisdom and
experience to provide and are sadly
untapped. Our elders should be able
to contribute in order to provide the
values to this new generation that
may be overlooked.

Upper west

Brooklyn

10024

Brooklyn

11210

Brooklyn

11208

Brooklyn

11226

Brooklyn

Lincoln Center,
Alvin Ailey Dance
Theatre
Flatbush

Brooklyn Museum

Y

Y

N

N

ARTs East New
York

Brooklyn Museum,
BAC

Arts Students League

N

N

East Flatbush

West Indian Day
Carnival

West Indian Day
Carnival

Harlem street events

N

N

-local food
-Various botanical
gardens
-Owls head park

MoCADA, BAX(
brooklyn Arts
Exchange), Park
Slope, 65 Arts,
Brooklyn center
stage Dance studio,
Stoops-bedstuy

11209

Queens

Y
N

East New York

Bay Ridge

Dixon place, Gibney Dance Center, LMCC, fourth
arts block, governers island, yoga for the people,
Housing works, Solar one: green energy, Arts
and education center.
BAAD-bronx Academy of Arts and Dance.

Voelkerorth
Museum+ Queens
Museum

Queens Museum

Prospect Heights

Jack-Clinton Hill

Brooklyn Arts
Exchange + Stoops Arts East NY
Bed stuy

El barrio

Festivals & street
fairs, museo del
barrio, NYC
museum

Lower east side,
dive bars

Flushing-Morrary Hill

Japan society

Not sure

Need them

Not sure

Need them

10029

all of NYC (there is so much!)

Somewhere in
between- there are
alot of great places
but i often miss out
on them because I
work late hours

Something positive.

The variety of culture.

Youth and family programs.

Neighborhood art competition.

Primarily Caribbean neighborhood.

More public art that represents the communities. More education on the entrepreneurial/business aspect of
arts and culture.
Public art.

Everything, but more improvement needed.

N

A space dedicated to performance
and Caribbean folk art.

The vast languages (Haitian, Creole, Spanish,
Jamaican Patois, etc.). Spoken word, music
and performances from the Caribbean.
Activating public spaces. Caribbean arts are often performance and outdoor creations.

Not sure

Need them

Have them,
somewhere in
however lacking
between.
in the winter

Community gardens

Fine arts programs. Dance and music
programs.

Diversity of people and culture.

N

11238

Manhattan

Youth program (arts, music, dance visual
arts, creative writing and poetry)

More art education in public schools.
More art programs in the
neighborhood.

11354

Brooklyn

-city funded art making work spaces
-collective art making spaces

Humanities New York incentivized "cultural
passport" for visiting sites throughout the
city.

Prospect Park, Caribbean population,
Flatbush Avenue colebrations.

Housing Works, New Museum

Restoration Plaza,
Skylight Gallery

Brooklyn Botanical
Wyckoff Farmhouse Garden

Flatlands

see above!

need them

Brooklyn Museum
Greenlight
Bookstore

Brooklyn Arts
Council, Fit4Dance,
BAM

East New York

more singing, dancing, music classes for kids, adults

there is no community in the west
village. I don't think it can be [fired]

East Flatbush

Brooklyn

revitalization of CHARAS/El Bohio

need them

East Flatbush

Brooklyn

arts sround the neighborhood

-diverse community
-families and artists together
-it's kid friendly
-cool fun stuff in Tompkins Square Park

Crown Heights
Brooklyn

Salaries for actors in theater companies that do free and low cost theater

-?
-Commissioning of new theater works
-affordable housing for artists in the lower
east side
-we need antoher community center here,
besides theater of the new city. we need to
bring back charas

I love the many cultures-mediterranian, Arab,
Asian, Latino and more in bay ridge proximity
to the water->fresh air, parks on the water. I
value the quiet. The trees on the streets. I
value the families in my neighborhood.

Centering women of color in organizations

I would like more intergenerational
actvities, story telling and healing in
my communiy; more opportunity for
The diversity. It has amazing people from all
youth and elders to work together and
The more people have the opportunity to collaborate and share their stories, the more they will find
over the world whop bring their experiences,
exchange/hear their stories. More
common ground together, harmony, peace, support and growth.
talents, food and culture.
space for artosts to colaborate and
more fieldtrips in the boro for
students.
A marshall plan for small art organizationsproviding significant support for general
operating costs without barriers in the
application process. Grants of 50,000 to
100,000 to orgs with an annual budget of
250,000k and below. A simple application.
Why? more than 25 small venues have closed
with the last 5 years. The most they can get
for general operating from DCLA is around
10k-not enough to make sure they thrive.These organizations are most representative
of new yorkers-that are not represented at/ by
CIGs.-people of color and low income new
yorkers. They are the orgs that model
diversity. We should support them and lift
them up-rather than spend money to change
CIGs
The deeply rooted afro-latino culture. El barrio
really is a special place w/ a lot of rich hisotry.
I hope it can stay that way in the face of
gentrification.

Community cultural spaces in schools.

More community gardens

opportunity for young people to build
communication skills and literacy, and
intercultural understanding and fiscal
responsibility through; art making, media
making and story telling.

Multi- institutional collaborative art festivals
arts education programming

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Brooklyn
Manhattan
Queens

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Borough

11238

Art Bar, Brooklyn
Botanical garden,
brooklyn musuem,
branded saloon

west indian parade,
brooklyn arts
exchange, old
american brooklyn
academy & music,
Jack, con factory.
BAAD

Y

10036

Playwrights
Horizons

High Line

MOMA

Queens musuem

MOMI

Urban Garden
centers

Parks, Near water

Prospect heights

11354

Manhattan

Hells Kitchen
Flushing-Morrary Hill

East Harlem

La Margartita

All of NYC

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Neighborhood

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Y

N
accessibility/
ability
queer spaces

Y

Y

Y

want more trees

Y

N

N

Indepedent cinema arts space in
flushing queens,

N

N

H

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

more arts in low income pubic schools
many cultures co-exsisting

I appreciate that east harlem is still not
Give money w/o so many labor intensive application (grants) that require so much energy that feel like
Spaces that honor & show the hisotry
gentrified & many of the inhabitants are people
another job. Also, healthcare for artists!
of the neighborhood
who've been in the community for a long time.

10035

Brooklyn

11237

Flatbush
Brooklyn
Brooklyn

-Local Food
-Carribean + Latin

11226
11206

Williamsburg/Bushwick

-Spectacle Theatre

Prospect Park,
Ginegets, JACK
Brooklyn studios for
dance, bushwick
starr
Anywhere for experiementation, fourth arts block
BAM

Film society of Lincoln Center

Y

Y

Y

Grass roots community organizaing
with diverse local cultural orgs

Y

N

Y

Rehersal space for artists would be
great

I like it just the way it is, as a gentrifyer, I'm
nervous about any change.

I'd like to bring back affortability

Alot of options-music, film, art, dance, opera,
theatre, etc--and pockeys of DIY scences

-Intitatives and grants for artists of color
from low-income neighborhoods

-The contrast between the caribbean and
orthodox communities

-Redistribute the pot of all money to not so heavily favor the CIGs and for the CIGs that participate in free
membership for NYC ID card holders, they should not be allowed to guilt people for taking the free
membership.

1. A neighborhood community arts center
for every single neighborhood, whther its a
stand along project/ building or its housed in
an exsisting cultural or community site.
2. Neighborhood cards/IDs that give those
residents free access to all cultural spaces
in their neighborhood. So if you live in
williamsburg and have had roots their for
years-you are welcomed & entitled to take
part in whatever is happening in your
neighborhood.

Y

Y

Y

-There is an ecosystem that needs to be taken care of. If impactful funding isnt helping keep small-medium
sized art spaces alive then the system breaks down. This means increaing funding as well as helping final
real estate solutions that help cultural spaces thrive in NYC. Arts spaces need protection. Especially, non- Small arts orgs making an impact in their
profits.
neighborhoods
-Experimental
-Responsive
-Community oriented
-Led by people of color + oppressed (muslim, LGBTQ and undocumented.)

Crowm heights

Video Reharsal

The Bushwick
Starr, Jack, BAM,
Grand city,
weeksville heritage
center

-The slave theatre operated not by
gentrifiers a performance space
inclusive of traditions of both old and
new residents.

The met, the cloisters, PS1, New museum,
socrares scullpture park, The kitchen

Y

N

N

Dance space, ps122, BTW, the kitchen

Y

N

Y

-Kids and families-affortable, up close
+ personal, art performances
DIVERSITY

See above + more $ for self determined orgs led by POC

Mandatory and paid for anti racism training
+ on going professional development for all
boards + orgs Leaderships

N

N

community movies, roller pink. Artists
studios- more than just henry street

I value the building, small old stores- sense of
community

-artits like myself need studio spaces-residencies or very low rent for low income artists.
-more free events, more green spaces, public gardens open communities, more studio workspace.affortable housing- bedroom with storage!

-grants to more artists.

Yes

Yes

Sometimes

- Soul Food - African American History & Art

No

No

Nothing open now close to me, great
street art in the neighorhood though

Street art (Graffiti) by 174 St.; Bronx Zoo,
Botanical Garden

Yes

Not sure

Not yet; new to the neighborhood

Dance Theater of Harlem

Brooklyn

11225

Brooklyn

11238

Jack Cumbe Central
Library, BK museum BAM

Manhattan

10012

-not very many
since graphics have small galeries, MET
changed
musuem
BAM, wavehill, brick

N

Manhattan

10026

Studio Museum

Arts & Crafts Store
on 120 St. & 7 Ave

Yes

Bronx River Arts &
Center

Bronx Museum of
Art

Metropolitan Museum

No

Not sure

Numerous
Museums

Live music venues

Yes

Basketball;
recereation center

Library

Central Park

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes, beause I get to be around people
who I am warm around
Small park area

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sometimes if my work schedule
permits

Easy going places to eat and chill

Yes

Yesa

Yes

Not always aware ofthe events and
availability

Soul food, African American History

It's really important to me to maintain the cultural identity of particular neighborhoods. Renovation doe not
hae to mask the culure and history of the neighborhood.

Reasonably priced condos

My neighborhood is a cultural desert. There are no programs that I know of where community memers an
artistically expess themselves. We need more arts and cultural projects.

The Bronx Zoo, Fordham University

Prospect heights

Manhattan

10460

Manhattan

10031

Fort Lee

7024

Manhattan

10031

Manhattan

10027

Bronx

10462

Bronx

10459

Bronx

10456

Manhattan

10040

Manhattan

10034

Manhattan

10040

Harlem
West Farms
Sugar Hill
Fort Lee, NJ

Parkchester

Studio Museum,
Artist & Craftsman

Alvin Aile Dance
Studio

New York Public
Library

Central Bronx
Library

10034

10033

No

No

Times Square

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes when I have the time

Bronx Zoo

Coney Island

Yes

Yes

No

No, there is nothing that interests me

Word Up

Word Up

Some

Some

Some

Inwood

Word Up
Community
Bookstore

Need them

Need them

Need them

Community bands/music - rock,
classical, jazz, samba. Practice and
performance spaces for all above

Great diversity

a) Facebook; Email/newsletter b) 4-6 c) a medium-sized performing arts venue (up tol, say, 20 people) d)
Yes e) already am!

That's like asking me what my favorite color is. I like it all to happen: have a diverse choice

Need them

Need them

Need them

Theater

The diversity

We need more designated performance spaces uptown! Also artist housing. b) 7-9 c) Not having to go
downtown everytime to participate more in the "hood"! d) Yes, theater,visual, musical, literary e) On it

Diversity of Cultures

a) Flyer; Facebook; Email/Newsletter b) 4-6 c) Yes - Word Up Bookstore plus various d) Yes Upword@gmail.com

Inwood-Washington
Heights

Word Up; United
Palace; Up Theater; More Lincoln
CornerStore/OSA
Center

Some

More needed

Need them

Inwood Hill Park

MoMa, Central
Park, Public
Theatre

Museum of the Moving Image, summer concerts
series, Shakespeare in the Park

Have them

Have them
and need
them

Need them

a) Facebook; Email/newsletter b) 1-3 c) events in closer proximity to my neighborhood d) Yes Spanish language theatre; ethnic
I love our ethnic diversity and especially our
Theatre/Peoples Theatre Project e) Yes - lotiapop9@gmail.com
cooking classes; live music and dance strong Dominican communituy! It
in the parks; more rehearsal and
distinguishes us and adds an immense degree
performance spaces.
of culture to our art, music and performances.

The Cloisters

Met

Highline

Need them

Need them

Need them

Better 3rd places like places to meet
and dream/created/talk that isn't work
or home.
United Palace; interesting architecture

Need bike racks; more trash cans- get rid of litter/dog poop. a) Flyer; instagram; email/newsletter b) 4-6
c) Availability d) Yes-Architect e) Yes - Grace.Friedhoff@gmail.com

Inwood Hill Park;
United Palace

The Whitney

Bowery Ballroom

Have them

Need them

Need them

Space to perform and show visual art

My mom lives here and my friends

a) Facebook; twitter, radio b) 1-3 c) If I could participate d) Yes - Visual Arts/Arts e) Yes communitiescreate@gmail.com

NOMAA, UPCA

Camaradas, Live
Art, Museums

Pregones, BAAD, Hostos

No

No

No

Time, money

Th Families; the language, the culture

a) Flyer b) 1-3 c) events closest to home in my neighborhood/uptown d) dance/Areytos performance
works d) sitamovews@gmail.com

Have them
(museums and
libraries)

Have them (
We ahave Rii
center)

Have them (t.a
riis center)

love to have movie night Friday &
saturday starting 6pm-after school
programs

The center for people that live in the
neighborhoood

Veraogletree@yahoo.com

Have them

Need them

Need them

Utilize park space at night for film
screenings

How much everyone loves beng outside-thats
where we've met the most people by far (at
our dog park)

We could use even more food-related events like taste of sunnyside (which sells out always)-maybe
doesnt need to be quite as big , but ways to get food + culture to intermingle in public spaces, not just
inside the restuarants-again, a way to get different people to interact casually (over food).

Diversity & various cultures living as one
community

Use public spaces to encourage art/creativity. Brooklyn has many murals on buildings-this can encourage
local artists & ypuths to participate.
-with the many new luxery high rises being built, perphaps they could offer their lobby spaces for art
exhibits.

IFC Media Center

Washington Heights

Manhattan

10034

Mahattan

10033

Queens

11101

Queens

11104

Inwood

Long Island City

Sunnyside

Sunnyside
Queens

11104

Queens

11101

Queens

11102

Queens

11102

Long Island City
Astoria

local film festivals,
dog park and
restaurants

Queens
Queens

Museum of Natural history

Riis Community

LIC Academy of
Music

Central Park, Lincoln ctr, Apollo Theatre

Socrates Park

All Queens

Astoria Houses

NYPL-public library

11102

Socrates sculture
park

Astoria

11101

Queens

11101

Queens

11101

Met museum,
signature theatre,
joyce

brooklyn musuem

Have them

Need them

Have themwould love
more though

Have them

Have them

Have them

Need them

Need them

Have them

Need them

Need them

Multi-cultural events of the arts &
science + enviorment arts

My community waterfront of astoria houses

Community arts schools-nonprofit
guild schools in all fine + performing
arts

Neighborly, helpful people, the parks

Have them

Have them

Have them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

MOMI, Ps1,
Hunter's point park

MOMI

Landmark sunshine cinema
-new musuem
-bam rose theatre

Queensbridge park

Queens

restoration of park + dog walk

Queens

11101

Queens

11101

Queens

11101

Queens

11372

Queens

11101

Jacob riss
community center

Queensbridge

Jacob riss
community center

Queensbridge Houses
Queens bridge North

Brooklyn

11232
10040

Socrates park

Jackson heights

free NYC shape up
-Music aerobids,
cardio & zumba
classes

Queensbridge

Museum of Moving
Images

Sunset Park

Manhattan

Jacob Riis

Fort George

Queens botanical
garden

MOMI

Musuem of natural history

Met opera, symphany ballet, lincoln center

The Mixed Cultures

The ethnic diversity

Need them

Gardening-language speaking
classes other than english (spanish)

My community center-most of all the senior
center

diversity is rich in history

Have them

Need them

Have them

add more free + accessible
programs/activites
-bring back an art house
-movie theatres like NYC

Have them

Need them

Need them

Female empowerment, cultural dance
groups, baby park, restored (side
park), dog walk park
My community-seniors, children parks

Need them

Need them

Need them

Art, music, dance, photography

we're a family

Have them

Have and
need them

need them

Arts, crafts, music, dance, cooking

when everyone comes together as a family

Have them

Have & need
them

Need them

Volleyball, music

Our tenant association president april L.
simpson

Have them

Have them

Need them

music & dance

My neighbors

Queensbridge Houses
Queensbridge

-more film programs + community
festivals focusing on theatres
-culture through food + music
-community street art/murals

Need them

Astoria

Long Island City
Queens

Summer concerts in prospect + central park

Musuem of Moving
Images

10024

11102

Museum of Moving
Imagess

Local artistseasonal block
parties & street
fairs, flea markets

VWS
Manhattan

A non-profit bookstore, a park above a subway
station

Indie Film screening and Indie music;
digital media

Inwood

Manhattan

No

Ft. Tryon Park,
Word Up;
Funkadelic Studios

10040

Manhattan

Broadway

There is a cultural desert in my
neighborhood

Inwood

Washington Heights
Manhattan

Lincoln Center

Hamilton Heights
Harlem

I would make sure that money was provided
for women, eople of color, peole in the lgbt
community, muslims, immigrants & disabled
folds to be able to tell their important
unheard/ignored stories.

-Diversity
-Youth
-DIY Saces
-Public Spaces that are shared by all
community
-Parks
-community gardens

Bushwick
The Bushwick starr, Jack, Invisible Dog,
trans pecos, El
The Brick, Cloud
Abrons Arts Center, Arts Nova, NYTW, NYLA,
puente
City, BAM, BAX
IFC, La Mama

How much & is going to support institutions
with experience tickets/economic inequity

More accessible prgrams for language, disability,cultural competence

Need more

-need more parks
-community centers with art programs
& events
-community music & dance programs Diversity

Have them

sunset park-the
literal park

Grand army plaza
area

musuems

Have them

Need them

Cloisters

Manhattan

Pioneer Works

Have them

Need them

-Music, dance, international dinners/
to being cultures together

The people, all the people!-the children, young
adults and the seniors

Need them

a-drive in theatre-more park areas!

my neighborhood is special because there are
many people who are interested in making our
neighborhood better,

Need them

Studio space

Interaction between green space and art
space

Safety for our residents (fixing lobby doors)

Live art events when you meet each other talk to artists & audience

a) instagram; email/newsletter b) 1-3 c) info d) Yes - cartoonist e) Yes - ellen@littlewhitebird.com

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Washington Heights

Manhattan

10032
Washington Heights

Manhattan

10033

Manhattan

10040

Manhattan

10034

Fort George
Inwood
Washington Heights

Manhattan

10032

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Manhattan

10040

Inwood

Neighborhood

United Palace;
Jamel Manor;
Hispanic Society of
______ of America
Co.

10040

Brooklyn

11217

Park Slope

Broadway Theater - too many; Historical Society

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Have them not so
many

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Have them the more, the
better; the
community
doesn't kow
muh about
tthem

Have them; the
community
doesn't kow
muh about
tthem

a) Flyer; facebook b) 7-9 c) I don't know many people to hang out and go to cultural events uptown (my
friends stay and are always downtown) d) I like arts in general e) Yes - driaxel@yahoo.com

United Palace;
Shrine

All my favorites spots are gone

Need Them

Need them

Have them but
need more

Not sure yet

Met Opera

Bell House

Need Them

Need them

?

Unite Palace

Broadway

Govenor's Island

Have them

Need them

Need them

Word Up

Word Up

Word Up

Need Them
No

Cloister & Medieval
Festival

Manhattan

All of NYC

United Palace;
Harlem Schoof of
the Arts

Washington Heights
Manhattan

Borough

The Public Arts of
Central Park;
downtown NYPL
(Mid-Manhattan)
and New Museum

Prospect Par;
NY Capoeira Center Botanicals Garden

United Palace

LaMarina (Inwood)

Lincoln Centr

BAM

The Cloisters

Lincoln
Center, American
Musuem of Natural
History; public
events put on by
Columbia Univ.\

Washington Square Park

Need them
No

Need them; Spaces for me to play as
a musician

Parks & Vibe

a) Facebook; Email/Newsletter b) 1-3 (I suppport people I know) c) I am a musician; need more venues
to perform d) Yes - uncommon arts e) Yes - I think that I'm on it; nevaris@holej.com

Not sure, but would like to see
community activities

Parks! Diverse community

a) Facebook; twitter; email/newsletter b) 4-6 c) knowing about them d) No e) Yes thisisstephenbelts@gmail.com

Sense of community
More queer and trans youth friendly
spaces

No

Yes

Need them

Need them;
How would a
kids' art league
(live sports
leagues) look
live?

Have them

Need them

a) Facebook
Yes, I am an artist - paint

The Cloisters Museum

a) Facebook; d) maritava64@yahoo.com

a) More public art--the new plaza
outside of the United Palace is
________, and a good model. b)
subsidized art studios with open
community hours as well (artist
demos an classes)

a) the community I feel of the place b) lively
but quiet c) the river and parks

This neighorhood as music history; creative public history markers (bilingual) would be great. a)
email/newsletter -UPCA b) 4-6 c) knowing about them and proximity! d) No e) Yes already signe book!

Prospect Park

a) Flyer; Facebook; Instagram b) 10+ but I'm always ) Yes - UPCA E) Yes - keithf@unitedpalace.org

I'm new to the neighborhood but I value
community. There is a rich Dominican
culture here but not much in the vein of
Dominican culture/history.

a) Facebook b)1-3 c) awareness d) Yes - architect e) Yes - devinbdavis@gmail.com

Washington Heights
Manhattan

10040

Washington Heights

Inwood
Manhattan

10034

Washington Heights
Manhattan

10032

Manhattan

10040

Bronx

10452

Manhattan

10040

Manhattan

10033

Brooklyn

11231

Washington Heights

Washington Heights
Washington Heights
Red Hook

Red Hook

Brooklyn

11231

Brooklyn

11231

Brooklyn

11220

Brooklyn

11216

Red Hook
Sunset Park
Bed Stuy

11231

Need them:
Need them: for
Need them:
example, the plaza The Sugar Hill There should e
Children's
outside United Palace
more cultural
Museum in
was a wonderful
outlets for
Harlem is a
section for outdoor
Dominicans in
good example
public square
the Wash.
of a family
Heights
focused
neighborhood
community
creative
center.

More theater-space in Wash. Heights, The Community
whether far film, performance arts or
space or cultural eents (holidays,
community space, etc.)

a) Flyer; Facebook; Instagram b) 1-3 c) If I had heard about them d) No e) Yes - epm00@bellsouth.net

Studio space for artists; performance
space; educational arts and culturals

a) Facebook; Email/Newsletter b) 10+ c) Location ad prices and selection (varied) d) Yes- ceramic artist:
www.ceramica-dimauro.com e) Yes - ceramica.dimauro@gmail.com

Need them

Need them
desperately

Need them

Have them; need
them

Have them;
need more

Have them;
need them

Have them; need
them

Have them;
need them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Downtown 42 or Seaport

Have them

Have them

Have them

Programs for parks

Give each other a hand and there are parades a) Flyer; Facebook; Instagram b) 1-3 c) singing d) No e) No

Club Getaway

Six Flags

Have them

Have them

Need them

Move theater in Manhattan

I value going to restaraunts

library

transportation

NYC streets and its true history. It's always
active.

Have them

Have them

Need Them

Kentler International
Drawing Space,
Red Hook Library,
Waterfront Barge
Museum, Cora
Dance, Portside NY,
Valentino Pier &
Park

BAM, Shakespeare
Theatre, Brooklyn
Museum, Brooklyn
Botanical arden,
Museum of the City of New York, Lincoln Center,
Brooklyn parks
Broadway Theatres, ICP

Need them

Have them.

Need Them

Red Hook Labs,
Pioneer Works

Brooklyn Museum

Soho/Noho and The Met

Have them

Have them

Have them

Parks

Brooklyn Bridge

Museums

Have them

Need them

Need them

Arts Festival in
Stuyvesant Park

Brooklyn Botanic
Garden

Whitney Museum

Have them

Have them

Need them.

PS 15

Celebrate Brooklyn
Concerts
Egyptian Temple at Met Museum

Have them

Need them.

Need them.

Yoga Studio, music
at local commercial
places

Every museum and Museums throughout NYC performers and where
gallery that exists
local musicians plays
Word Up

Word Up and Silent Barn and walking around
Flushing Green.

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball at a park

189 Park

181 St. Dyckmyn,
Cloisters

Chipole

Word Up
Community
Bookshop and
LaCasa
189 Park

Red Hook
Brooklyn

a) Facebook; Email/Newsletter b) 4-6 ) Yes c) d)Yes Q&T Meetup

No

No
Need Them;
restaurants - yes but
no pulic spaces

Quiet diverse, safe and lots of open sky;
workshops

More iniformal, not necessary to buy a The multiple languages, the varied geography, Please don't sell public land featuring arts & cultural space to non-public entities. Please subsidize the
coffee or a ticket sort of spaces where the confidence of youth, the mom and pop
creation of flexible community arts centers in every neighborhood. Word Up is great but Inwood could use
you can run into people, share info,
shops, the park space.
something comparable, plus there is so much more of the population that Word Up can't serve due to
reflect, meet.
hours limitations, the fact it's volunteer run, etc. Better outreach for citywide cultural initiatives to Spanishspeaking and other languages, populations. a) Flyer, facebook, Email/Newsletter b) 10+ c) Time &
childcare or child-friendly options at event venues d) Yes e) already on it.
They are mostly here.

Everything

a) - b) 0-1 c) - d) - e) -

The quietness

a) Flyer; Facebook; Instagram b) 0 c) Food d) No e) No

Facebook; Instagram, Email/Newsletter; TV b) 0 c) My friends and if it is fun d) No e) No

We're ecclectic.

Free community space. A one-stop shop.

Yes. Need more!

Diverse waterfront community of neighbors

A cultural center in Red Hook!

We have proper programs, but they
need bigger spaces.

Its resiliency.

A pop-up art exhibit (Kara Walker sculpture,
Kehinde Wiley painting). A mostly
ethnic/diverse string orchestra. Hip-hop
ballet.

My community.
We can have more. Cultural
experiences through ALL seasons.

The town home type of feeling.
The diversity and interaction among different
cultures and groups.

Increasing funding for schools.
We need flexible, low-cost space for rehearsals, performances, creation of art, community building. The
community should have ownership of it and createing its use. More "venture capital" approaches to
funding, multi-year funding to create more stability and enable growth.

Brooklyn

11231

Manhattan

10002

Manhattan

10033

Manhattan

10040

parks, Brooklyn
Museum
Lower East Side
Washington Heights
Washington Heights

cultural spaces in general

Red Hook Art
Project

Have them

Need them

Need them

Character(s), diversity, waterfront access, light
and air, craftpeople, small businesses

Need them

Operating funds for arts organizations.
A campaign for the arts and culture in NYC.
We need an educated public to realize the
many resources of NY and discover the
assets in their communities. Non-profits
work so hard to provide programming and
outreach. There needs to be support from
the top down to these orgs.

Red Hook

Need them

Double dutch (rope) for
children/youth.

The children.

Giving children a safe place to create a voice to be heard. A way to view the world with effort and
openness.

The culture, the people, all the cultural
restaraunts and places

a) TV; b) 1-3 c)My friends and if it is interesting d) No e) No

Small non-profits.

Taco Bell

Point Pleasant

New Jersey

Have them

Have them

Have them

A mall, an amusement park, movie
theater

Park

Manhattan

Upstate/New Jersey

Have them

Have them

Have them

None

I mostly play on my phone

a) Flyer; b) 0 c) - d) No e) No

Outdoor park

The museum

Downtown

Have them

Have them

Have them

I don't know

the park

a) Facebook; Email.Newsletter; TV b) 1-3 c) - d) No e) No

gardens, nurseries

Brooklyn Museum,
Prospect Park

Central Park

Have them

Need them

Need them

African dance classes for youth and
adults. Mentorship programs with
museums.

The sense of community involvement, working
together.
Expose children and adults to fine arts, performances, etc..

Arts and music in all public schools that
need it and have lost it.

Prospect Park

BAM, Brooklyn
Museum, Celebrate
Brooklyn

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need places to be creative for adults
and seniors. Free foreign language
classes.

Sense of community and waterfront.

More funding for arts education programs in
schools. Brining arts and cultural specialists
into education reform discussions.

Library

the park

Downtown

Have them

Have them

Have them

Victoria Secret in Fordham

There there are a lot of stores

a) Facebook; TV b) 10+ c) If my friends are there, it is lots of fun d) No e) No

Not sure

Not sure

Diversity between people

a) Facebook; Instagram; Email/Newsletter b) 0 c) earn a scholarship d) No e) No

Bronx

10453

Brooklyn

11231

Brooklyn

11226

Bronx

10458

Kingsbridge

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Basketball

Have them

Have them

Have them

Creative activities

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Movies

Have them

Need them

Need them

Outdoor movies

Queens

11355

Peking Opera

Have them

Have them

Need them

Chinese peking Opera club at local
enior center

Tai-chi, Peking Opera

Peking Opera

Please support traditional Chinese folk art
like Peking Opera

I want to fund universal music education for all.

I'm a professional musician and writer. I
hope we can get more support in music
education and its promotion in the
community

a) Flyer; Instagram b) 0 c) If they were fund d) No e) No

Red Hook

Flatbush

Flushing

College Point
Queens

11356

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Brooklyn

11217

Parkslope

Library, Fluhsing
Town Hall
Wheels

Wheels

Lincoln Center, The Met

Have them

Need them

Need them

Universal Music Education

Wheels

Need them

Need them

Need them

Arcade

My home

Dont really know

Brooklyn

Brooklyn Borough
Hall

11217
Brooklyn

Brooklyn Boro Hall

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dance

Need Them

Need them

Need them

basketball, ping pong, book day,
health fairs, exersices

Somewhat, not much

Need them

need them

Our community center programs for
youth along with middle age adults
disabled adults programs sewing
programs-social event workshops

-melting spot for all races

Community center

workshops computers for young seniors and
special needs.

Affortable studio spaces for
artists/artisuans and other to
create/shape/rehearsal new work

A diverse population working in a wide range
of cultural + industrical sub sections

Gowanus
11217
Brooklyn
11217

Gowanus

Brooklyn
Kensington

Basketball
Ave C plaza,
kensington plaza,
gowanus, book
stores

11218
Brooklyn
Gowanus

Boro Hall

parkslope

prospect park, bell Lincoln center, MOMA and the MET
house, brooklyn
museums 1st
fridays BAM, coney
island

Have them

need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Movies in the park

Need them

Need them

Need them

More sports arts, music etc

Brooklyn Arts
exchange

11215
Brooklyn

11214

Bensonhurst

Brooklyn

11234

Midwood

Brooklyn

11214

Brooklyn
11226
Brooklyn

11214

Brooklyn
11203
Brooklyn
11238

Brooklyn

Central Park
Downtown Brooklyn Union square
IDK

Flatbush
Prospect Heights

The ethic diversity

IDK

KCON

Have them

Have them

Have them

more concerts KPOP

Brooklyn botanical
garden

New york botanical garden

Need them

need them

Need them

a park centered on the arts!!

Quiet blocks but vibrant neighborhood

JCH

Prospect park

MET

Have them

Have them

Have them

Clean parks

Diversity

not sure there are
any

Brooklyn botanical
garden

same as above

Need them

Need them

Need them

Gardening programs

diversity, nice and quiet, friendliness

I like getting to know my neighbors. Would be nice to coordinate/particpate in keeping the neighborhood
clean. Trash is kind of everywhere.

Museum

BAM

High Line/Whitney

Have them

Need them

The library, gardens, museums and schools

I love commitment to sustainability, accessibility and equity

Need them

Accessible programs for peole with
disability ASD-friendly programming

East Flatbush
Bensonhurst

a) Flyer; Twitter; Facebok b) 0 c) - d) No e) No

We have a lot of Chinese immigrants in my
community. We need to promote more of
traditional chinese arts and culture.

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Borough

Zipcode

Neighborhood

Brooklyn

11226

Ditmas Park

Brooklyn

Neighborhood

Community gardens
None

Midwood
11210
Brooklyn
Clinton Hill

Borough

Pratt University
campus

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

All of NYC

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

central park

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

Need them

Need them

Need them

More open spaces

community/people/safety

broooklyn musuem, Guggenheim, High Line, MET clositers
prospect parks,
east jewish center,
BBG

Need them

Need them

Need them

cafes music-art offerins

diversity

BBG, BAM, fort
greene park,
prospect park

Have them

Need them

Need them

More neighborhood parties in parks
and community gardens/musuems
restuarants

Walking distance to BAM, BBG, prospect park, Walking distance to BAM, BBG, prospect park, Fort Greene park
community gardens/museums restaurants

Have them

NYBG, tenant museum, LES

11238
Brooklyn
Greenwich Village
10003
Brooklyn

Theatre, greenwich
house pottery,
public libraries

History, science-art Lincoln center, CUNY graduate center, BBG
musuems, concerts
and public library.

Have them

Have them

Broojlyn College

BBG. brooklyn Art
museum

AMNH, New museum, Lbraries (brooklyn, Pratt)

Have them

Need them

BBG

BAM

metropolitian Museum of art

Flastbush

11225
10033
Manhattan
10033
Bronx
10456
Manhattan

10033

PLG
Washington Heights
Washington Heights

Washington Heights

Both
Need them

Need them

Malls

I value the rich culture and the small food
spots

Downtown

Have them

Need them

Need them

More malls

It's unique and different

Museum of Natural History

Need them

Need them

Need them

More activities and events for
everyone

Everybody knows each other

a) Flyer; TV (don't know just see it) b) 0 c) like art d) No e) No

Parks

a Email; TV (Channel 1) b) 0 c) I'm not sure d) No e) No

Both

711 and different
places

Sherman Avenue

Manhattan

Both
Need them

7-11 American Museum of Natural History

more community gardens and centers Its easy to get around and neighbors are
friendly & respectful

189 Park
The Park

public parks with programs adds to neighborhood and farmers markets are important.

Always meed more green spaces with trees, quiet, diversity, proximity to prospect
added value of open air movie, music park
events

11210
Brooklyn
Manhattan

Low rise of buil.dings; informal atmosphere

Park

Park

My house

Have them

Have them

Need them

More indoor gyms

Outside in Park

Outside in Park

Downtown

Have them

Have them

Have them

Victoria Secret in Fordham

a) Flyer b) 0 c) - d) No d) No

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Wheels

Manhattan

Wheels

Have them

Need them

Need them

After school programs

Everything, food, culture, language

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Wheels

Manhattan

Wheels

Need them

Need them

Need them

I would like dances/music

The community

a) Flyer; Instagram;email/newsletter b) - c) if it is more involved d) No e) No

Museums, the park

Manhattan

The Cloisters, High Bridge

Have them

Need them

Have them

More museums about cultures,
slavery and music

The part is big and you could do any activity

a) Flyer; b) 0 c) If there is different activities like sports or music d) No e) No

S williams

Kings

Need them

Need them

Need them

A/D/O

Pioneerworks (?)

Flux Factory in LIC Queens

Have them
(bars/cafes/restaurant
s/parks

Need them
(need more
"making"
space)

Parks (McCarren,
Transmitter,
Bushwick Inlet);
Open Studios

BAM, Open
Studios, Galleries

Museums, Central Park, Union Square Park

Need them (more
open space, art
galleries, cinemas
(none now)

Need them

Need them

Greenpoint
Greenpoint

Starbucks

BAM

Metropolitan Museum

Have them

Have them

Have them

Parks (McCarren,
McGolrich,
Transmitter)

BAM, Parks,
Botanical Gardens

Parks (Central Park, Highline)

Have them (need
more)

Need them
(Need more)

Need Them

- Neighborhood Cultural Center with
gallery / performance, educational
facilities; - Neighborhood Heritage
Museums

Old Polish National
Home

BAM

All Historical Neighborhood Zones

Music and arts programs for local kids Neighborhood history and local parks

Preserve and display local history; History of little Poland - Polish American Museum; History of industrial
Greenpoint - porcelain, glass blown art, Bedi Makky art, etc.

Kowoobe Arts Gallery

Diversity

Multi, multi, multi-artist + science + philosophy...
We need venues for art, local history, and culture

Manhattan
10033
Brooklyn

11249

Brooklyn

11222

Brooklyn

11222

Brooklyn

11222

Washington Heights
S Williamsburg

Greenpoint

Brooklyn
Greenpoint

11222
Queens
11373
Brooklyn
11222
Brooklyn

11204

Greenpoint
Jackson Heights
Greenpoint

Polish National
Home

Greenpoint

Greenpoint
11222
Brooklyn

Need more
Dance

Low rise buildings, community activism, ethnic Arts and open space are grossly underfunded. Give same financial emphasis that housing gets for ALL
diversity, historical richness, waterfront access neighborhoods, not just affluent ones in Manhattan.

Spirit

Tenement Museum

Have them

Need them

Need them

A local history museum or
neighborhood cultural center

Its history and its Polish character

MoMA

Need them

Need them

Need them

- Art programs, culture programs

Multi-cultural: Italian-Polish-Chinese Cultre

Pencil Factory Open BAM
Studios

NYPhil

Have them (music
venues, bars, park,
restaurants)

Have them (*if
you have
afford the
studio rent)

McGolrick Park public art;
Transmitter Park movies

Right here!
Greenpoint

Central Park and Museum Mile

Have them

Have them

Need them

More local get to know your
neighbor/arts and culture specific

The unique character of neighborhood

Are there any?

Barbes (bar)

MET

Have them

Block parties

The parks, bars & diversity

Any initiative that makes neighbours come out of their homes and meet each other. Block parties, parades,
street food, etc. Where I come from neighbours greet each other on the street; that could be good for
culture.

Park Slope

Manhattan Museums

Studio tours, co-working spaces at
affordable rates, permanent cultural
spaces (indoor and outdoor)

The speed and pace of life. It's tranquil and
not too vertical or dense.

We desperately NEED affordable housing with predictable, stabilized rent. The quality of this housing
must guarantee light, ventilation, and shared space. Artists and musicians and writers and... are evidently
being oppressed by these ridiculous rents. Moreover, add studio rent and supplies, and food, and ongoing
education and student debt...why would a young person choose to live that way?

Arte publico (public art)

Restaurantes, parques, galerias (restaurants,
parks, galleries)

Quisiera que se sumaran fondos para construir viviendas (To add funding to build homes)

Greenpoint
11222
Brooklyn
Greenpoint

I have no idea

Greenpoint

Galerias de arte (art
galleries)

Greenpoint
11222

Brooklyn Safehouse
Bar, Tender Trap
Bar/Club
Nitehawk, BAM

BAM, the MET

Greenpoint
11222

There are my own
bars and
restaurents
Big Sky Works

Park Church

Under St. M

Murals

Grattam (Brooklyn)

The Park Church
Coop

The Brooklyn
Museum

Transmitter Park,
McGolrich Park
Art

Briarwood
Briarwood

Have them (bigger
apartments would be
nice)

Need them

Have them

Have them

Need them

11222
Brooklyn
11222
Brooklyn

Brooklyn

Brooklyn
11249
Brooklyn

11225

Brooklyn
11222

Williamsburg
Crown Heights
Greenpoint

Brooklyn
Greenpoint

Art social club

Need them (cinema,
theater)

Need them

11428

Queensvillage

Queens

11435

Queens
11435
Brooklyn

Need them
Have them

Tool sharing, art work spaces,
prforming arts practice / smilel stowe

Vibrancy / Diversity

Need them

Need them

Murals, Galleries

Prospect Park gardens, parks

Metropolitan Museum

Have them

Have them

Have them

- The neighborhood feel; neighbors can still
connect; - the Polish community

Brooklyn Museum
of Art

MoMA; MoMAPS1; Rubin

Need them

Need them

Need them

More exhibition space, conversation / the density of artists, entrepreneurs, studios
dialogue space, independent conema,
workspace/studios

Would love to see: -independent cinema spaces; -studio space for artists; -live/work space; -exhibition
space; -community "salons" /dialogue/panels e.g. like "On Being" with Krista Tippett, maybe it's a 92 Street
Y type thing; -feedback / labs - test an idea and get feedback spaces

Art

Art

Have them

Have them

Painting

Poconos

A Museum

Jamaica Center for
Arts and Learning

Queens

Carnegie Hall, Lincoln Center, LaGuardia
Performing (LOVE)

Need more of them have little

Have art;
Need dance
and music

11209

Need them

Brown Rice Family Music and Dance

Outreach - parks, events, school

Singing and dance, exercise, musical instruments

Briarwood

Queens

Lincoln Center

Have them

Need them

Need them

Art, Dancing, Singing

School and Parks

Draw and Sing classes for girls

Queens

Lincoln Center

Have them

Have little,
Need more

Need them

How to make clothing

Park

CityLore Folk Arts

Need them

Need them

Need them

I would like to add dance studios or
art places

Artists live in Bay Ridge. More, art lovers live
in Bay Ridge

Have them

No enough places to hang with
The character, spacious apartments, the
friends/neighbors. Mostly all center on number of green spaces we have.
restaurants/bars. More studios,
garden activites, increase of public
performances, public art. Most of
arts/culture in area focuses on visual
arts.

Lincoln Center

Bay Ridge

Egyptian
Celebration

Brooklyn Arts
Council

parks, restaurants

museums,
Brooklyn Museum, Bronx Zoo, New York
concerts,
Botanical Garden
Summerstage, The
Met, FIT, Children's
Museum of
Manhattan

Need them

Need them

The Kimberly
Project

Need them

Need them

Washington Heights

10468
10033

Washington Heights

Manhattan

10032

Washington Heights

Queens

11385

Ridgewood

Manhattan
Washington Heights

Building murals

Nuyorican Poet's Cafe

Have them

The Whitney
Museum, MoMA

Visual/performance.
The Met
Sugar Hill Children's Movement
Museum
Research, Judson
Church

Have them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

10033

Washington Heights

Manhattan

Word Up

The Met, MoMA

Pubic library

Central Park

library walls

Museums, theater,
concerts

First Fridays

Need them

Need them

Cultural community center. Where
Parks
cross pollination can happen - art can
be made and process can be
appreciated.

Need them

Need them

Have a space to be able to create and The people.
show art.

Need them

Need them

10034
10033

Have them
Washington Heights

New Jersey

Need them

Need them

Need them

Fort Tryon Park

Museums

Need them

Need them

Need them

history

visual

Need them

Need them

Need them

The Met, MoMA

Need them

Need them

Need them

Have them

Need them

Rehearsal space (affordable) in Upper Green spaces.
Manhattan, music festivals, exhibition
spaces

I love Washington Heights even though I don't
live in the area. I am here all the time. I love
this area.

Englewood
7631
Manhattan
10033
Manhattan

10032

Washington Heights

Fort Tryon Park

Washington Heights

visual

Manhattan
Washington Heights

United Palace,
Manhattan
Cornerstone Church

10033
Manhattan
10033

Washington Heights

United Palace, Fort
Tryon Park

Sugar Hill
Lincoln Center
Children's Museum

The people.

Have them

Inwood
Manhattan

Creative stations

Need them

10033
Manhattan

drawing of girl painting (I would make
painting classes more available)
Recycle art, More outdoor activities = create
art in green space

10040
Bronx
Manhattan

Association Cafes; Increase funding for art startups

Have them

Briarwood

Manhattan

It feels like a Village

Need them

11435
Queens

I would love to see building murals and poetry

A cinema, one that could provide
meeting place for ALL greenpointers

Need them

11222
Queens

N/A

- Cultural Diversity; - Green Spaces

Coney Island

11222
Brooklyn

Need them
Sing, dance,
make arts

Street festivals - local - Polish Artists;
Park centered events, festivals,
ceremonies

History and community, nature and small
business vs. chains

BAM

Bensonhurst

Brooklyn

Have them

Elmhurst, Paintings, Queens
Galleries

Waterfront

Need them
Woodworking / metal / industrial
(more
crafts, classes and access
public/communit
y events. block
parties / fairs
cultural spaces)

11222
Brooklyn

I love my neighborhood want to stay as long
as I can!. It would be great to have more
open spaces-indoors to relax and create in
when its too cold-spend allot of time in the
park.

Have them

Social dancing and line dancing,
outdoor films

Human scale apartments and walkability
Visual parks allow

Performance, exhibition spaces.
Small, intimate spaces - readings,
musical performances, salon-style
performances

Sense of community.

More rehearsal and performance
space!

Very family and community oriented.

Create a coop art space to be used for the artists shareholders.

I choose Art and Singing - you can too!

Art Center that has a theater.

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Manhattan
10032

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Neighborhood

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

Washington Heights

Academy of Arts
and Letters

Lincoln Center,
Damrosch Park

BAM

United Palace

Sugar Hill
La Casa del Monfongo, 182nd Street and St.
Children's Museum Nicholas Ave

Manhattan
Washington Heights

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Have them, need
them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need them

Have them,
need them

Arts classes for families. Free art
classes for moms- families teaching
them skills

Love the street culture: dominos, fruit vendors,
music from stores, food.

Need them

Need them

Need them

Rehearsal, performance, exhibition
spaces.

Character.

Need them

Having a local hub for the arts to
provide information and supplies.

10033
Manhattan
10033
Manhattan
10040

Washington Heights
Inwood

Manhattan

Bronx Museum of Art

United Palace
United Palace

Bike path on Henry The High Line
Hudson Parkway

Need them

Need them

Collegiate Church,
181st

Upper Manhattan: Whitney Museum, Cloisers, churches
Cloisters, local jazz
at restaurants

Have them

Need them

Washington Heights
10033

Need them

Brooklyn

Spike Lee end of
year block party/
Fort Greene Area

Manhattan Jazz Clubs

Jazzmobile

Inclusive cultural music, dance,
historic festivals. Poetry slams. Art
walks. Community runs. More
pollination between businesses and
arts & culture.

Its character. The multicultural groups and
various restaurants. The parks and green
spaces. The community unity and pride.

Dancing for young people is
important; dramatic arts sports;
debate clubs, cheese and checker
clubs are positive outlets that young
people require for positive outlets

Singing, dancing and dramatic arts. Young
people (most) love singing and dancing. I
would also fund the arts that pertains to
drawing, sketching and photography.
Academics are important, but without the
creative arts, there is no growth with our
young people. please allow me to add that
music, with respect to playing instruments is
also extremely important/

Yes

Yes, many
writing
conferances

Need them

Need them

Need them

Accuse to transportation

Need them

Need them

Need them

Excersice class/ sports for young
children

The library

Have them

Have them
sports

safety

programs-basketball

Transportation-bus train

East New York

11207
Brooklyn
11208
Brooklyn
11208
Brooklyn

11208

East New York/Cypress
Hills

Basketball

Basketball

Basketball

Cypress Hills

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

When business, civic leaders and artists unite our communities to become vibrant and make our city safe.

East New York

Brooklyn

Library

Brooklyn

11208

East New York

Need them

Need

Brooklyn

11207

Vermont street

Need them

Need them

Brooklyn

11208

East NY

Need them

Need them

Need them

Need
Need them

Brooklyn

11208

East NY

Movies

Have them

Have them,
more dancing
and bingo

Have them,
need more in
the summer
time

Brooklyn

11208

East NY

Libraries

Brooklyn Musuem

MMA

Need them

Need them

Need them

Library

BAM, Fort greene
park

Brooklyn Musuem

Need them

Need them

Have them
(some)

Poetry & library
-dance classes for all ages
-hang out space with teens

Diversity of people/languages and culture

Teen space and senior/teen interactions (more)

Need them

Need them

Need them

More summer jobs, internships for
high schools and college kids

More families trying to own their own homespeople still care about each other

stipend for tutors

Central park

Need them

Need them

Need them

Music programs, arts crafts programs The growth and cooperation of the people

The after school program would be a mix of curriculm based activities that are fun and help kids learn as
well.

Bronz zoo

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dance and sports

Sports, arts and crafts and education programs

Need them

Need them

Need them

Open gym

Brooklyn
East NY
11208
Brooklyn

11208

Brooklyn
11208
Brooklyn

11208

Bronx

10457

East NY

Library, Arts ENY
Inc, New
Lots/cypress hills

East NY
East NY

Bronx

transit museum
Park

Baseball fields

Wheels

Baseball/softball

Indian Pond Cafe,
United Palace

AL BX/Dyckman
The Washington Heights; Wheels and
Farmhouse, MoMA, Expeditionary Learning School
The Cloisters

10034

Washington
Heights/Inwood

Manhattan

10034

Inwood

Inwood Hill Park

Inwood Hill Park

Brooklyn

11217

Parkslope

Brooklyn

11217

x

Brooklyn

11217

Gowanus

Brooklyn
11217

Gowanus

Brooklyn
Kensington
11218

Brooklyn

11215

Gowanus

10040

Washington
Heights/Inwood

Manhattan

AMNH

Warren Street
x

Brooklyn Borough
Hall

x

Have them

Have them

Have them

Swimming team, basketball team,
volleyball

Have them;
need them

Have them;
need them

Free afterschool arts at the
Washington Heights Expeditionary
Learning School

Families in the Heights/Inwood

a) TV (NY1) b) 10+ c) make them free d) No e) Yes email: k.macneil@wheels.org

Have them

Need them

Have them

Afterschool arts clubs at wheels

The parks

a) Flyer email/Newsletter b) 1-3 c) Have more events near me d) No e) No

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dance programs

Need them

Need them

Need them

BK Borohall

x

x

Somewhat, not much

Need them

Need them

Our community center (gowanus)
programs for youth along with middle
age adults. Disabled adults (programs meeting spot for all races
sewing programs social events
workshop)

Baskeball

Borohall & Mahem

Parkslope

Ave C plaza,
kensington plaza,
hamiltons, gowanus,
open studios, book
stores

Prospect park, bell NYC: LC, MOMA, The MET
house, brooklyn
musums, 1st
fridays, BAM, coney
island

Community center

Brooklyn Arts
Exchange

x

x

Have them

Need them

Need them

Need them-its hard to
find a place that isnt
for a group of more
than 10 peole to
gather indoors

Need them

Need them

x

x

x

Wheels

Wheels

Wheels

Need them

Need them

Need them

Manhattan

10033

Wheels

Wheels

Wheels

Need them

Need them

Need them

Manhattan

10033

175th St

Need them

Need them

Need them

Bronx

10460

Bronx Zoo

Yankee Stadium

Transportation

Have them

Need them

Have them

10033

10033

Need them

Need them

Need them

Manhattan

10040

191 Train Station

191 Train Station

191 Train Station

Have them

HaveThm

Need them

42nd Street

Have them

Need them

Have them

191 Amsterdam

Bronx

Soundview Park

10473

Many things to learn from the neighborhood

workshops for young, seniors and special
needs.

More job education

-affortable studio spaces for
artists/artisians and other to
create/shape/rehearse new york. A
diverse population working in a wide
range of cultural + industrial
subsections
a) - b) 4-6 c) Free d) No e) Arcades

My apartment

a) Facebook; Instagram b) 0 c) If it involved money d) No e) No

Dance Class

Nothing

a) Facebook; Instagram; Email/Newsletter b) 0 c) Nothing d) Nmac.nyc e) No

Nice and quiet places where I could take
pictures

a) Twitter; Instagram b) 1-3 c) Free stuff d) No e) No

a) Twitter; Instagram b) 1-3 c) Free stuff d) No e) No
a) Flyer b) 0

c) - d) No e) No

Manhattan

10033

Inwood

Have them

Have them

Unity

a) Flyer, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Email/Newsletter, TV, Radio b) 0 c) Nothing d) No e) No

Manhattan

10032

Washington Heights

The Park

Dance Studio

Museum

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dancing

Some of the arts

a) instagram b) 0 c) flyers d) If there's a CUNY around where I live

Manhattan

10032

Washington Heights

Park

A public hangout

Museum

Have them

Newed them

Need them

Dancing Place

My neighborhood

a) Facebook; Instagram; Email/Newsletter b) 0 c) If there are any around where I live

Washington Heights

a public
hangout/lounge

Park

Museum

Have them

Need them

Need them

Dance, programs or arts, places to
show your talents

My school

a) Facebook, Instagram,email/Newsletter b) 0 c) Spread or word d) No e) No

I'm not sure

Soho

Have them

Have them

Have them

Public hangout without interference of Basketball court
cops

Have them

Have them

Have them

I would like to add soccer

NJ; downtown/Times Square

Need them

Need thEM

Need them

Need them

Manhattan
10040
Bronx
10459
Manhattan

x

Third Ave
Washington Heights

Bronx
x
Manhattan
x
Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

10309

Rossville

Brooklyn

11225

Crown Heights

Manhattan

10037

Harlem

Bronx

10472

Bronx

11221

Bed Stuy

Brooklyn

11229

Marine Park

Manharran

10027

Harlem

Brooklyn

11221

Bushwick

Manhattan

10030

Harlem

Bronx

10451

Communiy Gardn
Carnegie Hall

Carnegie Hall

Basketball/Soccer
Park

Bronx

Courtland Ave

IHOP

a) Facebook b) 1-3 c) Yeah d) No e) No

Soccer

a) Facebook b) 1-3 c) My friends to be there d) No e) No

Nothing

a) Email/Newsletter; TV NYC News b) 0 c) a reason to go d) No e) No

New them

Washington Heights

Statne Island

Brooklyn

Have them

Basketball, ping pong football, arts
and crafts, book day, health fairs,
excersise.

I would fund for an after school program for
kids 6-18 years olf

a) Facebook b) 0

Have them; need
them

10457
Manhattan

education

Poetry 4 teens/poetry teen night & snacks
and such. Dance 4 teens/ all/ teach different
dances-story time/rhyme time

Chinese Food

Grocery

Snug Harbor

Bk Museum

Prospect Park

Shhonburg, NYPL

Manhattan

Street fairs

Music
Von king park:
Lafayette Ave +
Marcy Ave

Brooklyn Academy
of Music

Urban park

Brooklyn botanical
gardens, rockaway, Museums + dance + music venues Joyce theatre
artists alliance
, world music organization
(close) qns

Community gardens Prospect park

American Museum of Natural History

Free nights/days at museums

Need them

Carneval with rides, arcades, ice
cream shop

The Park

a) All b) 4-6 c) Yes d) No and e) No

Have them

Soccer; To stay with my friends

a) Email/Newsletter b) 1-3 c) - d) No e) No

Have them

Have them

Have them

Need them

Need & Have
them

Need & Have
them

I dont ever see anoncements about arts and culture events unless I really do some interent digging. if
there are ways to make these events more knonwn then i will surely attend them more often.

Need them

Need them

Have them

Have them

Have them

free concerts

Have them

Have them

Need them

More fitness programs (free) for youth
Diversity
and teens

A program for artists with (very passionate people) services as couch and mentor

The people who live there

More partnerships with museums that charge for admission in NYC for accessiblity via pay what you wish
events or membership via NYC-ID or something similar.

Diversity, but also that majority, lack + middle
class

culture

Have them

Need them

Have them

Some sort of creative or studio space
to complement outdoor performance
areas like the one in von king park

Have & Need them

Have some,
need more
diversity

Need them

Alternative world music

nature, wetlands, close to national aprk. Like
to keep it wild, keep out vendors

Have them

Have them

Need them

More freelance programs for children

I would bring back a basketball event that use
to happen every summer in my park. Where
the boys 10-17 played on different teams and
girls would dance during half time.

Need them

Have them

Need them

Have

Have

Have

Need

have

Need

Diversity is good, but needs more events to
bring people of different backrounds together
More dance programs for the kids
I would like more teen activities

Science. music, food, musuem, dance, craft
making projects, meditation sessions and
martial arts
More programs that are centered on
marginalized populations like Queer people
of color. particularly female artists.
Supporting local and small businsess using
them to provide services for events/hosting
etc.

Need them

Programs for LGBT teens + Adults.
Events for adults that are free in
public space. Support antigentrification efforts=culture killer.

Free concerts + art shows in harlem + washington heights-poetry slams + Book readings.

Accessible and affortable studio and living
spaces in the city for artists; its the only way
that the city can remain the vital and thriving
community that it currently has.
-fund artists to arrow them to create
-have more artists in-residence programs
-Have accessibity venues for artosts to
exhibit + promote their work

Chalk boards or other public people to stop by and quikly share their thoughts/feelings/ creativity

Community and municipal based art, a la
allison orrs work (trash dance)
better playgrounds for the kids

I think if there is more activities or a place
were teens can have something positive

More sports for the youth

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Borough

Zipcode

Neighborhood

Manhattan

10037

Harlem

Queens

11106

Astoria

Queens

11435

Jamaica

Staten Island

10312

Argen heights

Queens

11433

Southside Jamaica

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

Shomburg Museum

Museum Row 5th
ave

Tompkins square park

Long island city, pier
Flushing meadows
area/ local astoria
park
bars etc

manhattan

Flushing meadows
park

central park/brooklyn bridge park, BAM festival
governers island afropunk

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

The United Palace,
The Cloisters

Brooklyn

11213

Crown Heights

Brooklyn Childrens
Museum

Brooklyn

11210

East Flatbush

Staten Island

10312

Annadale/Huguenot

Brooklyn

11208

East NY

Bronx

10468

Kingsbridge

Bronx

10463

Riverdale

Staten Island

10306

Oakwoo

Bronx

10462

Parkchester

Queens

11385

Glendale

Bronx

10473

Soundview/Classon point

Brooklyn

11229

Sheepshead Bay

Have

Have

diveristy day

5 pointz

Need

Have

Need

Need

Need

A little of everything

Need

Need

Have
Need

Need

Have

Have

Have

Have

Have & Need

Need

music performances-only forest park
art venues
soundview park is newly renovated.
There needs to be music
performances, childrens
performances and excersising
programs. Maybe fireworks off the
waters

Have

Need

Need

Need

Free events/concerts

Have

Have

Have

Barclays Center

Madison Square Garden

Have

Have

Have

Al Oester

Central Park

Unknown

Library

Coney Island
Museum-Gowanus
Canal

1104

Sunnyside

Brooklyn

11215

South slope

Manhattan

10023

Westside

Queens

11385

Ridgewood

Galleries in
Queens museum
bushwick/ridgewood Ps1, Rockaway
knockdown center
artists alliance

Brooklyn

11222

Greenpoint

mcgrolick/park
church coop

Queens

11102

Astoria

Staten Island

10304

Old town

Staten Island

10308

Great Kills

Staten Island

10314

Bulls Head

10308

Staten Island

10302

Staten Island

10310

Queens

11375

Forest Hills

Bronx

10461

Morris Park

Queens

11105,
11101,
11103

Brooklyn

11224

Queens

Queens, astoria, jackson
heights, woodside, LIC,
astoria, dutchkills

Brooklyn

Brooklyn

11212

Brownsville

Brooklyn

11207

East NY

Brooklyn

11212

Brownsville

n/a

Disco roller skating events

Musical events

Parks & Recreation

United nations type events

Affortable Youth sports leagues

Family

creative arts; whether it be-nuanced crafts (all types) athletics

Family activites

MET, MOMA, Guggenheim, Brick

Have

Need

Need

Live music as a performer and patron Trees/ green spaces/ garden district

I could never only one; music/art/sculpture/food

Free music lessons for all NY children

Library-Bryant Park

Have

Need

More language learning classes for
adults
Free art education

Need (need
more family
events

brooklyn botanic
garden

brooklyn bridge park,art installations

Have

Have, Need
them

The albatross

Astoria park

Central Park

Have

Need

none

Great Kills park

MSG

Have

Great kills little
league

Conferance house
park

Madison square Garden

Need

Greenbelt rec

Paper park

Yankee stadium

Have

Have

union square park

Language learning lessons over meals mandarin-chinese food
russian-russian food

Street festivals-other 5th
free art education in local parks
Diversity lots of creative people tons of street
art/murals. Love bushwick collective

Have

Green infrastructure/
gardening/sustainability workshops

Parks! music performanc es

Street festivals-food & music, closed streets to traffic
-art/green infrastructure

Fund more free art programs in parks and
schools more teen programs
Art installations/activities in parks
-natural science workshop
-interactive programs/installations in public space

Need

more arts related classes

Variety of restaurants

Expanded streamlined lottery system for broadway shows ametur film festivals

Zoos, expand film programs, more film festivals

have

have

Sports fest

Need

Have & Need

Sports fest
cartoon universe

golf courses

community dance center/studio space open to public

top golf

Have

5 pointz/phun phaktory would love to
see that back

Its quiet

Sports + education

Graffiti walls for legal graffiti

The lack of interactive activities for
members not enough. welcoming
centers for the community to be
creative

The conferance house displays art for the
community to appreviate

Need

Need

parks

Have

Have

Have

green space color (flowers) botanical gardens,
gardens
street trees

music + dance unites mostly everybody,
food as well. Libraries where kids adults
congo, not just to read but socialize as well

fort totten

Need

Have

Need

free concerts at harris field. I
remember there were concerts with
thousands of people in attendance

The diverse ethnicities and close proximity to
lehman college

I would like to implement a civial war/revolutionary war enactment event

old time baseball renactments with old time
uniforms and equipment and public
participation

Have

Need

Need

music, performing arts

restuarants bars

Music + art performance, music + art spaces and rehearsal space for artists

parks

museums, parks theatres

Need

Need

Need

Places for teens to be especially after
school
Green spaces

Not retired, will be one day. places for us to volunteer + share our experiences

st. george theatre

museums

Need

Need

Need

more diverse events

community

-outer borough outreach of the arts and culture

Snug harbor

MOMA

Need

Need

Need

Having boardwalk accessible in my
neighborhood

More free access to museums, educational + arts programs for kids

BAM, Bell house

Peoples improv theatre in germany

Need

Have

Arts cypher

The MET

Have

Need

Need

Faber park

Snug Harbor

MET Whitney

Have

Have

Rcihmond hood,
sneaker shop

Snug Harbor

SOHO

Need

Dragon boat

Bronx Zoo

The museum of natural history

Nagouchi museum,
socrates park,
MOMA, frank
sinatra school

socrates sculpture
park, queens
museum, flushing
meadows park

museum of natural history/ MOMI, LIC

BRIC

x

x

NYC Library,
Howard beach

Public Works

Library
Dance, Play

Plays, Dance

familyl/art projects in the park

Need more

Need

st. george/ front ave

Prospect park

West Brighton

Culture of different ethnic groups
concerts, performances

Outdoor activities for kids, adults and
family friendly

Need

Great kills
Port Richmond

More family art programs

Affortable youth, sport leagues,
hockey, soccer

Park out pop up playgrounds/improv
workshops/ illustrators workshops
history walking tours/

South slope
11215

Utilize parks for non-commerical concert venues

Need

Have

South beach

Brooklyn

The people! access to city too

Musical/ Instrumental education youth and
adults
Art classes/activities for children and young
adults. Perphaps being able to express
themselves through the arts, children and
young adults may be able to release their
frustrations, anger etc. The arts would be an
outlet for them. I believe too there should be
a summit of sorts for culture. So that young
people can share their cultures amongst
themselves as a way to get understand
each other.

Have

all the museums love the new whitney

Annadule

Staten Island

The programs and activities that are available
and the convenience in enrolling and
participitating

Free public opera in english, also lots of
gardens

Have

Need

Yankee stadium

Movies in the parks and hiking opportunities

Need

Have

Poe park

Reach out to youth more!

Safety

Have

Have

Kingsbridge, bedford park gardens

A family art progran were parents/guardians
can bring their children and can participate
in various art projects

Need

Gertrude ederk
Recreation

Conferance house
park

Dance, indoor sports, vocal studios

Theatre of all kinds

Theatre, museums and music

A place to grow a garden accessible to every new yorker

Need

Free events/ musical events

Lost Bathalion Hall

Events utilizing school facilities

Have more fitness for the youth and
adults
Have

Events

Queens

10305

Need

Schomburg Library

Noguchi
Museum/socrates,
queens museum/
sculpture park

Staten Island

Performance arts in neighborhoods more music/ dance

Need

Ruis/ Rockaway
Beach

10314

The greening/proximity to forested nature

Have

Ozone park

10312

More food festivals since food always brings people together

More concerts in the park
music/dance in communities

Have

Middle Village

Staten Island

Its very diverse in culture

Have

Have

11417

Staten Island

Need

Have

Have

11379

Grant city

Need

Carnigie Hall

Queens

10306

Phone booth museum, take all the old street and corners phones and create something unique and
different with the metal and wires. Just an idea

Theatre

Queens

Staten Island

The diversity

Theres a small park near ave J so I
would like to see more event in that
park

Brooklyn childrens
musuem

Crown Heights

Bedford park

Pottery and canvas painting

Orchard Beach

11213

I would fund local artists or creditable artist
to create momuments through out the
neighborhood or use blank space in less
attractive areas to create original art

Need

Kingsbay Library

Brooklyn

10468

MET

Events that celebrate
-peace, diversity and bridge building
-along religious lines
-no clash of civillizations

Need

Bronx

Hall of science

-roller skating derby
-poetry slam
-bke tour

Have

Memorial are work

The beach &
recreational facilities

Music/festivals

-roller skating derby
-poetry slam
-historical bike tour in the 5 boroughs

Need

Need

Dim sum in chinatown opera

Conor Oberest

Need
Need

summer concerts in Park & dominican
Henry Hudson park food

After school programming, programs for
seniors

Need

Richmondtown

Harlem

10458

Museum of Natural History

I love that everyone who grew up there (me
included) knows everyone. You always see
some one you know. Always something new
opening, different people of all backrounds.
Astoria has everything and its all local-tons of
artists, singers, writers etc.

Theatre in the park or even in center + Things on the edges-highbridge heather
its been done but very little
gardens

Bloomingdale Park
conferance house
park

Fordham

Bronx

I think we have tons in astoria
(museums parks events etc)

Have

10037

Bronx

Have

Unity day

Kings Theatre

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

afterschool programs for children
book of the month club-sneiors
Its diversity, culture and history
quilting program- seniors arts & craftsseniors

Have

Brooklyn musum of
Brookyn smorsburg
art kinds theatre

Library

Have

Need

Have

10458

Tettenville

Have

Need

Have

Bronx

10307

Have

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

-flushing meadow park food festival
-shakespeare in the park
-roller skating event

Flushing meadows
park

Manhattan

Staten Island

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Dance, Play

Places for retired folks to continue education
or persue a hobby or fund one.
for Nyers to be able to create the art
themselves and bring it back to their
communities as well we ther ones

skate parks + art
food walking tours-eat the history of the neighborhood

Pop up playgrounds. eco walking tours
more funding for rangers, improv workshops

More shows in parks that showcase
local bands

Its safe and has access in manhattan

Create an easier process for artists to get permission to showcase their art in public spaces.

Bigger artists for park concerts

Need

Concerts, dance, mexican, latino
celebration youth programming

Diverssity of people and many who are
engaged

random acts of art

Traveling events of creative art together and
creare on large show not end of program

Need

Need

Music, Band programs

Diverse

Need

Need

Need

make more activities, paintings crafts
and ceramic

The safe enviorment, small streets many
shopping options

Have

Need

Have

Add public theatre performances

large parks include proximity

Have , need

Have, Need
them

have, need

Need

Need

Need

Need

Need

Need

Need

need

Need

Need

Need

Have

Have

Need

more access to music for children/
young adults/ adults

Roller skating!

More funding for music
I like to do creative art work with chidlren who attend the church & senior home citizens. We need more
resources (materrials in crafts) for these kinds of commmunity engagement in flushing, queens

Arts/crafts & materials related to community
gardens+ nature. promote science in poor
neighborhoods or people who dont have the
opportunity to engage in costly activities
Fund more bike racks outside of exsisting
cultural institutions. Ive biked to locations
only to fund none or limited space for bike
racks.

the love for arts and culture. the passion for
green space the love of ethnicity and the love
to share it.

allow the community to choose which services it wants. each area is different.
-217,000 residents need more places
-large commuity and lack of space for artists
-socrates apc and MOMI are the few places that many enjoy their activities.

Each district in the entire borough of queens
would get its fair share of the budget.
Queeens is most under funded in the arts
and culture.

Church-christian cultural center

Activities that involve seniors with young people

activities for seniors-board games + singing

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

x

Brooklyn

x

Brooklyn

11207

Brooklyn

11212

Brownsville

Brooklyn

11206

Bed Stuy

Brooklyn

11233

Ocean hill

Brooklyn

11207

Brownsville

Brooklyn

11207

ENY

Brooklyn

11236

Brooklyn

11212

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

BRIC

x

Public Worker

East New York
Brooklyn
Brownsville cultural
center

BRIC

Public Works

Brownsville/East Flatbush Billie Holiday
Theatre, BAM

Public Theatre, Schembag

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?

Need

Have

Need

Bowling. church, a place to come to
get away from all the noise

Need

Need

Need

sports teams for youth after school
programs

Have

Have

Have

Black roots, science, my people

Need

Need

Need

x

Have

Have

Have

Have

Have

Have

Have

Have

Need

both

Both

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.
Budget: arts for seniors

Black culture-hisotrical contributions of the
african american
-any help is better than no help, activitirs jobs/
clean up, gardening
-churches, cultural center, H+R block,
womens center, parent skills.

Museums, stipends, churches, women
center and the women and children college
information.

Brownsville recreation center
Commuity activities
Trade schools
-cultural exchange programs for students
-spiritual enlightment activities
-conflict resolutions

Multicultural centers
jazz clubs theatre, performance space
for children
Spirit if black people-multicultural world

more activities for young people
-reate theatre space in brownsville
-more jazz clubs

Need

Need

Need

Need

Need

Need

H

H

Have

Publ;ic Works

Brooklyn

11212

Brooklyn

11212

Brooklyn

11212

Brownsville
Brownsville

H

H

Have

BRC-the culture is stong-we need
more places like this

N

Need

Need

Self love + expression

N

Need

Need

Drawing & acting classes
-the unity of seniors and youth-more collaboration
-more places for teens to go spend their time besides on the street corner
-The people well equipped parks for the children
-more things and places for teens and adults

Public Works @ the public theatre
BRC

11208

Brooklyn

11432

BRC
Brownsville

Prospect Park

NYC-Public Theatre & Shakespeare in the Park

BRC

ENY
Brooklyn

Brooklyn,
educational on
black root science

Jamaica Estates

Brownsville Recreational Center

BRC library
Brooklyn

11212

Brooklyn

11212

Brooklyn

11212

Manhattan

10032

x

x

x

Black heritage house
above the library
Brownsville
harlem

Sugar Hill museum

Schomberg Center

N

Need

Need

H

H

Have

N

Need

Need

N

Need

Need

both

Both

Both

BCR
-educational activities
-more african american programs-to
educate the children about their
culture before surgery
rollerskating + bowling for all

BRC library
Brooklyn

11226

Brooklyn

11212

Brooklyn

11203

Brownsville

x

x

x

Need

Have

Need

x

x

x

Need

Need

Need

N

Need

Need

Washington Heights

I like going to the
mall with my family

Staten Island

Westchester

Need them

Need them

Need them

-Plays, poets and dancing needs to come to the senior citizens
-BRC, senior centers-library-heritage house- fund organizations thats serve these populations
-plays and dance class

PAL for children after school
-many stores

BRC library

11225
110033

Manhattan

10040

Washington Heights

Park

Manhattan

Brooklyn/Bronx to see my cousins

Have them

Have them

Need them

That I'm close to most of my friends

a) Instagram b) 0 c) - d) No e) No

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Park

Manhattan

New Jersey

Have them

Have them

Have them

None

Going to the park and relaxing

a) Instagram b) 0 c) - d) No e) No

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Park

School

Museum of Natural History

Have them

Have them

Have them

soccer team

My friends and family

a) Flyer; Facebook, Twitter; Instagram and Email/Newsletter b) 0 c) - d) No e) No

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

High Bridge Park

IHOP

Statue of Liberty

Have them

Have them

Have them

soccer team; finding my dinosaur

Park, pool; bridge and fields

a) - b) - 0 c) nothing d) No e) YouTube: Legendz Josh d) No

Bronx

-

-

House

-

-

Need them

Need them

Need them

Nothing

My family

a) YouTube b) 0 c) - d) No e) No
a) Flyer, Facebook, email/newsletter b) 0 c) I do not know _______________ d) No and e) No

Bronx

10452

Bronx

10453

Bronx

10452

Bronx

10452

Manhattan

10040

Brooklyn

11215

Manhattan

10033

Bronx

10453

Manhattan

10025

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

soccer
Roberto Clemente
State Park

High Bridge Park

None

Washington Heights
Park Slope

Upper West Side
Washington Heights

Need them

None

a park

a) Flyer; Facebook, Twitter; Instagram and Email/Newsletter; TV; Radio KTV
a) Flyer; Facebook, Twitter; Instagram b) 0 c) going with friends d) No e) No

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dance

How we are all connected; people are friendly
in my neighborhoiod

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dance

People help each other a lot

a) Flyer; Facebook, Instagram; Email/Newsletter b) 0 c) Goring with people I know d) No e) No

At the moment I don't know

that there are many different roles

a) Facebook; Email/Newsletter; b) 0 c) Something like singing classess d) No e) No

Close to park

a) Flyer; TV b) 1-3 c) $$ d) No e) No

Have them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Need them

Have them

Have them

Need them

Schools

Central Park

MoMA

Movie theaters; Broadway shows

Park

New Jersey

I don't go

United Palace

Jazz at Lincoln
Center

Museum of Natural History
MoMA Museum

Sam Ash
El Museo del Barrio

Manhattan

10033

Manhattan

10083

Manhattan

10033

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

The museum

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

School

Brooklyn

11231

Cobble High

Wheels

Manhattan

The Cloisters

El Museo
Chipotle

Chipotle
School

Don't know; need
exposure

Harlem

The Door

Chipotle

Museo del Barrio

MET

YMCA Basketball
court

Natural History
Museum

a) Instagram b) 0 c) Shapchat story d) No e) No
Grass, trees

a) Instagram b) 1-3 c) The Snapchat story d) No e) No

Dance

It's very close

a) Email/Newsletter; TV- Univision; Radio 97FM b) 0 c) Yes I would d) No e) No
Email/Newsletter b) 1-3 c) Hearing about more! lower prices d) No e) No

Would love more

Need them

Need them

More live music spots

I love being near Central Park and Riverside
Park

Have them

Have them

Have them

I don't know

We can gpo to a lot of stores

a) Flyer; TV-News b) 1-3 c) Ancient times d) No e) No

Have them

Need them School only
place

Have them

Free classes; free cooking lessons

The people

a) Flyer, Facebook, twitter, instagram b) 4-6 c) Yes d) Yes - musician

Have them

Have them

Have them

an optional pottery class

Wheels

a) Flyer; b) 1-3 c) If they were an option in school d) Yes - Wheels beginner's band e) No

Need them

Need them

Need them

Arts at school

Wheels

a) - b) 4-6 c) price d) No e) -

I can go to the park and it is wheelchair
accessible

a) Flyer b) 0 c) If we had more museums about different cultures close to my neighborhood d) No e) No

Have them

Have them

Need them

More museums about different
cultures

Need them

Need them

Need them

a place to make art

the difficult cultures

a) Facebook; TV; Radio - Pandora b) 1-3 c) - d) Yes

Have them

Need them

Have them

None

Nothing

a)Flyer, facebook, twitter, instagram, email/newsletter, TV, Radio b) 1-3 c) friends d) No e) No

Need them

Need them

Need them

Coffee shops

Strong community

a) Flyer, Facebook, Twitter, instagram b) 0 c) accessibilty d) No e) No

School

Have them

Have them

Need them

gaming group, the movie theater

I don't know

a) Facebook; b) 0 c) I don't know d) No e) No

Wheels

Have them

Have them

Have them

After school festival
Community Center; rentable arts
spaces

New World Stages

Need them

Need them

Need them

The Club

Have them

Have them

Need them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Need them

Need them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Have them

Washington Heights

250 Colombus

Need them

Have them

NYCPL on 179th

Harlem

a) Facebook; Instagrams b) Instagram c) School work d) No e) No

Have them

Need them

Wheels

10029

It is very close together

Have them

Washington Heights

Manhattan

None

Balthazar's Restaurant

Washington Heights

Manhattan

Need them

Prospect Park

10032

10017

Need them

Have them

10033

Manhattan

Need them

Have them

Manhattan

Washington Heights

I don't know

Have them

Manhattan

Manhattan

Need them

Yankee Stadium

10040

Washington Heights

Need them

Brooklyn Bridge
Park

Train station

a) Flyer b) 0 c) - d) No e) No

Need them

Train Station?

Yankee Stadium

I would love to see lots of pictures of
the world

I value the people and stores in my
neighborhood; also the parks

School

Manhattan

10033

Central Park

Baseball

Wadsworth

Manhattan

Running

Central Park

a) Facebook; email/Newsletter; TV; Radio b) 0 c) d) No e) No
The people; the food, uniqueness

a) Facebook, Instagram b) 1-3 c) Yes d) Yes e) No
a) Email/Newsletter; b) 1-3 c) - d) Yes e) -

I don't know

a) Facebook; Instagram; Email/Newsletter; TV b) 0 c) Don't know d) Yes -Wheels Band e) No

Swimming; book fairs, more programs I adore the murals

a) Flyer, twitter, instagram, email/newsletter b) 0 c) For there to be more announcement of the arts d) e) -

Manhattan

10028

Manhattan

10033

None

None

None

Need them

Need them

Need them

A soccer field

The food

a) Email/Newsletter b) 0 c) food d) No e) No

Bronx

10453

None

None

None

Need them

Need them

Need them

I don't know

Food/sometimes people

a) - b) 0 c) I don't know/food d) No e) No

Westchester Cty

10562

Washington Heights Manhattan

Have them

Need them

Need them

Sports facilities in upper Westside

Culture that is rich in tradition

a) Facebook, twitter; instagram; email/newsletter b) 1-3 c) availability of closer venues d) No e) No

American Museum of Natural History

Need them

Need them

Need them

School Work

My neighborhood is very close

a) Flyer b) 0 c) Time d) No e) No

Need them

Need them

Need them

Dance

Food; culture

a) Twitter; instagram b) 1-3 c) Time d) No e) No

Need them

Music

Food

a) Facebook, twitter; instagram b) 1-3 c) Time d) No e) No

Salsa Dancing

The diversity

a) Instagram b) 1-3 c) If friends attend d) No e) No

More creative spaces

Multi-ethnic community of friendly people

a) Flyer; facebook, Email/Newsletter b) 4-6 c) ? d) No e) No

Community Aspect

a) Flyer; Facebook; Instagram; Email/Newsletter

Washington Heights

Bronx

Yankee Stadium

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

Subway Station

Manhattan

10033

Washington Heights

School

Manhattan

10034

Inwood

Brooklyn

11233

Bed-Stuy

Manhattan

10027

Harlem

Yankee Stadium

Inwoo Park

AMNH

Highline Parkl

Have the,

Yoga

Bell _______

Broadway

Have them

Need them

Have them

Basketball

Manhattan

Food

Have them

Have them

Have them

Hunt's Point
Bronx

10459
East Williamsburg

Brooklyn

11211
Upper West Side

Manhattan

10024

Manhattan

10001

Chelsea

My Community
Garden

Ft. Greene Park,
Prospect Park,
Greenwood
Cemetery

Lincoln Center,
Julliard, Symphony
Space, Ballet
Hispanico

Manhattan School
of Music

Jazz Standard,
Music in parks

Lincoln Center

Need them

Need them

Need them

Ellis Island, Museum of the City of New York,
Historical Societies

Have them

Need them

Need them

Metropolitan Museum, Carnegie Hall, Film Forum

Need them

Need them

Dizzy's, Smalls Jazz CLub

Have them

Have them

Act for children, songs + dance
-swimming for seniors and young peole help
with writing-artistic expression-foster it
-more professional teaching to teach seniors
artistic expression (like singing)

Brooklyn
Manhattan

10033

More black art education and culture!

BRC Public library

East Flastbush

Manhattan

More black theatre
more afterschool and youth programs to
keep the kids and teens out of trouble and
off the streets

Salvation arny

Programming performing to the arts
and increasing the dissolution of
charter schools and reintegrating their
resources into the public school
No touching between the sexes in the public
system of NYC.
school system everywhere.

Multi-lingual people can co-exist and flourish.
Do that more. Embrace pluralism.

Riverside Park, Central Park, Hudson River

Finger painting.

Musical opportunities for low-income
families.

Represent for Your Community Activity
1. Where do you Live

Borough

Zipcode

Brooklyn

11226

Neighborhood

2. What are your favorite Arts and Culture Spots

Neighborhood

Borough

All of NYC

Prospect Park
(outdoors)

BAM

Lincoln Center, Midsummer Night Swing

3. Does your Neighborhood Have...

Places to Hang
(Y/N)

Flatbush

Need them

Do you go to those places/enjoy
those activities? Why or Why not?
Places to be
Activities (Y/N) What programs, places or activities
creative (Y/N)
would you most like to add or bring
4. What is in your neighborhood that you
back?
can't find anywhere else?
We have them, but would need more.
More diversity: something for different
communities, ages, styles of
dance/art. What programs of places
would you bring back? Jazz. Swing
and salsa dances at the Brooklyn
Museum. Community cultural centres, Cultural diversity. That people can drum in the
ceative art spaces, free outdoor
park. Prospect Park summer outdoor program.
concerts and dance events. Dance
it is pretty quiet. Nice architecture, it is fairly
Need them
Have them
studios.
clean.

5. Anything else? Express yourself. a) How are you most likely to find out about arts and culture
events? b) How many arts and/or culture events do you attend a month? c) What would malke you
more likely to attend more arts and culture events than you normally do? d) Are you an artist or
6. If you were in charge of the budget for
from arts organization? If so, please let us know your discipline or your organization) e) Do you
arts and culture in NYC, what's the one
want to join the Northern Manhattan Arts and Culture email list? (You do not need to be an artist or thing you would fund?
arts organization in order to be updatedon the progress of this organization! We would love to
keep everyone informed.) If yes, what is your email address.

1 - COMMUNITY CULTURAL / ARTS SPACES. makes are accessible, activates people, lets artists have
the possibility to grow. 2- ARTS EDUCATION. the foundation for the FUTURE of out city.

Arts eucation should be accessible for every
young New Yorker. This established lifelong
LOVE for arts and helps to educate
responsible, creatife, change-makers for the
future. Kids should have access to arts and
culture through their schools.

